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Intelligence Information Special Report

COUNTRY Poland

DATE OF DATE 23 December 19
INFO. September 1976

susnecT

Warsaw Pact Exercise "Shield-76"

SOURCE Documentary

SUMMARY: - - --

This report is a translation of a September 1976 Polish
Ministry of National Defense Document classified SECRET
produced by the Operational Training Unit of the General
Staff of the Polish Armed Forces entitled "Material on
Exercise "Shield-76". The report comprises 354 pages of
text and approximately 100 pages of accompanying charts and
tables. The document contains scenarios and schedules for
the exercise as a whole and thirteen tabs covering in detail
each of the major participating Polish, Czechoslovak, East
German, and Soviet Units--unit locations, tables of or-
ganization and equipment, and operational plans. Although
the eight maps appended to the report precisely illustrate
the main exercise problems, they are separate documents and
are not referred to in the text. The maps referenced in the
document were not received. All figures are given as they
appeared in the original. No attempt has been made to
reconcile minor discrepancies. Noteworthy is the information
in the various tabs in attachments concerning "The Situation
of the Technical Services" on the disposition, handling,
numbers, and types of nuclear warheads to be made available
to the rocket troops fof~ ehetrations envisaged in the
exercise.

END OF SUMMARY
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Ministry of National Defense
General Staff of the Polish Armed Forces--

Operational Training Unit

SECRET

Material
on

Exercise "Shield-76"

Warsaw
September 1976
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Legend
of

the Operational-Tactical Concept
of the Exercise with Designated
S-ffsandForces of the Northern --------- --
Group of Forces of the Soviet Army,
the National Peoples Army of the

German Democratic Republic,
the Czechoslovak Peoples Army, and

the Polish Armed Forces--"Shield 76".
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1. Exercise Theme

Repulsion of an attack, going over to offensive operations,
and deployment of an operational Front under conditions
requiring the forced crossing of water obstacles and utilization
of air-borne assault forces, repelling counterattacking
forces, and encirclement of large groupings of enemy troops.

2. Training Goals

A. Main Goals

To improve the operational-tactical (combat) preparation
of the staffs and forces and coordination between the forces
of the Soviet Army (SA), National Peoples Army of the German
Democratic Republic (NPA), Czechoslovak Peoples Army (CPA),
and the Polish Armed Forces (PAF) during the organization
and conduct of combined combat operations. To develop and
reinforce friendship and the brotherhood of arms among the
allied armies.

B. General Goals

1) To strengthen the ability to organize the offensive
operation of a Front with simultaneous deployment of
strike groupings and repulsion of an enemy attack.

2) To improve the organization of Front forces going
over to an offensive operation and its initiation in a
complex radioelectronic situation.

3) To increase the capability for converting to
operations utilizing nuclear weapons, repelling counter-
attacking forces, conducting an encirclement of large
enemy groupings, and launching an offensive operation.
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3. Method

One-sided multilevel staff exercise with designated
forces

4. Duration

_ Eight days (9-15 September 1976) including one day for.
critique of exercise.

5. Area

Central and Western part of Poland

- 6. Composition of the Sides

A. "East"

A Northern Front consisting of:

1) Combined Arms Armies:

21st Army of CPA (15th, 22nd, 23rd Motorized Divisions
and 18th Armored Division of CPA; 30th Armored Division

- of PAF, 21st Army Operational Tactical Missile Brigade,
21st Army Gun Artillery Brigade, 21st Army Anti-tank
Artillery Regiment, 21st Army Antiaircraft Rocket
Regiment, 21st Antiaircraft Artillery Regiment);

22nd Army of PAF (14th, 34th, 35th Mechanized Divisions
of PAF; 40th Armored Division of NPA, 50th Armored
Division of SA, 12th Army Operational Tactical Missile.
Brigade of PAF, 16th Army Gun Artillery Brigade, 24th
Army Anti-tank Artillery Regiment, 85th Antiaircraft
Rocket Regiment, 65th Antiaircraft Artillery Regiment);

27th Army of PAF (52nd, 53rd Mechanized Divisions;
20th, 54th Armored Divisions; 64th Army Operational
Tactical Missile Brigade, 27th Gun Artillery Brigade,
27th Army Anti-tank Artillery Regiment, 27th Antiaircraft
Rocket Regiment, 27th Antiaircraft Artillery Regiment);

TS 768153/ d
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- 25th Army of SA (33rd, 39th Motorized Divisions,
29th, 36th Armored Divisions; 37th Army Operational
Tactical Missile Brigade, 25th Army Gun Artillery
Brigade, 25th Army Anti-tank Artillery Regiment, 25th
Army Antiaircraft Rocket Regiment, 25th Army Antiaircraft
Artillery Regiment);

2) 24th Air Army of PAF (12th, 13th Assault-Reconnaissance
Aviation Divisions of PAF; 37th Fighter-Bomber Aviation
Division of CPA; 14th Fighter Aviation Division of PAF;
17th Operational Reconnaissance Aviation Brigade, .13th.
Fighter-Bomber Regiment, 23rd Transport Aviation Regiment,
43rd Operational Combat Helicopter Regiment of SA;
59th Secure Communications Helicopter Regiment of PAF;

--- 47th Transport Helicopter Regiment--of- NPA) ; - -----

3) Tactical Large Units and units subordinate to the
Front: 26th Mechanized Division, 16th Airborne Assault
Landing Division; 31st Reserve Mechanized Division;
13th Operational Tactical Missile Brigade; 11th Front
Gun Artillery Brigade, 26th and 101st Anti-tank Artillery
Regiments, 71st Antiaircraft Rocket Brigade, 79th Anti-
aircraft Artillery Regiment.

- Total:

21 Combined Arms Tactical Large Units (including 9
-- Armored Divisions)

5 Aviation Divisions (including 1 Operational Reconnaissanc
Aviation Brigade and 3 Fighter Aviation Regiments from
the National Air Defense.

4) Nuclear Charges: Missiles--203 with a yield of
5516 kilotons, nuclear aerial bombs--96 with a yield of
4100 kilotons, (a total of 299 means with a yield of
9616 kilotons) and 25 strategic strikes with a yield of
7500 kilotons. A combined total of 324 means with a
yield of 17116 kilotons (17.1 megatons).
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B. "West"

The Northern Group of Armies (NGA) consisting of:

1) Army Corps:

1st Army Corps of West Germany (1st, 11th Mechanized
Divisions; 3rd, 7th Armored Divisions; 37th Airborne
Assault Landing Brigade; 156th "Sargeant" Battalion;
115th, 120th, 130th, 140th Artillery Battalions;
110th, 120th Antiaircraft Artillery Battalions;

1st Army Corps of Great Britain (1st, 4th Armored
Divisions; 2nd Mechanized Division; 18th Airborne
Assault Landing Brigade; 1st -Arti-lery Brigade-;--5th,- --
4th Antiaircraft Artillery Regiments; 50th "Honest
John" Rocket Artillery Regiment; 7th Antiaircraft
Artillery Brigade);

1st Army Corps of Holland (1st, 4th, 5th Mechanized
Divisions; 101st Armored Brigade; 119th "Honest John"
Battalion; 107th Gun Artillery Battalion; 44th Howitzer
Artillery Battalion; 104th Antiaircraft Artillery
Group);

1st Army Corps of Belgium (1st, 16th Mechanized Divisions);
5th Armored Division);

2) Reserves of the NGA (14th, 15th Motorized Division)
and the Western European Theater of Military Operations--
2nd Army Corps of Great Britain (3rd, 5th, 6th Armored
Divisions; 44th Airborne Assault Landing Brigade).

Total:

17 Combined Arms Tactical Large Units (including 4
Armored Divisions)
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3) Allied Tactical Air Forces including:

- Air Forces of West Germany (3rd Transport Aviation
Division, 4th Air Defense Aviation Division;

- Air Forces of Great Britain in the Federal Republic
of Germany (121st Fighter Aviation Wing, 105th, 137th
Fighter-Bomber Aviation Wings, 25th Antiaircraft Rocket
Squadron);

- Air Forces of Holland (311th, 312th, 314th, 315th,
316th Fighter-Bomber Squadrons; 300th Electronic
Reconnaissance Wing; 322nd, 323rd Fighter Aviation
Wings; 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th "Hawk" Antiaircraft Rocket
Battalions);

- Air Forces_ of Belgium (lst, 2nd, 3rd, 10th_ Fighter -
Tactical Aviation Wings; 9th, 13th "Nike Hercules"
Antiaircraft Rocket Wings).

In case nuclear weapons are used in the "East" Northern
Front region, there are plans to carry out 390 nuclear
strikes with a yield of 14.3 megatons, including 80 with
203.2 millimeter projectiles, 160 with unguided missiles,

- 140 with nuclear bombs (of which 130 will be delivered by
tactical aviation and 10 by other aviation.

7. Participants in the Exercises

.1) The Command and Staff of the Front who are assigned
from elements of the Training Inspectorate and other
Central Institutions of the PPR Ministry of Defense in
the role of the Command and Staff of the Northern
Front.

^- 2) The Command and Staff of a Combined Arms Army assigned
from the Command and Staff of the Pomeranian Military Distri
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of the PAF in the role of the Command and Staff of the
22nd Army of the PAF.

3) The Command of the Air Army assigned from the
Command and Staff of the Air Force of the PAF in the
role of the Command and Staff of the 24th Air Army of
the PAF.

4) The Operations Group of the Command and Staff of
the designated Military District of the CPA in the role
of the Command and Staff of the 21st Army of the CPA.

5) Commands and Staffs and Forces:

-----of-an--Armored-Division of-the-Northern Group--of - - - -
Forces of the SA with one reinforced Tank Regiment in
the role of the 50th Armored Division of the SA;

- of an Armored Division of the CPA with one reinforced
Tank Regiment and one reinforced Motorized Regiment in
the role of the 18th Armored Division of the CPA;

- of an Armored Division of the NPA with two reinforced
Tank Regiments and one reinforced Motorized Regiment in
the role of the 40th Armored.Division of the NPA;

- of an Armored Division of the PAF with two reinforced
Tank Regiments and one Motorized Regiment in the role

_ of the 30th Armored Division of the PAF;

- of a Mechanized Division of the PAF with one rein-
forced Mechanized Regiment in the role of the 14th
Mechanized Division of the PAF;

- of a Fighter-Bomber Aviation Division of the CPA -
with two Fighter-Bomber Regiments of the CPA and one
Tactical Reconnaissance Aviation Regiment of the NPA in
the role of the 37th Fighter-Bomber Aviation Division

- of the CPA;
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- of an Assault Reconnaissance Aviation Division of
the PAF with one Fighter-Bomber Aviation Regiment and
one Tactical Reconnaissance Aviation Regiment in the
role of the 12th Assault Reconnaissance Aviation
Division of the PAF;

- of a Fighter Aviation Division of the PAF with one
Fighter Aviation Regiment of the PAF and one Fighter
Aviation Regiment of the SA in the role of the 14th
Fighter Aviation Division of the PAF;

- of an Aviation Regiment of the ground forces of the
PAF in the role of the 59th Armed Helicopter Aviation
Regiment of the PAF;

- of a Helicopter Transport Regiment of the NPA (two
Transport Helicopter Squadrons) in the role of the 47th
Transport Helicopter Regiment of the NPA;

- of an Operations Group of the Command and Staff of a
National Air Defense Corps of the PAF and the Combat
Shifts of the BABKI Combined Command Post with one
Separate Artillery Regiment and one Fighter Aviation
Division of the National Air Defense of the PAF in the
role of the 12th National Air Defense Corps of the PAF.

In addition, forces and means of branches of forces and
services and quartermaster and technical support as needed.

8. General Political-Strategic Situation .and Concepts
of the Sides

An aggressive policy of pressure and military blackmail
conducted by the NATO governments has, by the second half
of 1976, given rise to a dangerous increase in international
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tension. Since this policy has not produced the desired
results, the western governments decide to resolve the
matter militarily.

The "West", preparing for aggression, from the middle
- of August, intensifies the training of its armed forces

within the framework of which numerous complex combined
exercises including mobilization are conducted. From 26
August under the pretext of a strategic exercise, "Summertex-
76" the secret transformation of ground, air, and naval
forces from a peacetime to a wartime status is undertaken

* and strike groupings are moved into the pre-border zone.
- Naval and air reconnaissance and border control is intensified.

The Warsaw Pact governments undertake broad initiatives
in order to resolve the problems by means of negotiations.

-- Simultaneously, they strengthen their -defensive- capabl-i-ty- - -
in accordance with the growing threat.-

The "East", on 30 August, introduces a state of increased
combat readiness and, on 8 September, under the pretext of
exercise "Lato-76" ["Summer-76"] initiates the mobilization
and operational deployment of forces. On 31 August, the
Command and Staff of the Northern Front are formed from
elements of the Central Institutions of the PPR Ministry of
National Defense and, from elements of the Pomeranian Military
District, Silesian Military District, and Air Force, the
corresponding commands and staffs of the 22nd and 27th
Armies and the 24th Air Army; in addition, the 21st Army of
the Czechoslovak Peoples Army is incorporated into the
Northern Front.

* The agreed upon state border between "the West" and "the
- East" runs USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW,

SZAMOTULY, West of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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Concepts of the Sides

The "West" plans, at 1300 on 11 September following.
massive air and artillery strikes, to go over to offensive
operations without the use of weapons of mass destruction by
carrying out, in the West-European theater of Military
Operations, a main strike with the inner flanks of the
Northern Group of Armies (NGA) and the Central Group of

-- Armies (CGA) using the forces of four army corps on the
axes: NGA--LECZYCA, LOWICZ, WARSAW, BIALYSTOK (with two
army corps); CGA---KLUCZBORK, RADOM, DEBLIN, BRZESC (with two.
army corps). Secondary strikes are to be carried out on
axes: 1st Army Corps (Netherlands)--ZLOTOW, SWECIE, MLAWA;
Jutland Army Corps--MIASTKO, STAROGARD, DOBRE MIASTO.

Task:__ to defeat the main forces of the "Eastern"
operational first echelon and on the 7-8 day of the operation
to be in control of the line SANDOMIERZ, DEBLIN, excluding

-- WARSAW, NIDZICA, OLSZTYN, BRANIEWO. On the secondary axes,
part of the first operational echelon corps forces temporarily
to go over to defense.

Then, to launch offensive operations on the indicated
axes, to defeat approaching "Eastern" reserve forces, and to
gain control of the territories of the Polish Peoples Republic
and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic.

In the event of the threat of the operation being
broken-up and the impossibility of achieving its goals with
conventional means, to use weapons of mass destruction.

"The "East" intends to repulse the "Western" strike and
to go over to offensive operations in order to defeat the
NATO forces. Within these frameworks, they prepare for the
strategic offensive operation of a group of Fronts in the
Western Military Theater of Operations, planning tIe execution
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of main attacks on the axes: 23rd Army--MIASTKO, NOW9GARD,
GOLENIOW; Northern Front--LWOWEK, RZEPIN, South of BERLIN,
GENTHIN, KLABE, VERDEN~~1EPPEN; Central Front--WROCLAW,
GORLITZ, South of LEIPZIG, JENA.

Task: In coordination with long-range aviation and
forces of the allied fleet, to repel the "Western" attack,
to go over to offensive operations, to defeat their main

_ forces and on the 7-8 day of the operation to control the
line ROSTOCK, LUBZ, GENTHIN, excluding DESSAU.

Then, to commit the second operational echelon of the
Fronts to combat, to defeat the approaching "Western" reserve
forces and on the 12-14 day of the operation to reach the
western border of the Federal Republic of Germany.

In--the course-of the operation-,-to-be--ready-to- conduct
a first nuclear strike and to convert to combat operations
under conditions of mass-destruction weapons use.

9. Course of the Exercise

In the preparatory period, i.e., until 0100 on 9 September:

- from 23 August, deployment of troops to the training
areas and preparatory training;

- at 0600 on 8 September, after turn over of the
_ scenario for the exercise to the excercise command of

the operational and tactical large units, decisions
will be worked out concerning combat operations at all
command levels, beginning with the making of a decision
by the commander of the front to repel the enemy attack
and to undertake offensive (and defensive) operations,
and by the command of the 24th Air Army to conduct air
operations in the military theater of operations;
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- by 0100 on 9 September, deployment of the field
system of troop command and establishment of conimo and
coordination between the staffs participating ir the
exercise.

First Stage

1) Objectives of the stage: "Organization of th}e
offensive operation of the operational Front, deployment
of strike groups and repulsion of the enemy attack".

2) Duration of the stage: From 0100 on 9 September to
2400 an 11 September {71 hours).

3) Training tasks of this phase: - organization of
the repulsion of the enemy attack and of the offensive
operation of the Front:

- protection of the state border and deployment of
strike groups;

- repulsion of the enemy attack;

- massive use of air power in order to achieve and
- maintain air superiority.

4) Operational-strategic situation: "The West" under
the pretext of exercise "Summertex-76", completes the
operational deployment of forces along its eastern
border, while simultaneously carrying out reconnaissance,
including satellite reconnaissance. Significant activation
of the activities of diversive-reconnaissance groups.
At 1300 on 11 September, troops of the Central Army
Group, Northern Army Group, and Jutland Army Corps

~ following a massive artillery and air strike go over to
offensive operations on selected axes.

TS 768153
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"The East", after completing the organization for re-
_ pelling tie "West" attack, continues the preparation

for a strategic offensive operation.. In the existing
situation before 0100 on 9 September, deploys the field
system of troop command and, from 2000 on 9 September,
attains full combat readiness without a public warning,
simultaneously begins the organization of protection of
the state border. By the morning of 11 September,

- protective forces and part of the operational first
echelon occupy the departure area for the operation,
and, from 1300 on 11 September, begin repelling the
"Western" attack. The remaining tactical large units

which make up the strike groups of the armies of the

first operational echelon of the fronts continue re-

-deployment to- jump-off areas in orderxtoundertake an__
offensive operation.

Second Stage

1) Objectives of the stage: Commitment of the Front
forces to an offensive operation and its develop ient in
a complex radioelectronic situation.

2) Duration of stage: From 0000 hours on 12 September
to 1100 hours on 14 September (59 hours).

3) Training tasks of the stage:

- breaching of the covering barrier zone and breaking
through the forward line of enemy defense;

- deployment of Front forces for offensive operation
under highly dynamic conditions and a complex situation,
and conduct of radioelectronic warfare.

4) Operational-strategic situation: "The West",
taking advantage of superior forces and means on the
axis of the main effort of the Northern and Central
Groups of Armies, breaks through into "East" territory
to a depth of 50-70 kilometers during the first three

TS 768153
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days of combat operations. On the other axes, they do
not succeed, and from the first day of hostilities,

-' conduct heavy defensive battles. As a result of successful
offensive operations of the "East" forces on the axis
of the main effort of the Northern and Central Fronts,
a threat to the rear and encirclement of the main
strike grouping of the "West" forces developes in an
area south of POZNAN. Because of this situation and
inability to reach the objectives of the operation
using conventional weapons, the "West" decides to use
weapons of mass destruction on the morning of September
14, simultaneously to commit to battle second operational
echelons of the army groups (Belgian 1st Army and U.S.
3rd Army Corps), to launch a determined offensive using
all tactical large units of the first operational
ech-elon, to defeat the-main-forces -of the-'"East",-and-----
to accomplish the assigned operational tasks.

The "East" breaks up the enemy attack, simul-
[ taneously deploying the main forces of the Fronts for

decisive offensive operations. The Northern Front,
using part of its forces, holds the enemy offensive
operations in an area south of POZNAN and using the
main force, by the end of the third day of operations,
breaks through the defense of the "West" at a point

j- where the adjacent 1st Army Corps (Netherlands) and 1
Army Corps (West German) meet. In this situation, the
"East" decides to commit the second operational echelons

of the Fronts to battle, and to launch offensive
operations on a western axis using part of the forces
of the Northern and Central Fronts, to envelop and
destroy enemy strike grouping operating in the area;

~ south of POZNAN, west of LODZ, north of WROCLAW, and
east of LUBLIN.

- Because of the immediate threat of the use of
weapons of mass destruction by the "West", the "East"
undertakes appropriate steps to prepare the first mass
nuclear strike.
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Third Stage

1) Objectives of this stage: "Going over to combat
operations with the use of nuclear weapons, repulsion
of counterattacks, and encirclement of enemy groupings
with simultaneous development of an offensive operation."

2) Duration of the stage: from 1100 hours on 14
September to 1500 hours on 15 September (28 hours).

3) Training. tasks of this stage:

- going over to combat operations with the use of
nuclear weapons;

- development of an offensive operation, forcing of -
water obstacles with the use of airborne landings, and
repulsion of strong enemy counterattacks;

- encirclement of enemy groupings with the cooperation
of an adjacent unit.

4) Operational-strategic situation: "The West" at
1100 hours on 14 September, carries out the first mass
nuclear strikes on the troops and rear installations of
the "East". Simultaneously it introduces into the
battle the second operational echelons of the army

groups (1st Belgian Army Corps and 3rd US Army Corps)
making strong counterattacks with them on the flanks of
assault groupings of the "East" in order to prevent
encirclement of the POZNAN-WROCLAW grouping of its

troops and to create conditions for the performance of
assigned tasks.

"The East" at 1100 hours on 14 September, executes
first mass nuclear strikes over the whole depth of the
enemy's territory. Liquidates the results of strikes
by enemy mass destruction weapons, thereby restoring
the combat capability of the affected troops.
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Simultaneously the "East" commits the second operational
_echelons of the Fronts to the battle. The Northern

Front, with the cooperation of troops of the Central
Front and of the 23rd Army manages to encircle enemy
grouping and at the same time commits to battle the
second operational echelon--the 25th Army--from an
unplanned line in order to develop offensive operations
on the main strike axis.
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PLAN
for

Conducting the Operational-Tactical
--- -- -- Exercise "Sh-ield--76" wit-h-the-----. __

Designated Staffs and Forces of the
Northern Group of Forces of the Soviet
Army, the National Peoples Army of the

German Democratic Republic, the
Czechoslovak Peoples Army, and the

Polish Armed Forces
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_. 1. Exercise Theme

Repulsion of an attack, going over to offensive operations,
and deployment of an operational Front under conditions.
requiring the forced crossing of water obstacles and utilization
of air-borne assault forces, repelling counterattacking
forces, and encirclement of large groupings of enemy troops.

2. Training Goals

A. Main Goals

To improve the operational-tactical (combat) preparation
of the staffs and forces and coordination between the forces
of the Soviet Army (SA), National Peoples Army of the German

- Democratic Republic (NPA), -Czechos-lovak -Peoples--Army (CPA), - -
and the Polish Armed Forces (PAF) during the organization

- and conduct of combined combat operations. To develop and
reinforce friendship and the brotherhood of arms among the
allied armies.

- B. General Goals

1) To strengthen the ability to organize the offensive
operation of a Front with simultaneous deployment of
strike groupings and repulsion of an enemy attack.

2) To improve the organization of Front forces going
over to an offensive operation and its initiation in a
complex radioelectronic situation.

3) To increase the capability for converting to
operations utilizing nuclear weapons, repelling counter-
attacking forces, conducting an encirclement of large
enemy groupings, and launching an offensive operation.
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3. Method

One-sided multilevel staff exercise with designated
forces

4. Duration

Eight days (9-15 September 1976) including one day for
critique of exercise.

5. Area

Central and Western part of Poland

6. Participants_ in the Exercises

1) The Command and Staff of the Front who are assigned
from elements of the Training Inspectorate and other
Central Institutions of the PPR Ministry of Defense in
the role of the Command and Staff of the Northern
Front.

2) The Command and Staff of a Combined Arms Army
assigned from the Command and Staff of the Pomeranian
Military District of the PAF in the role of the Command
and Staff of the 22nd Army of the PAF.

3) The Command of the Air Army assigned from the
Command and Staff of the Air Force of the PAF in the
role of the Command and Staff of the 24th Air Army of
the PAF.

4) The Operations Group of the Command and Staff. of
the designated Military District of the CPA in the role
of the Command and Staff of the 21st Army of the CPA.

5) Commands and Staffs and Forces:
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- of an Armored Division of the Northern Group of
Forces of the SA with one reinforced Tank Regiment in
the role of the 50th Armored Division of the SA;

- of an Armored Division of the CPA with one reinforced
Tank Regiment and one reinforced Motorized Regiment in
the role of the 18th Armored Division of the CPA;

~ - of an Armored Division of the NPA with two reinforced
Tank Regiments and one reinforced Motorized Regiment in
the role of the 40th Armored Division of the NPA;

- of an Armored Division of the PAF with two reinforced
Tank Regiments and one Motorized Regiment in the role

_ of the 30th Armored Division ofth- PAF;

- of a Mechanized Division of the PAF with one rein-
forced Mechanized Regiment in the role of the 14th
Mechanized Division of the PAF;

- of a Fighter-Bomber Aviation Division of the CPA
- with two Fighter-Bomber Regiments of the CPA and one

Tactical Reconnaissance Aviation Regiment of the NPA in
the role of the 37th Fighter-Bomber Aviation Division

... of the CPA;

- of an Assault Reconnaissance Aviation Division of
the PAF with one Fighter-Bomber Aviation Regiment and
one Tactical Reconnaissance Aviation Regiment in the
role of the 12th Assault Reconnaissance Aviation
Division of the PAF;

- of a Fighter Aviation Division of the PAF with one
Fighter Aviation Regiment of the PAF and one Fighter
Aviation Regiment of the SA in the role of the 14th
Fighter Aviation Division of the PAF;
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- of an Aviation Regiment of the ground forces of the
PAF in the role of the 59th Armed Helicopter Aviation
Regiment of the PAF;

- of a Helicopter Transport Regiment of the NPA (two
Transport Helicopter Squadrons) in the role of the 47th
Transport Helicopter Regiment of the NPA;

- of an Operations Group of the Command and Staff of a
National Air Defense Corps of the PAF and the Combat
Shifts of the BABKI Combined Command Post with one
Separate Artillery Regiment and one Fighter Aviation
Division of the National Air Defense of the PAF in the

- role of the 12th National Air Defense Corps of the PAF.

In addition, forces and means of branches of forces and
-- serv-ices- and- quartermaster--and technical---support as-needed.-

7. General Political-Strategic Situation and Concepts
of the Sides

An aggressive policy of pressure and military blackmail
conducted by the NATO governments has, by the second half of

- 1976, given rise to a dangerous increase in international
tension. Since this policy has not produced the desired
results, the western governments decide to resolve the
matter militarily.

The "West", preparing for aggression, from the middle
of August, intensifies the training of its armed forces

-' within the framework of which numerous complex combined
exercises including mobilization are conducted. From 26
August under the pretext of a strategic exercise, "Summer-

- tex-76" the secret transformation of ground, air, and naval
forces from a peacetime to a wartime status is undertaken
and strike groupings are moved into the pre-border zone.
Naval and air reconnaissance and border* control is intensified.

* The agreed upon state border between "the West" and "the
East" runs USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW,
SZAMOTULY, West of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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The Warsaw Pact governments undertake broad initiatives
in order to resolve the problems by means of negotiations.
Simultaneously, they strengthen their 'defensive capability
in accordance with the growing threat.

The "East", on 30 August, introduces a state of increased
combat readiness and, on 8 September, under the pretext of
exercise "Lato-76" ["Summer-76"] initiates the mobilization
and operational deployment of forces.. On 31 August, the
Command and Staff of the Northern Front are formed from
elements of the Central Institutions of the PPR Ministry of
National Defense and, from elements of the Pomeranian Military

- District, Silesian Military District, and Air Force, the
corresponding commands and staffs of the 22nd and 27th
Armies and the 24th Air Army; in addition to the 21st Army

- ____ __of the Czechoslovak Peoples Army-is- incor-porated -into the----
Northern Front.

Concepts of the Sides

The "West" plans, at 1300 on 11 September following
massive air and artillery strikes, to go over to offensive

- operations without the use of weapons of mass destruction by
carrying out, in the West-European theater of Military
Operations, a main strike with the inner flanks of the

-- Northern Group of Armies (NGA) and the Central Group of
Armies (CGA) using the forces of four army corps on the
axes: NGA--LECZYCA, LOWICZ, WARSAW, BIALYSTOK (with two

_ army corps); CGA--KLUCZBORK, RADOM, DEBLIN, BRZESC (with two
army corps). Secondary strikes are to be carried out on
axes: 1st Army Corps (Netherlands)--ZLOTOW, SWECIE, MLAWA;
Jutland Army Corps--MIASTKO, STAROGARD, DOBRE MIASTO.
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Task: to defeat the main forces of the "Eastern"
operational first echelon and on the 7-8 day of the operation

_ to be in control of the line SANDOMIERZ, DEBLIN, exclu ing
WARSAW, NIDZICA, OLSZTYN, BRANIEWO. On the secondary 4xes,
part of the first operational echelon corps forces temporarily
to go over to defense.

Then, to launch offensive operations on the indicated
axes, to defeat approaching "Eastern" reserve forces, and to

- gain control of the territories of the Polish Peoples Republic
and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic.

_ In the event of the threat of the operation being
broken-up and the impossibility of achieving its goals with
conventional means, to use weapons of mass destruction.

"The East" intends to repulse the "Western" strike and
to go over to offensive operations in order to defeat the
NATO forces. Within these frameworks, they prepare for the
strategic offensive operation of a group of Fronts in the
Western Military Theater of Operations, planning the execution
of main attacks on the axes: 23rd Army--MIASTKO, NOWOGARD,
GOLENIOW: Northern Front--LWOWEK, RZEPIN, South of BERLIN,
GENTHIN, KLABE, VERDE'~MEPPEN; Central Front--WROCLAW,
GORLITZ, South of LEIPZIG, JENA.

Task: In coordination with long-range aviation and
forces of the allied fleet, to repel the "Western" attack,
to go over to offensive operations, to defeat their main
forces and on the 7-8 day of the operation to control the
line ROSTOCK, LUBZ, GENTHIN, excluding DESSAU.

Then, to commit the second operational echelon of the
Fronts to combat, to defeat the approaching "Western" reserve
forces and on the 12-14 day of the operation to reach the
western border of the Federal Republic of Germany.
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In the course of the operation, to be ready to conduct
a first nuclear strike and to convert to combat operations

- under conditions of mass-destruction weapons use.

8. Course of the Exercise

In the preparatory period, i.e., until 0100 on 9 September:

- from 23 August, deployment of troops to the training
areas and preparatory training;

- - at 0600 on 8 September, after turn over of the
scenario for the exercise to the excercise command of
the operational and tactical large units,_decisions _

- -will be worked out concerning combat operations at all
command levels, beginning with the making of a decision
by the commander of the Front to repel the enemy attack
and to undertake offensive and defensive) operations,
and by the command of the 24th Air Army to conduct air
operations in the military theater of operations;

- - by 0100 on 9 September, deployment of the field
system of troop .command and establishment of commo and
coordination between the staffs participating in the
exercise.

First Stage

-_1). Objectives of the stage: "Organization of the
offensive operation of the operational Front, deployment
of strike groups and repulsion of the enemy attack".
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2) Duration of the stage: From 0100 on,9 September to
- 2400 on 11 September (71 hours).

3) Training tasks of this phase: - organization of
-- the repulsion of the enemy attack and of the offensive

operation of the Front:

- protection of the state border and deployment of
strike groups;

- repulsion of the enemy attack;

- massive use of air power in order to achieve and
maintain air superiority.

4) Operational-strategic situation: "The. West" under
the pretext of exercise "Summertex-76", completes the
operational deployment of forces along its eastern
border, while simultaneously carrying out reconnaissance,
including satellite reconnaissance. Significant activation
of the activities of diversive-reconnaissance groups.
At 1300 on 11 September, troops of the Central Army
Group, Northern Army Group, and Jutland Army Corps
following a massive artillery and air strike go over toI- offensive operations on selected axes.

"The East", after completing the organization for re-
pelling the "West" attack, continues the preparation
for a strategic offensive operation. .In the existing
situation before 0100 on 9 September, deploys the field
system of troop command and, from 2000 on 9 September,
attains full combat readiness without a public warning,
simultaneously begins the organization of protection of
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the state border. By the morning of 11 September, the
protective forces and part of the operational first

-- echelon occupy the departure area for the operation,
and, from 1300 on 11 September, begin repelling the;
"Western" attack. The remaining tactical large units
which make up the strike groups of the armies of the
first operational echelon of the fronts continue re-
deployment to jump-off areas in order to undertake an
offensive operation.

Exercise Schedule--First Stage: See Chart No. 2--Page 31a.

Second Stage

- 1)-- Objectives- of--the stage:- Commitment of the _Front
forces to an offensive operation and its development in
a complex radioelectronic situation.

~ 2) Duration of stage: From 0000 hours on 12 September
to 1100 hours on 14 September (59 hours).

3) Training tasks of the stage:

- breaching of the covering barrier zone and breaking
through the forward line of enemy defense;

- deployment of Front forces for offensive operation
under highly dynamic conditions and a complex situation,

- and conduct of radioelectronic warfare.

4) Operational-strategic situation: "The West",
taking advantage of superior forces and means on the
axis of the main effort of the Northern and Central
Groups of Armies, breaks through into "East" territory

_ to a depth of 50-70 kilometers during the first three
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days of combat operations. On the other axes, they do
not succeed, and from the first day of hostilities,

-' conduct heavy defensive battles. As a result of successful
offensive operations of the "East" forces on the| axis
of the main effort of the Northern and Central Fonts,
a threat to the rear and encirclement of the maiV
strike grouping of the "West" forces developes in an
area south of POZNAN. Because of this situation. and
inability to reach the objectives of the operatibn
using conventional weapons, the "West" decides to use
weapons of mass destruction on the morning of September

- 14, simultaneously to commit to battle second operational
echelons of the army groups (Belgian 1st Army and U.S.
3rd Army Corps), to launch a determined offensive using
all tactical large units of the first operational

----- echelon;--to defeat the main forcesaof-the "East", and
to accomplish the assigned operational tasks.

The "East" breaks up the enemy attack, simul-
taneously deploying the main forces of the Front for
decisive offensive operations. The Northern ro t
using part of its forces, holds the enemy offens ve
operations in an area south of POZNAN and using the
main force, by the end of the third day of operations,
breaks through the defense of the "West" at a point

-- where the adjacent 1st Army Corps (Netherlands) and 1
Army Corps (West German) meet. In this situation, the
"East" decides to commit the second operational echelons
of the Fronts to battle, and to launch offensive
operations on a western axis using part of the forces
of the Northern and Central Fronts, to envelop and
destroy enemy strike grouping operating in the area
south of POZNAN, west of LODZ, north of WROCLAW, and
east of LUBLIN.

Because of the immediate threat of the use of
weapons of mass destruction by the "West", the "East"
undertakes appropriate steps to prepare the first mass
nuclear strike.

Exercise Schedule--Second Stage: See Chart No. 3--Page

32a.
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Third Stage

1) Objectives of this stage: "Going over to combat
operations with the use of nuclear weapons, repulsion
of counterattacks, and encirclement of enemy groupings
with simultaneous development of an offensive operation.

2) Duration of the stage: from 1100 hours on 14
September to 1500 hours on 15 September (28 hours).

3) Training tasks of this stage:

- - going over to combat operations with the use of
nuclear weapons;

- development of an offensive -operation; forcing -of---
water obstacles with the use of airborne landings, and
repulsion of strong enemy counterattacks;

- encirclement of enemy groupings with the cooperation
of the neighbor.

.- 4) Operational-strategic situation: "The West" at

1100 hours on 14 September, an adjacent unit carries
out the first mass nuclear strikes on the troops and
rear installations of the "East". Simultaneously it
introduces into the battle the second operational
echelons of the army groups (1st Belgian Army Corps and
3rd US Army Corps) making strong counterattacks with

^ them on the flanks of assault groupings of the "East"
in order to prevent encirclement of the Poznan-Wroclaw
grouping of its troops and to create conditions for the

- performance of assigned tasks.

The "East" at 1100 hours on 14 September, executes
first mass nuclear strikes over the whole depth of the

enemy's territory. Liquidates the results of strikes
by enemy mass destruction weapons, thereby restoring
the combat capability of the affected troops.
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Simultaneously the "East" commits the second operational
echelons of the Fronts to the battle. The Northern
Front with the cooperation of troops of the Central
Frontland of the 23rd Army manages to encircle enemy:
groupings and at the same time commits to battle the
second operational echelon--the 25th Army--from an
unplanned line in order to develop offensive operations
on the main strike axis.

Exercise Schedule--Third Stage: See Chart No.4--Page 34a.
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Tab No. 1

Northern Front
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Scenario

Exercise "Shield-76" for the
Northern Front

Map 1:500,000, T~Edition

1. Military-Political Situation

By the second half of 1976 the aggressive policy of
pressure and military blackmail conducted by the NATO govern-
ments has produced an enormous increase in international

~" tension. Since this policy has not produced the desired
results, the "West" may opt in the immediate future to
resolve the situation militarily.

.l_ .._.- -1.) The-_"West",_from.. the middle--of--Aug-u-s-t-,--has--inten--- ---
sified the training of the armed forces, within the framework
of which numerous complex maneuvers have been conducted
including mobilization. On 26 August, troop movements were
begun in the pre-border zone which significantly exceeded
the scale of the scenario in published information about

~ exercise "Summertex-76". Simultaneously, actions are secretly
being implemented on an extensive scale to raise the combat
readiness of the ground, air, and naval forces in order to

- convert the armed forces from a peacetime to a wartime
status. In recent days, air and naval reconnaissance have
intensified and border controls have increased.*

- *The agreed upon state border between "West" and "East"
runs: USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW, SZA-
MOTULY, West of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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2) The "East" undertakes broad initiatives in order to
resolve outstanding problems by means of negotiations.
Simultaneously, it reinforces its defensive capabilities in
response to the growing threat. On 30 August, a state of
increased combat readiness was introduced and on 8 September

- under the pretext of exercise "LATO [Summer]-76" mobilizational
and operational deployment of the forces was begun. On 31
August, the Command and Staff of the Northern Front were
formed from elements of the Central Institutions of the
Ministry of National Defense and the Commands and Staffs of
the 22nd and 27th Armies and the 24th Air Army were formed
from elements of the Pomeranian Military District, Silesian

_ Military District, and Air Force, respectively. Part of the
forces of the 24th Air Army, Front Antiaircraft Defense

- Troops, and the 12th NationalAir Defense Corps will perform
- combat alert duty within the general National Air Defense

system.

_ 2. Specific Situation at 0600 on 8 September

1) Forces of the Northern Front are located at their
permanent stations, in part in assembly areas, and in training
areas.

2) The 21st Army of the Czechoslovak Peoples Army
- (CPA) which is engaged in the practical exercise, is included

within the composition of the Northern Front from 2 September:

- The 15th Mtz Div (68th, 69th, and 70th Mtz Regts and
71st Tank Regt) is located in the LIDZBARK, DZIALDOWO,
CHORZELE, OLSZTYNEK, and NIDZICA garrisons; the division
is being brought up to wartime strength and will attain

- full combat readiness on 11 September;

- the 22nd Mtz Div (75th, 76th, and 77th Mtz Regts and-
- 78th Tank Regt), brought up to wartime strength, has

assembled within the framework of the tactical
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exercises in the area: excluding CHOJNICE, North of
KAMIEN KRAJENSKI, West of TUCHOLA;

- the 23rd Mtz Div (37th, 72nd, and 73rd Mtz Regts and
the 74th Tank Regt), brought up to wartime strength, is

- located in the KORONOWO, FORDEN, WABRZEZNO, GRUDZIAC,
and CHELMNO garrisons; units of the division are
undergoing training;

- the 18th Armd Div. is engaged in the practical exercise
(18th Mtz Regt and 80th, 81st, and 82nd Tank Regts--
actually one motorized regiment and one tank regiment),
brought up to wartime strength, has completed training
at the ORZYSZ training area and is ready to regroup in
the exercise area: South of TUCHOLA, GOSTYCYN, LNIANO;

- -- -the 30th Armd Div (PAF) which--is- engaged -in the - -
practical exercise (64th Mech Regt and 65th, 66th., and-
67th Tank Regts--actually two tank regiments and one
mechanized battalion) is included in the composition of
the 21st Army from 31 August; the division is located
in the OSTRODA, SZCZYTNO, BISKUPIEC, and OLSZTYN garrisons;
part of the division (65th and 66th Tank Regts) are
finishing training at the CZERWONY BOR Training Center
and after returning to their garrison will require 1.5-

~ 2 days to attain full combat readiness; the rest of the
units are undergoing -training in the garrisons;

- 21st Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde, brought up to wartime
strength, is located at the SWECIE garrison; the brigade
is preparing for the tactical exercise;

- 21st Army AA Bde, brought up to wartime strength, is
located in the JABLONOWO garrison; the brigade is
undergoing training;

- 21st Army Antitank Arty Regt, brought up to wartime
strength, is located in the JABLONOWO garrison; the

- regiment is undergoing training;
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- 21st AA Rkt Regt, brought up to wartime strength, is
- located in the ILAWA garrison; the regiment is preparing

for the exercise with the 18th Armd Div;

- 21st AA Arty Regt, brought up to wartime strength,
is located in the GRUDZIADZ garrison; the regiment is
undergoing training;

- staff of the 21st Army is located in the OLSZTYN
garrison; at 0100 on 9 September deploys to an area 12
kilometers southeast of SEPOLNO KRAJENSKIE.

3. The 22nd Army (PAF) is engaged in the practical exercise:

----- 14th Mech Div is engaged in- the pract-ieal -exercise- -
(57th, 58th, and 59th Mech Regts and 25th Tank Regt--
actually one tank regiment), brought up to wartime
strength, is conducting a tactical exercise and within
the framework of a regrouping is concentrated in the
area: East of SKOKI, North of POBIEDZISKA, and 10
kilometers West of GNIEZNO; one mechanized regiment is

- training in the BIEDRUSKO training area;

- 34th Mech Div (42nd, 43rd, and 44th Mech Regts and
45th Tank Regt) is located in the LAPY, BIELSK PODLASKI,
BIALYSTOK, SOKOLKA, and MONKI garrisons; the division
is being brought up to wartime strength and will attain
full combat readiness by the evening of 10 September;

- 35th Mech Div (60th, 61st, and 62nd Mech Regts and
63rd Tank Regt), brought up to wartime strength, is
located in the RADZIEJOW, IZBICA KUJAWSKA, GOSTYNIN,
WLOCLAWEK, and BRZESC KUJAWSKI garrisons; the division
is preparing for the tactical exercise;

- 40th Armd Div (NPA) which is engaged in the practical
exercise (49th Motz Regt and 51st, 55th, and 56th
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Tank Regts--actually one motorized regiment and two
tank regiments) is included in the composition of the

-- 22nd Army from 31 August; at full wartime strength, the
division is conducting a tactical exercise within tie
framework of which, after regrouping some distance away

_ it occupies an area: North of OSTROLEKA, NOWOGROD,
BARANOWO; the division is replenishing materiel reserve
supplies and carrying out necessary repairs on technical
and combat equipment; full combat readiness will be
attained by the evening of 10 September;

- 50th Armd Div (SA) which is engaged in the practical
exercise (24th Mtz Regt and 46th, 47th, and 48th Tank
Regts--actually one tank regiment), is included in the
composition of the 21st Army from 31 August; at full

- wartime strength, the divisions is located in the - -
PLONSK, CIECHANOW, MAKOW MAZOWIECKI, MLAWA, and PRZASNYSZ
garrisons; units of the division are undergoing training;

- 13th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde, at full wartime strength,
is located in the LIPNO garrison; the brigade, on the
morning of 8 September, begins a tactical exercise

-' together with the 22nd Army Field Technical Repair Base
in the area North of INOWROCLAW;

- - 16th Army Gun Arty Bde is located in the KRUSZWICA
garrison; the brigade is being brought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness on the
morning of 10 September;

- 24th Army Anti-tank Arty Regt is located in the
NIESZAWA garrison; the regiment, after completing a
joint tactical coordination exercise with the firing of
combat ammunition at the TORUN Training Area, has
assembled in an area West of NIESZAWA where it is being
brought up to wartime strength and will attain full
combat readiness on the morning of 10 September;
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- 85th AA Rkt Regt, at full wartime strength, is
located in the TORUN garrison, the regiment is undergoing
training; one battery is on combat alert duty at a
firing position 10 kilometers Northwest of CIECHOCIN4EK;

-- - 85th AA Arty Regt, at full wartime strength, is
located in the WLOCLAWEK garrison; part of its forces
(the staff and three batteries) are engaged in a practical

-. exercise in the area South of MOGILNO;

- staff of the 22nd Army is located in the SIERPC.
garrison; at 0100 on 9 September, the staff will deploy
to an area 6 kilometers North of WITKOWO.

4 The_ 27th Army (PAF): -- - - - -

- 52nd Mech Div (27th, 28th, and 32nd Mech Regts and
41st Tank Regt), at full wartime strength, is located

- in the KLODAWA, LECZYCA, ZYCHLIN, and KUTNO garrisons;
the division is undergoing training;

- 53rd Mech Div (13th, 17th, and 19th Mech Regts and
21st Tank Regt), at full wartime strength, within the
framework of the tactical exercises, has occupied an
alert area: West of KOZMINEK, WARTA, South of DOBRA;

- 20th Armd Div (9th Mech Regt and 10th, llth, and
12th Tank Regts), at full wartime strength, is located

- in the WYSZOGRAD, LEGIONOWO, WOLOMIN, WYSZKOW, SEROCK

garrisons; after returning from a training area, the
division is replenishing its materiel supplies;

- 54th Armd Div (8th Mech Regt and 5th, 6th, and 7th
Tank Regts) is located in the MINSK MAZOWIECKI, SIEDLCE,
SOKOLOW PODLASKI, and WEGROW garrisons; the division is
being brought up to wartime strength and will attain
full combat readiness on the evening of 10 September;
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- 64th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde, at full wartime strength,
is located in the LOD2Z garrison; the brigade is pge-
paring for the tactical exercise in the area of PQDDEBICE;

- 27th Army Gun Arty Bde is located in the KROSNIEWICE
garrison; the brigade is being brought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness on the
morning of 10 September;

- 27th Army Antitank Arty Regt is located in the GABIN
garrison; the regiment is being b-rought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness on the ,
morning of 10 September;

- 27th AA Rkt Regt, at wartime strength, is located in
the ZGIERZ garrison; the regiment is undergoing training;

- 27th AA Arty Regt, at wartime strength, is located
- in the ZAKROCZYM garrison; the regiment is undergoing

training;

-_- Staff of the 27th Army is located in the LEGIONOWO
garrison; at 0100 on 9 September, the staff will deploy
to an area 10 kilometers West of UNIEJOW.

S. The 25th Army (SA):

- 33rd, 39th Mech Divs and 29th, 36th Tank Divs are
- preparing in the USSR for the tactical exercises within

the framework of which, late on 12 September, they will
assemble in the area: ORZYSZ, LOMZA, WYSOKIE MAZOWIECKIE,
AUGUSTOW and become incorporated into the composition
of the Northern Front.
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6. The 24th Air Army (PAF) is engaged in the practical
exercise:

- 12th Assault-Recon Aviation Div (18th and 30th
Fighter-Assault Aviation Regts and 42nd Tac Recon

-- Aviation Regt) is based in the SLIWICE, BYDGOSZCZ, and
GRUDZIADZ garrisons; the division is preparing for the
exercise with the 18th Armd Div;

- 37th Fighter-Bomber Aviation Div (CPA) which is
engaged in the practical exercise (15th Fighter-Bomber
Aviation Regt (NPA) and 39th and 41st Fighter-Bomber

^ Regts (CPA)) is based in the LUBICZ, RADZIEJOW, and
PLOCK garrisons; after the completion of the tactical
exercise, the division will replenish its materiel _-

-- supplies-and-conduct an inispection of its technical and
combat equipment;

- 14th Fighter Aviation Division which is engaged in
the practical exercise (12th and 19th Fighter Aviation
Regts (WP) and 25th Fighter Aviation Regt (SA)--actually
the 19th Fighter Aviation Regt (WP) and the 25th Fighter

~ Aviation Regt (SA)) is based in the WABRZEZNO, BARCIN,
and CHODECZ garrisons; the division, after completion
of the air-tactical exercise will replenish its materiel
supplies; the two regiments are performing combat alert
duty within the National Air Defense system;

- 17th Op Recon Aviation Bde is based in the BRODNICA
garrison; the brigade is conducting radioelectronic
reconnaissance and combat training;

- 13th Fighter-Bomber Aviation Regt, which is engaged
- in the practical exercise within the composition of the

12th Assault-Recon Aviation Div, is based in the LASIN
-- garrison; the regiment is undergoing training;
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- 23rd Trans Aviation Regt is based in the SZYMANY
garrison; after completion of the exercise with the
16th Airborne Assault Div, the regiment will replenish
its materiel supplies;

- 59th Armed Helicopter Aviation Regt is based in the
ALEKSANDROW KUJAWSKI garrison; the regiment is undergoing
training;

- 47th Trans Helicopter Regt (actually. two transport
helicopter squadrons (NPA) and .one transport helicopter
squadron (SA)) is based in the LIPNO garrison; the
regiment is undergoing combat training;

- 45th Fire Support Helicopter Regt (SA) is based in
- the GABIN garrison; the regiment is conducting an

- - -- overf-light of--the area;---- --- ------- --- - --

- 42nd Radioelectronic Recon Squadron (SA) is based in
the ZNIN garrison; the squadron is conducting radio-
electronic reconnaissance in the pre-border zone;

- Staff of the 24th Air Army is located in the GOSTYNIN
garrison; at 0100 on 9 September it will deploy to the
area North of ALEKSANDROW KUJAWSKI.

7. The Tactical Large Units subordinate to the Front:

- - 26th Mech Div (83rd, 84th, and 85th Mech Regts and
86th Tank Regt) is located in the BARTOSZYCE, LIDZBARK
WARMINSKI, KETRZYN, and WEGORZEWO garrisons; the division
is being brought up to wartime strength and will attain
full combat readiness on the evening of 10 September;

- 31st Reserve Mech Div (87th, 88th, and 89th Mech
- Regts and 90th Tank Regt) is located in the MIEDZYRZECZ

PODLASKI, BIALA PODLASKA, HAJNOWKA, and CIECHANOWIEC
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garrisons; the division is being brought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness on the
evening of 10 September;

- 16th Airborne Div (1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Airborne
-- Bns), at full wartime strength, is located in the

OLECKO, GRAJEWO, AUGUSTOW, and SUWALKI garrisons; the
division, after the exercise, will replenish its materiel
supplies;

- 13th Op-Tac Rkt Bde, at full wartime strength, is
located in the GABIN garrison; the brigade is preparing
for the tactical exercise;

- 11th Front Gun Arty Bde is located in the ZUROMIN
garrison;--the brigade is being-brought up to wartim-e-
strength and will attain full combat readiness on the
morning of 9 September;

- 25th Antitank Arty Regt is located in the LUBAWA
garrison; the regiment is being brought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness on the
morning of 11 September;

- 101st Antitank Arty Regt is located in the PLOCK
garrison, the regiment is being brought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness on the
morning of 10 September;

- 71st AA Rkt Bde, at wartime strength, is located in
the PLOCK garrison; the brigade is engaged in the
tactical exercise in the framework of which one battalion
is deployed Southwest of TORUN;

- 79th AA Arty Regt, at full wartime strength, is
located in the PRZASNYSZ garrison; the regiment is
preparing for the tactical exercise;

-- TS 768153
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- The Northern Front Command Post in WARSAW, which is
engaged in the practical exercise, at 0100 on 9 September,
deploys to the area South of TORUN.

3. Supplemental Data

1) The Commander of the 12th National Air Defense
Corps, utilizing organic forces and means, the forces and
means operating with the unified National Air Defense system,
and assigned forces of the 24th Air Army, is responsible for
the antiaircraft defense of the forces and facilities of the
Northern Front.

2) Command and coordination communications of the
Front Staff with the General Staff (PAF), cooperating and

- subordinate operational large units, tactical large units,
- -- --and-un-its are assured-through-the-intergarrisonsystem- of ___ _

radio, wire, and radio-relay communications and the military
field postal system.

Communications with the Staff of the Combined Armed
Forces are maintained through the unified communications

- system for coordination of the armies of the Warsaw Pact
states.

-- At 0800 on 6 September, the Northern Front received the
following directive:

To the Commander of the Forces of the Northern Front
- Operational Directive of the Comander-in-Chiet of

the Combined Arms Forces of the Warsaw Pact Member-
tates o. peratlona oscow eptem er

Map 1:500,000 issued in 1964

First: The "West" under the pretext of an exercise are
carrying out the operational deployment of forces
in the pre-border areas in all probability for the
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purpose of going over to military operations. Preparation
for enemy aggression may occur in the next few days.

Second: The "East" is preparing to repulse an enemy
attack and simultaneously to go over to an offensive
operation in the Western Theater of Military Operations
in order to defeat the strike groupings of the ground
forces of Northern and Central Groups of Armies, the
aviation of the 2nd and 4th Allied Tactical Air Forces,
the Jutland Army Corps, and the combined "West" fleets
and to force the withdrawal of the FRG, Denmark, the
Netherlands, and Belgium from the war. -

In the course of military actions without the use of
nuclear weapons, in accordance with the plan of the
Commander in Chief of_.theCombined Armed--Forces, air --

- operations are tobe conducted in the theater of military
operations.

In the event the "West" uses nuclear weapons, the
strategic rocket forces and long-range aviation, in a
first nuclear strike will destroy .and neutralize the

- forces and facilities of the enemy in the zone of the
Northern Front west of the line: STRALSUND, BRANDENBURG,
ROSSLAU.

- Third: The Northern Front--composed of the 21st Army
TAT~ 22nd and 27th Arieis (PAF), 25th Army (SA), 24th
Air Army (PAF), 26th Mech Div, 31st Reserve Mech Div,
18th Airborne Div,-13th Front Rkt Bde, 11th Front Gun
Arty Bde, and 71st AA Rkt Bde--shoutT~e prepared to
repulse an enemy strike and conduct an offensive operation
on a WARSAW-BERLIN axis and then on a Northern-Coastal
axis in the Western Theater of Military Operations in
order, in cooperation with the 23rd Separate Coastal
Army and the Central Front, to defeat the forces of the
Northern Group of Armies and the 2nd Allied Tactical
Air Force and to force the FRG out of the war. The
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departure area for the operation is: CHOJNICE, North
of SIERADZ, SIEDLCE, AUGUSTOW.

Next task: In cooperation with the 23rd Separate
Coastal Army and the Central Front to defeat the main

- forces of the first operational echelon of the Northern
Group of Armies and the aviation of the 2nd Allied
Tactical Air Force; from the march to force the ODER
River and on the 7-8th Day of the operation to occupy a
line: ROSTOCK, (excluding) LUBZ, GENTHIN, ROSSLAU.

Further task: Decisively developing the offensive, to -
accomplish the defeat of the Northern Group of Armies
and the 2nd Allied Tactical Air Force as well as the
approaching operational reserves; from the march, to

-force-the ELBE and WESER-Rivers and-on the 12-14th--day---
of the operation to approach the western border of the
FRG in preparation for conducting a further offensive.

In accordance with the plan of the Commander-in-Chief
of the Combined Armed Forces, the 24th Air Army will
participate in the air operation in the theater of
military operations with the resources of three army
sorties.

The Front operation is allocated 299 nuclear means with
a yie cWof 9,616 kilotons (This comprises 203 rockets
and 96 aerial bombs) and 23 air army sorties (including
the three sorties in the theater of military operations.
In addition, in the Northern Front zone, plans call for
executing 25 strategic nuclear strikes with a yield of
7,500 kilotons.

Fourth: On the right, the 23rd Separate Coastal Army,
from the departure area: LEMBORK, STARGARD, GDANSK,
BRANEWO, is planning an offensive on the axis:
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MIASTKO, NOVOGARD, GOLENIOW in order to defeat the main
forces of the Jutland Army Corps and on the 4-5th day
of the operation should approach the SZCZECIN Bay.
Then, from the march, should force the ODER River to
defeat the enemy reserves and occupy the coast of the

- Baltic Sea together with RUGIA Island in the sector:
SWINOUJSCIE, ROSTOCK. The delimiting line is: (excluding)
MORAG, (excluding) SKURCZ, (excluding) PSZECHLEWO,
SZCZECINEK, (excluding) SZCZECIN, WISMAR.

On the left, the 28th Army of the Central Front, from
the departure area: SIERADZ, KRZEPICE, West of TOMASZOW

- MASOWIECKI, is planning an offensive on the axis:
PIOTRKOW TRYBUNALSKI, KLUCZBORK, SWIDNICA, South of
ZGORZELEC, BAUTZEN, GROSSENHAIN, ZEITZ, in order to

- defeat the main forces of the 3rd-Army Corps (FRG) and-
on the 4-5th day of the operation to occupy a line:
WEGLINIEC, LUBAN, ZAWIDOW. Then, to destroy the
approaching reserves and on the 7-8th day of the operation
approach the line: LEIPZIG, GERA. The delimiting line
is: SIEDLCE, PABIANICE, (excluding) LUBIN, (excluding)
ROTHENBURG, (excluding) HERTZBERG, WITTENBERG, the ELBE
River, along the MITTELLAND Canal, (excluding) BENTHEIM.

Fifth: the antiaircraft defense forces, communications
- centers, and rear services of the Front should be

organized in cooperation with the T2~Nitional Air
Defense Corps in order to prevent enemy air strikes.

_ Before the initiation of combat actions, special
attention should be paid to the destruction of recon-
naissance aircraft and to preparations for repelling an
enemy surprise mass air strike.

Sixth: The Northern Front and the 12th National Air
Defense Corps should assure the flight of long-range
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aviation on the axes: BIALYSTOK, BERLIN and BREST,
DRESDEN from "D" day to "D2".

Seventh: The forces of the Front should be ready for
action at 0600 on 10 September.

Eighth: The decision on the operation should be reported
to theFront Command Post on 9 September.

Chief of Staff, - Commander-in-Chief,
Combined Arms Forces - Combined Armed Forces

Attachments:

1. Enemy Situation
_ 2. Combat Composition of Front Forces

3. Directive on the Air Operation
4. Situation of Rocket Troops and Artillery
5. Situation of Antiaircraft Defense Troops
6. Situation of Signal Troops
7. Situation of Engineer Troops

_3. Situation of Chemical Troops
9. Situation of Rear Services

10. Situation of Technical Services
11. Situation of National Air Defense Forces

- 12. Forming Up Place at 0600 on 9 September--Map.

Directors of the Exercise
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Enemy Situation

Attachment No. 1
(Tab No. 1)

-- From mid-August 1976, a sharp increase in the intensity
of combat training of NATO forces has taken place in parallel
with growing international tension.

The principal training effort, under way since 26
August 1976, is a strategic-operational exercise with troops
under the cryptonym SUMMERTEX-76 that is being conducted
simultaneously with an exercise of higher-level political-
military organs under the cryptonym PRIME-RATE 76. The
activities actually carried out in the course of this training,

--- which have included-problems invol-ving -successive steps in
increasing the defense readiness of these nations, have
exceeded the scope of actions announced in previously published
official communiques pertaining to the exercises now taking
place.

The theme of exercise SUMMERTEX-76 is the transition of
the armed forces, the civilian administrations and the
economies of NATO countries from a peacetime to a wartime
state in the context of an aggravated international situation,

- and the planning, organization and conduct of a strategic

defensive operation in the initial period of a conventional
war; then, with the selective use of nuclear weapons, the
transition to offensive operations under circumstances in
which there is general utilization of mass destruction
weapons.

An exercise preliminary to exercise SUMMERTEX-76 began
on 26 August, involving the following:
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- At 0300 on 26 August a state of "war danger" was
introduced;

- The NATO countries and their armed forces were
changing secretly from a peacetime to a wartime state
by carrying out the mobilizational deployment of the
armed forces and the transfer of reinforcing forces to
the Federal Republic of Germany.* In the Federal Republic

-- of Germany, the mobilization was begun in the course of
Territorial Defense Force exercises which preceded
exercise SUMMERTEX-76; in the United States, Canada,
and Great Britain, at the moment the exercise began.;
and in the Netherlands, Belgium, and Denmark, on 1
September;

- The deployment of a network of field command-and
communications posts and the implementation plans for
the employment of conventional forces and nuclear

-- weapons have been set in motion;

- The emplacement of a system of nuclear barriers in
the border zone and on selected approaches to the ODER
has been started;

- From 31 August to 7 September assigned air force
units have been assembled and during the period from 3
to 6 September the deployment of technical means and of
air force and air defense command organs was carried

- out;

* The initiation of the transfer of forces of the
United States strategic reserve to the FRG is an
indication of the scale of the exercise, in which only
the shift of double-based forces had been anticipated.
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- On 7 September the NATO Command began the takeover
of control of the combined armed forces and the de-
ployment of assigned units in the forward defense area
security zone;

- - At 13 hours on 7 September a "standard alert" was
declared;

- On 7 September the regrouping of staffs to the
exercise area and the readying of tactical large units
for deployment on anticipated operational axes was
begun.

The projection for the first stage of the principal
-exercise_,which is to begin on 9 September and continue
until 14 September, is the completion-of the-transfer to the---- -
Federal Republic of Germany of double-based forces and of

' the United States strategic reserve, and of reinforcing
troops from Canada, Great Britain, the Netherlands, and
Belgium; by 10 September the operational deployment of
ground forces is to be completed. The program of the first
stage of the principal exercise calls for the initiation of
combat activities on 12 September.

In the course of developments that have taken place
- thus far in exercise SUMMERTEX-76, an increase of tension in

the European political-military situation has resulted from
the implementation of mobilization, from the initiation of

_ troop movements to the Federal Republic of Germany, and from
the withdrawal of a portion of tactical large units from
their permanent deployment areas and their movement to the
border zone, coupled with the simultaneous deployment of a

- field system of command and communications.
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The actual positions of the enemy forces as of 0600 on
8 September 1976 is given in the "Identifier" [Enemy Order

-^ of Battle].

Additional Data:

The mobilization exercises conducted in the 13th, 14th,
15th, 16th, and 18th Defense Commands in the Federal Republic
of Germany should have been completed on 26 September 1976.
Tactical large units formed during these exercises were not
dismissed, but were incorporated into the troops taking part
in the SUMMERTEX-76 exercises.

During the early days of August, in addition to informa-
tion on the subject of exeroise SUMMERTEX-76, reports
appeared -in the Western press -about the alleged equipping of
a United States strategic air force experimental unit~with-------
winged "air-to-ground" class projectiles of the "Cruise
Missile" type.

Identifier [Enemy Order of Battle]: See Chart No. 5--Page 53a.

1-
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FChart_NA._5_(Page 1)

Identifier [Enemy Order of Battle]

A. Ground Forces Northern Armed Forces of the Danish Straits and Western Baltic

r Corvs Division Divisional Units Disposition Nunerioal Hajor Armaeents
and Suhunite Strength ul ops Carrier o s

Means

1. 2. 3, 4, , 6 7, 1 1 9 1

Carand anv Staff Division at its peeranent
I Jutlard Mech Div station: NC43GAIRD

1st Jutlard Hah Mke
2nd Jutland Mech BMe GCFICE 4,600 - - - - - 47 18 44 48
3rt Jutland Hech Bde X-AMIEN--- S - -- 4,600 - - - - - 47 18 44 48

^4th _Mixed Arty Regt , NCOWGARD . _ _____ _V_.600__ . _._._- ..-- _- ____47-_ __l __ __44 .. 48
3rd Arty Regt, 2rd 4th Mixed Arty Rgit-- 4,200 - - 4 . 12 - 21' 18 - -
Recoon Bn, andl all XAMIEN7 170DiSI;

. ti others 3rti Arty Regit--WIDUN;
Reo Bn--GRYFICC

AL . 18,000 - - 4 12 - 162 72 132 144

Cameand and Staff Divisim in assembly
> 6th Mech Div areas:
S 16th Mech Bde MIAST8D, BIA[LY BOR, 3,740 - - - - 54 18 16 42

-- , 37 Mach Bde BIELSKD 3,740 - - - - - 54 18 16 42
18th Amd Bdne 3,380 - - - - - 108 18 8 22
61th Sergeant 650th Sergeant Ba en 14,240 - 4 6 6 28 4D 19 24

S Bn crute, head of olnum in5th Arty Regt and STAVE2XAGNT
all others

7AL 25,100 - 4 4 6 6 244 941) 58 130

-Cannend eud Staff 80
13thMt Div Division in mbilization 3,600 - - - - - - 18 12 80

37th Mtz Bde area:
(3w 7 Mtz Bde PASD.OAX, 4fllDGK, 3,600 - - - - - - 18 12 80
E 7 Mech Bde IURSIERI00ER 3,740 - - - - - 54 18 16 i 4213th Mixed Arty 7,060 - - 4 6 - 56 6 14 I -

Regt, 7 Reon, a,
and all others

' 8O7EAL 18.000 - - 4 6 6 1102) 60 54 202

TOAL I JUIAND ARMY CORPS 61,100 - 4 12 24 12 516 220 244 476

1 1 Ibgether with Garps Arty.

2) 54 Tanks in Meth Bde, 28 in Reaon Bn, and 28 in Separate Tank Co.
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V
1, 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14.

Ccrmuid aid Staff Division is in the
7th Arnd Bde JARDCIN, PLSZLEW, 4,563 - - - - 114 19 12 32
? 'Arad Bde BOREK WIFCOPOLSI area 4,563- 114 19 12 32

l 2nd Inf Bie 3,793 - - . - - - 1B 18 36
?Howitzer Arty Regt 4,072 -4 12 -
ard all others

' TOLAL 1G,991 - - - 4 - 226 66 42 100

Comand ard Staff Division at its permanent
4th Anrd Div etation: SZPlrAWJA

~ 6th Arxd Bde GiDCIANOW. 4,563 - - - - - 114 18 12 32
' n 20th Arnd Bde Departed BO1ES1AWIEC gar- 4,563 - - - - - - 16 12 -

rison and oncentrated in
area southwest of OSTROW

- _WIELKDPOLSIQ
? Inf Bde In arch colon, leading 3,793 - - - - - - 28 16 36

- _. ? HowitzerArty -Reft - eleent on-mADOSZYCE height - 4,072 -- - --- _ -4-- - --- --- 1 2- -- - - -
and all others 25kmsoutheast of G1DG0CW

t; TlorAL 16,991 - - - 4 - 226 66 42 100

- Comard anid Staff Division departed ite
2nd Mech Div permanent station: 7
4th Arnd Bde Sept. anid coentated in 4,663 - - - - - 114 la 12 32

.7 e Mh m1.mZ, S3EIEBEN,, . 4,66.. - - - - - __57 18 18 _ 32
p th Inf Bde FINSTEisAIDE area 3,793 - - - - - - j8 18 36
39th Howitzer Arty 4,069 - - - 4 - - 12 - -
Regt, aid
all othe

TITAL - 17,093 - - - 4 - 171 66 48 100

r
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Operations of the Jutlard Army Corps are supported by the allied tactical air forces of the Danish Straits and Western Baltic
couposed of 158 tactical aviation aircraft.

Operations of the Northem Group of Armies are supported by the 2nd Allied Tactical Air Force osposed of 912 aircraft (216 nuclear
weapons carriers), incliing 210 fighter aviation aircraft, 516 fighter-bmber aviation airraft, 138 reconnaissance aviation airraft and
48 bomber aviation aircraft.

Three squadrons (314th, 315th, 316th) oomposed of 54 NF-5 aircraft based at airfields: CEINNIA, NYSLIBORZ, WrINICA, were assigned
-- to provide direct air support to the 1st Army Corps (Netherlands). The 43rd Fighter-B8aber Aviation Wing cornposed of 64 G-91

aircraft were assigned to provide direct air support to the 1st Army Corps (West ea). Base airfields: GO1ZOW WIELOPOL2KI,
SUTECIN, RZEPIN. The 137th Fighter-Bomber Aircraft Wing coposed of 48 ier - t was assigned to provide direct air support
to the 1st Army Corps Creat Britain). Base airfields: GOSTYN, LSZNO, KOBYLD1, KROBIA.

Opermtions of the Central Group of.Armies are supported bythe 4th Allied Tactical Air Force.

[NOTE: "?" was used in original to indicate unkiewn item of information].
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Attachment No. 3
(Tab No. 1)

At 0800 on 6 September, the Commander of the 24th Air
Army received the following directive:

To the Commander of the 24th Air Army
Operational Directive of the Commander-in- Chief of

the Combined Armed Forces of the Warsaw Pact
Member-States No 002/Operational,

r Moscow 0600 a Se tember
Map 1:500,000, 196 Edition

-First: -The ''West", under-thepretext of-exercises-is
carrying out the operational deployment of forces in pre-
border areas in all probability in order to go over to
military actions. They have increased the combat readiness
of the 2nd and 4th Allied Tactical Air Forces and initiated

> air reconnaissance activities along the border of the
socialist countries and over the Baltic Sea, periodically
violating the air space of the "East". Within the next few
days, the enemy will reach a state of readiness for aggression.

Second: The "East" is prepared, in a war with the use
of conventional means of destruction, to conduct air opera-
tions with the forces of the Long Range Air Force, Front
aviation, aviation of the Allied Fleet, and operational-
tactical large units of the National Air Defense Forces
located in Front areas in order to defeat the main forces of
the 2nd and4th Allied Tactical Air Forces and the Allied
Tactical Air Force of the Danish Straits and Western Baltic

l and to achieve air superiority by destroying the enemy's
aviation on the airfields and in aerial combat.
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The operation will last two days. During the course of

it, three mass strikes will be delivered and between them
- Front aviation will deliver strikes distributed in depth.

The first mass strike will be delivered at the time

- when the ground forces begin combat operations; the second,
6-8 hours later; and the third at dawn on "D2".

The commander of the Front forces is responsible for

supporting Long-Range Aviation flights and neutralizing
antiaircraft means in the Northern Front zone.

Third: The 24th Air Army in the first mass strike
will:

- from "H" (hour) + 0000 to "H" + 0030, neutralize - -

(destroy) in the aviation strike zones:

- basic radiotechnical means of control and guidance
points;

- "Hawk" antiaircraft rocket battalions;

- known nuclear attack means.

- - from "H" + 0015 to "H" + 0040, destroy enemy aviation
on the airfields of the first echelon and block off 5-6
airfields, simultaneously destroying their landing
strips.

Targets and times for the second and third mass-strikes
by large units and individual units of the Air Army will be

~ determined by the Commander of the 24th Air Army on the
basis of air reconnaissance. Simultaneously, within the
framework of antiaircraft defense of the Front forces and of

-- supporting assault aviation flights, fighter aviation
forces together with the National Air Defense Forces will
destroy enemy aircraft in air combat.
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Fourth: The limit for the 24th Air Army for the conduct
of the air operation is three army sorties consisting of two
sorties on "D" day, and one, on "D2".

Fifth: Long range aviation will conduct strikes,
- primarily on airfields located west of the line: SZCZECIN,

FRANKFURT, ZAGAN. The long-range aviation flights will take
place on the axes: BAILYSTOK-BERLIN and BREST-LEIPZIG (from
the rear area boundary of the Front: MORAG, GROJEC) in the
zones:

1) On the right: KNYSZYN, DZIALDOWO, CHODZIEZ, -
-' BADFREIENWALDE; on the left: LAPY, CIECHANOW, SZAMOTULY,

FURSTENWALDE.

-- 2)-- On the right: SIEDLCE,OZORKOW-SZ-PROTAWA,-10-0
kilometers south of HOYERSWERDA; on the left: 10
kilometers south of LUKOW, OSTRZESZOW, LUBAN, PIRNA.

In the first mass air strike, the long-range aviation
combat support echelon will depart the rear area boundary of
the Front on "D" day at "H"-0020; in the second, at "H" +
0700;in the third, on "D2" at "H"-0430. The time of each
round-trip will be about two hours.

- Sixth: The forces of the 24th Air Army will be ready
to partctzpate in the air operation at 0600 on 10 September,

Seventh: The decision on participation in the air
operation will be transmitted on 9 September.

Chief of Staff Commander-in-Chief
Combined Armed Forces Combined Armed Forces
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Situation of Rocket Troops and Artillery

Attachment No. 4

I

Rocket troops and artillery are located at their
- permanent stations, partly in concentration areas and partly

in training areas.

1. Rocket troops and artillery of the 21st Army of the
Czechoslovak People's Army (CPA):

- 21st Army-Op-Tac Rkt- Bde---at--wartime strength,
located at the SWIECIE garrison, the brigade is preparing
for tactical exercises;

-- - 21st Army Gun Arty Bde and 21st Arty Recon Bn--at
wartime strength, located at the JABLONOWO garrison,
the brigade and the battalion are undergoing training;

- 21st Army Antitank Arty Regt--at wartime strength,
located at the JABLONOWO garrison, the regiment is
undergoing training;

- artillery of the 15th Mtz Div (15th Tac Rkt Bn, 15th
Arty Regt, 15th Antitank Arty Bn) located in garrisons:
15th Tac Rkt Bn at DZIALDOWO; 15th Arty Regt at NIDZICA;
15th Antitank Arty Bn at OLSZTYNEK; is-being brought up
to wartime strength and will attain full combat readiness
by morning of 11 September;

- artillery of the 22nd Mtz Div (22nd Tac Rkt Bn, 22nd
Arty Regt, 22nd Antitank Arty Bn)--at wartime strength,
located in the framework of tactical divisional exercises
in concentration areas (South of CHOJNICE); 22nd Tac
Rkt Bn--South of OGORZELINY; 22nd Arty Regt at SLAWECIN,
CIECHOCIN, OSTROWITE;

TS 768153
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22nd Antitank Arty Bn--South of PAWLOWO, Second Bn of
the 22nd Arty Regt together with the 75th Mtz Bn--Bkms
East of DEBRZNO;

- artillery of the 23rd Motz Div (23rd Tac Rkt Bn,
-' 23rd Arty Regt, 23rd Antitank Arty Bn)--at wartime

strength located and undergoing training in garrisons:
23rd Tac Rkt Bn at GRUDZIADZ, 23rd Arty Regt at RADZYN

- CHELMSKI, 23rd Antitank Arty Bn at FORDON;

- artillery of the 18th Armd Div (18th Tac Rkt Bn,
18th Arty Regt)--at wartime strength, completed training
at the ORZYSZ training area and is located in concentration

- areas: 18th Tac Rkt Bn at (excepting) BEMOWO PISKIE,
- -- East of BIELICE, North ofRUDA; 18th Arty Bn at (excepting)

- BIALA PISKA, SZKODY, KOZUCHY MALE; the units attained-- -
readiness for regrouping in an area North of TUCHOLA,
GOSTYCYN, LNIANO;

- artillery of the 30th Armd Div (30th Tac Rkt Bn,
30th Arty Regt, 30th Antitank Arty Bn)--at wartime
strength, located and is being trained in garrisons:
30th Tac Rkt Bn at SZCZYTNO, 30th Arty Regt and 30th
Antitank Arty Bn at BISKUPIEC.

- 2. Rocket troops and artillery of the 22nd Army of
the Polish Armed Forces (PAF):

- - 12th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde--at wartime strength,
stationed at the LIPNO garrison; the brigade will begin
tactical exercises with the 22nd Army Field Technical
Maintenance Base on the morning of 8 September in the
area North of INOWROCLAW;
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- 16th Army Gun Arty Bde and 22nd Arty Recon Bn--
located at the KRUSZWICA garrison, are being brought up
to wartime strength and are preparing for departure for
the TORUN training area; they will attain full combat
readiness by the morning of 10 September;

- 24th Army Antitank Arty Regt--stationed at the
NIESZAWA garrison; after completion of coordinated

- tactical exercises which included firing combat am-
munition at the TORUN training area, the regiment is
located in a concentration area west of NIESZAWA where

_ it is being brought up to wartime strength- and where it
will attain full combat readiness by the morning of 10
September;

- Separate Howitzer Aity Bns began their-mobilization-- --
expansion: 85th Army Howitzer Arty Bn at the LAPY
garrison; 86th Army Howitzer Arty Bn at the WLOCLAWEK
garrison; 87th Army Howitzer Arty Bn at the KLECZEW
garrison; they will attain full combat readiness by the
morning of 11 September;

- artillery of the 14th Mech Div (14th Tac Rkt Bn,
14th Arty Regt, 14th Antitank Arty Bn)--at wartime
strength in the framework of divisional tactical exer-
cises is centered in the following areas (20kms west of
GNIEZNO): 14th Tac Rkt Bn--South of TUROSTOWO, TUROSTOWKO,
west of POPKOWICE; 14th Arty Regt--MYSZKI, WEGORZEWO,
west of SLAWNO; 14th Rkt Arty Bn--west of KISZKOWO,
the KARCZEWO State Farm, TUROSTOWO; 14th Antitank Arty
Bn--JABLKOWO, east of JAGNIEWICE State Farm, east of
POMARZANKI; 2nd battalion of the 14th Arty Regt together
with the 57th Armd Regt in training at the BIEDRUSKO
training area;

- artillery of the 34th Mech Div (34th Tac Rkt Bn,
34th Arty Regt, 34th Rkt Arty Bn, 34th Antitank Arty
Bn)--located in garrisons: 34th Tac Rkt Bn at SOKOLKA;
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34th Arty Regt and 34th Rkt Arty Bn at LAPY; 34th
Antitank Arty Bn at MONKI; units and subunits are being

'- brought up to wartime strength and will attain full
combat readiness by the evening of 10 September;

- - artillery of the 35th Mech Div (35th Tac Rkt Bn,
35th Arty Regt, 35th Rkt Arty Bn, 35th Antitank Arty
Bn)--at wartime strength and located in garrisons: 35th
Tac Rkt Bn at IZBICA KUJAWSKA; 35th Arty Regt and 35th
Rkt Arty Bn at WLOCLAWEK; 35th Antitank Arty Bn at
RADZIEJOW; units and subunits are preparing for divisional
tactical exercises;

- artillety of the 40th Armd Div of the GDR's NPA
--- [German" Democratic Republic's National People's Army]

(40th Tac Rkt Bn, 40th Arty Regt, 40th Rkt -Arty-Bn)--at
wartime strength; in the framework of divisional tactical
exercises after regrouping over a great distance, it is

- being centered in the areas (North of OSTROLEKA): 40th
Tac Rkt Bn--JEGLIJOWIEC, OBIERWA, DYLEWO STARE; 40th
Arty Regt--KADZIDLO, BRZOZOWKA, DLUGI KAT; 40th Rkt

_ Arty Bn--LODZISKA, SZWENDROWY MOST, West of DURLASY;
units are replenishing their materiel reserve supplies
to authorized levels, make indispensible repairs of
their technical equipment and will attain full combat
readiness by the evening of 10 September;

- artillery of the 50th Armd Division of the SA [Soviet
Army] (50th Tac Rkt Bn, 50th Arty Regt, 50th Rkt Arty
Bn)--at wartime strength deployed and undergoing training
in garrisons: 50th Tac Rkt Bn at CIECHANOW, 50th Arty
Regt and 50th Rkt Bn at MLAWA.

3. Rocket troops and artillery of the 27th Army of the

- PAF:

- 64th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde--brought up to wartime
strength, located at LODZ garrison; the brigade is pre-

-- paring for tactical exercise in the PODDEBICE area;
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- 27th Army Gun Arty Bde and 27th Arty Recon Bn--
stationed at the KROSNIEWICE garrison; units are attaining

-" their wartime strength and are preparing for tactical
exercises; they will attain full combat readiness by
the morning of 10 September;

- 27th Army Antitank Arty Regt--located at the GABIN
garrison; the regiment is attaining its wartime strength
and will reach full combat readiness by the morning of
10 September;

- Separate Howitzer Arty Bns began their mobilizational
expansion: 88th Army Howitzer Arty Bn at KUTNO garrison;
89th Army Howitzer Arty Bn at OZORKOW garrison; 91st
Army Howitzer Arty Bn at LEGIONOWO garrison; they will
reach full combat readiness by the evening of- 1-0--September;

- artillery of the 52nd Mech Div (52nd Tac Rkt Bn,
_ 53rd Arty Regt, 53rd Arty Bn, 53rd Antitank Arty Bn)--

at wartime strength; located in garrisons: 52nd Tac
Rkt Bn at LECZYCA; 52nd Regt and 52nd Rkt Arty Bn at
KUTNO; 52nd Antitank Arty Bn at ZYCHLIN; units and
subunits are in training.

- artillery of the 53rd Mech Div (53rd Tac Rkt Bn,
53rd Arty Regt, 53rd Rkt Arty Bn, 53rd Antitank Arty
Bn)--at wartime strength; in the framework of divisional
tactical exercises, has positioned itself in alert

.- areas (Northwest of WARTA): 53rd Tac Rkt Bn east of
GOSZ-CZANOW; 53rd Arty Regt north of USTKOW with the
first battalion in the grouping of the 17th Mech Regt
west of BLASZKI; 53rd Rkt Arty Bn west of PROBOSZCZOWICE;
53rd Antitank Arty Bn east of CIELEC;

- artillery of the 20th Armd Div (20th Tac Rkt Bn,
20th Arty Regt, 20th Rkt Arty Bn)--at wartime strength;
located in garrisons: 20th Tac Rkt Bn at SEROCK; 20th
Arty Regt and 20th Rkt Arty Bn at LEGIONOWO; units and

.- subunits are refurbishing their materiel reserve supplies;
after their return from the training area.
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- artillery of the 54th Armd Div (54th Tac Rkt Bn,
54th Arty Regt, 54th Rkt Arty Bn)--stationed in garrisons:
54th Tac Rkt Bn at DROHICZYN; 54th Arty Regt and 54th
Rkt Arty Bn at MINSK MAZOWIECKI; units and subunits are

-- being brought up to wartime strength and will attain
full combat readiness on the evening of 10 September;

4. Rocket troops and artillery of the 25th Army SA--at
wartime strength; are preparing for the exercises in the
USSR and in the framework of them will by the end of 12
September assembled in the following areas:

- 25th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde--CHRZANOWO, west of JEDWABNE,
- BURZYN;--- - --

- 25th Army Arty Bde--GIETKIE, JAKUBY, west of BIALA
PISKA;

- 25th Army Rkt Arty.Regt--ROGORZEL, DRYGALY, ROZYNSK
WIELKI;

- 25th Army Antitank Arty Regt--GORSKIE, west of
KOLNO, LACHOWO;

- 2nd Arty Div (without the 11th Howitzer Arty Bde,
and 14th Gun Arty Bde)--ANDRYCHY, SKRODA, north of
STAWISKA; 101 [?] Antitank Arty Bde east of LOMZA;

- artillery of the 33rd and 39th Motz Div and the 29th
and 36th Armd Div--in areas in which the Division is
assembled.

5. Rocket troops and artillery subordinate to the
Front:

- 13th Op-Tac Rkt Bde--at wartime strength; located at
the GABIN garrison; the brigade is preparing for tactical

-- exercise:
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- 11th Front Gun Arty Bde--located at the ZUROMIN
garrison; the brigade is being brought up to wartime

-' strength and will attain full combat readiness by the
morning of 9 September;

- - 25th Antitank Arty Regt--located at the LUBAWA
garrison; the regiment is being brought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness by the
morning of 11 September;

- 101st Antitank Arty Regt--located at the PLOCK
garrison; the regiment is being brought up to wartime

" strength and will attain full combat readiness on the
morning of 10 September;

artillery of the 26th-Mech Div -(2-6th Tac- Rkt Bn,--
26th Arty Regt, 26th Rkt Arty Bn, 26th Antitank Arty
Bn)--located in garrisons: 26th Tac Rkt Bn at BARTOSZYCE;
26th Arty Regt and 26th Rkt Arty Bn at WEGORZEWO; 26th
Antitank Arty Bn at KETRZYN; units and subunits are
being brought up to wartime strength and will attain
full combat readiness by the evening of 10 September;

- artillery of the 16th Airborne Div (16th Mixed Arty
Bn, 16th Special Arty Bn)--at wartime strength; located

-- in garrisons: 16th Mixed Arty Bn at OLECKO, 16th
Special Arty Bn at AUGUSTOW; after completion of tactical
exercises the subunits are replenishing their materiel
reserve supplies;

- artillery of the 31st Reserve Mech Div (31st Arty
Regt, 31st Antitank Arty Bn)--stationed in garrisons:
31st Arty Regt at MIEDZYRZECZ PODLASKI; 31st Antitank
Arty Bn at CIECHANOWIEC; units and subunits being
brought up to wartime strength and will attain full
combat readiness by the evening of 10 September.
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II

- 1. Organization of rocket troops in the operational
and tactical large units of the SA, CPA, NPA of the German
Democratic Republic is as follows:

- a rocket brigade (R-300); three battalions each
consisting of three firing batteries (total of 9
launchers);

- a tactical rocket battalion (R-70): two firing
batteries with two launchers each (total of 4 launchers);
in the CPA motorized division the tactical rocket
battalions (R30) are organized the same way. -

2. Organization of artillery in the allied operational
and tactical large units is as follows:

-- (a) SA:

- artillery division--heavy howitzer artillery brigade
^ with 152mm gun howitzers--72 guns, and a rocket artillery

regiment with one BM-21 battalion and two BM-24 battalions,
total of 54 launchers;

- antitank artillery brigade--three antitank artillery
battalions, each consisting of 2 100mm gun batteries
and one antitank guided missile battery--54 guns and 27

-- antitank guided missiles;

- army artillery brigade--two 13.0mm gun battalions and
three 152mm gun howitzer battalions--90 guns;

- army rocket artillery regiment--three BM-21 battalions--
54 launchers;

- army antitank artillery regiment--three battalions
consisting of two 100mm gun batteries with 6 guns and
one antitank guided missile battery, 9 launchers--total
of 63 antitank systems;
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- armored division--artillery regiment consisting of
three 122mm howitzer battalions--54 guns;

- motorized division--artillery regiment consisting of
one 152mm howitzer battalion and two 122mm howitzer
battalions;

- rocket artillery battalion--three BM-21 batteries--
18 launchers;

- antitank artillery battalion--three 100mm AT-12
batteries with 6 guns in each;

- armored division--rocket artillery battalion--3 BM-
21 batteries--18 launchers;

-- --mechanized -regiment--howitzer---a-rt-i-lery bat-talion---
three 122mm howitzer batteries--18 guns, battery of v
PPK-9 launchers and platoon of 82mm automatic mortars;

- mechanized infantry battalion--battery of 6 120mm
mortars and an antitank* platoon consisting of 4 Malyutka
Antitank Guided Missiles and 2 SPG-9 grenade launchers.
(b) CPA:

- artillery division--130mm gun artillery brigade and
a 152mm gun howitzer artillery brigade each consisting
of four battalions of 72 guns each;

- army gun artillery brigade--three battalions with
130mm guns and two battalions with 122mm guns--total of
90 guns;

- army antitank artillery regiment--three battalions
with 100mm guns--54 guns.

* One mechanized regiment in a motorized division is
armed with infantry combat vehicles and on the level
of a battalion has no artillery antitank means.
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- artillery regiment in an armored division--BM-21
-_ battalion--18 launchers and two battalions with 122mm

howitzers--36 guns;

- artillery regiment in a motorized division--BM-21
'- battalion and two battalions with 122mm howitzers;

- antitank artillery battalion in a motorized division -

.- three batteries of 100mm guns--18 guns;

- mechanized regiment--battalion with 122mm howitzers--
- 18 guns; antitank guided missile battery--6 launchers

and in a mechanized regiment of a motorized division a
battery of 100mm self-propelled guns--6 SAU guns;

- mechanized infantry battalion--platoon of 100mm - -
rocket launchers--2 BM launchers, and antitank platoon--
82mm recoilless guns (in a mechanized infantry battalion
of an armored division--3 guns, in a mechanized infantry
battalion of a motorized division--2 guns).

_ (c) NPA of the German Democratic Republic:

- Armored division--artillery regiment--2 battalions
with 122mm howitzers and one battalion with 152mm gun-
howitzers--total of 54 guns and a rocket artillery
battalion--18 BM-21 rocket launchers;

- - mechanized regiment-a battery of 122mm howitzers--6
guns, and an antitank guided missile battery (9 launchers);

- mechanized infantry battalion--a battery of 120mm
mortars and an antitank platoon of Malyutka antitank
guided missiles--3 launchers, 2 SPG-9 grenade launchers.

- 3. Listing of launchers and carriers in the front
rocket forces: (See Chart No. 7)
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Chart No. 7

Operational Large Units 
farriers thout Warheads

(Tactical Largo Unite) Launchers

R-30 R-70 R-300 TOTAL

21st Army u.<) 23 .12 7. 9 28

22nd Army fhl 23 -- 26 6 31

- -. -_._ _ _ _..---. -2-.__ 7th-Army- ' - --_ _ - .- _ - - 18 -- . - - --- 12 6 l

2sth Armysev e+ 25 -- 16 9 25

Front Large Unite 9 -- 3 6 9

TOTALS 103 12 63 36 111
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The rocket carriers in rocket brigades are in readiness
degree No. 6, in tactical rocket battalions--ready; number
of.arriers in the 40th Tac Rkt Bn--12, in the remaining
rocket large units and units--1 for each launcher.

III

Additional Data:

j _1. Strategic rocket troops and long range aviation in
the Northern Front zone west of the STRALSUND-BRANDENBURG-
ROSSLAU line, in their first nuclear attack, will carry out
25 strikes-with a combined yield of 7500kt (12x200, 7x300

- and 6x500kt) at targets selected by the~Northern Front--
commander.

- 2. The offensive operation of the Front is assigned:

(a) 203 rockets of nuclear yield of 5516kt and 96
aerial nuclear bombs yielding 4100kt of following types
and yields:

- R-300 rockets--70 (15x20, 30x40, 25x100kt);

- R-70 rockets--105 (85x10, 20x20kt);

- R-30 rockets--28 (12x3, 9x10, 7x20kt);

- aerial bombs-- (55x30, 25x50, 16x75kt);

"- (b) artillery ammunition:

- mortar--4.5 units of fire (among them 4.0 82mm units
^ of fire and 5.0[?] 120mm units of fire);

- artillery--6.0 units of fire;

- rocket--7.0 units of fire;
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- antitank guided missile and antitank machine guns--
- 3.5 units of fire;

- antitank--4.5 units of fire (among them SPG-9 grenade
launchers--3.0 units of fire).

3. The CPA 21st Army will be reinforced by the 12th
Arty Div which consists of the 122nd Gun Arty Bde of 130mm

-- guns and 123rd Gun Arty Bde of 152mm gun howitzers. The
12th Arty Div composed of the designated units will assemble
by 1400 on 12 September in the area (15kms west of ILAWA):

- BISKUPIEC, PIOTROWICE, LASECZNO, where it will become subordinate
to the 21st Army.

4. After the initiation of full combat readiness, the
' -- - field technical rocke es will receive teams which pre-

pare an assemb e the warheads who will-bring wi-th them the - - -
following numbers of nuclear yield warheads;

(a) for the 25th Front Field Technical Rocket Base:

S12 for the R-300 rockets of which 7 are at readiness
degree No. S (3x40 and 4x100kt) and 5 at readiness
degree No. 4 (4x40 and lx100kt);

- 8 for the R-70 rockets of which 3 are at readiness
degree No. 5 (2x10 and 1x20kt) and S at readiness
degree No. 4 (4x10 and lx2okt);

(b) for the 21st Army Field Technical Rocket Base:

- 18 for the R-300 rockets of which 9 are at readiness
degree No. 5 (5x40 and 4x100kt) and 9 at readiness
degree No. 4 (3x20, 4x40 and 2x100kt);

- 13 for the R-70 rockets of which 8 are at readiness
degree No. 5 (6x10 and 2x20kt) and 5 at readiness
degree No. 4. (each at lOkt);
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- 20 for the R-30 rockets of which 15 a at readiness
degree No. 5.(4x3, 6x10 and 5x20kt) and at readiness
degree No. 4 (8x3, 4x10, 3x20kt);

(c) for the 22nd Army Field Technical Rocket Base:.

- 12 for the R-300 rockets of which 6 are at readiness
degree No. 5 (3x40 and 3x100kt) and 6 at readiness
degree No. 4 (1x20, 4x40 and 1x100kt);

- 34 for the R-70 rockets of which 17 are at readiness
degree No. 5 (12x10 and 5x20kt) and 17 at readiness
degree No. 4 (16x10 and 1x20kt);

(d) for the 27th Army Field Technical Rocket Base:

- 12 for the R-300 rockets of which 8 are at readiness
degree No. 5 (1x20, 3x40 and 4x100kt) and 4 at readiness

degree No. 4 (1x20 and 3x40kt);

- 24 for the R-70 rockets of which 12 are at readiness
degree No. 5 (9x10 and 3x30kt) and 12 at readiness
degree No. 4 (llx10 and lx20kt).
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Attachment No. S

Situation of Antiaircraft Defense Troops

I

The Antiaircraft Defense Troops are located at their
permanent stations, partly in concentration areas and partly
in training areas. Part of the forces and means are on
combat alert duty.

1. Antiaircraft defense troops: 21st Army of the CPA:

- 21st Antiaircraft Rkt Regt--brought up to wartime
strength, located at the ILAWA garrison and preparing
for an exercise with the 18th Armd Div, one battery is
on combat alert duty at the garrison firing position;

- 21st Antiaircraft Arty Regt--brought up to wartime
strength, located at the GRUDZIADZ garrison and
undergoing training; one battery is on combat alert
duty at a firing position 5kms west of GRUDZIADZ;

- 21st Radiotechnical Bn located at the OLSZTYN
garrison; battalion is undergoing training;

- command post of the Chief of the Antiaircraft Defense
Troops, 21st Army, located at the OLSZTYN garrison; by
0100 it will deploy in the area southeast of SEPOLNO
KRAJENSKIE;

- 15th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (15th Mtz Div)--located
at the LIDZBARK garrison; the regiment is attaining its
wartime strength and will reach full combat readiness
by the morning of 11 September; one battery is on
combat alert duty at the garrison firing position;
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- 22nd Antiaircraft Arty Regt (22nd Mtz Div)--at
wartime strength, in the framework of the tactical
exercises it protects the tactical rocket battalion and
the command post of the division in the area l0kms
southeast of CHOJNICE;

- 23rd Antiaircraft Arty Regt (23rd Motr Div)--at
wartime strength; it is stationed at the CHELMNO garrison;
the regiment is preparing for providing protection of
the permanent bridge across the Vistula River in the
town of CHELMNO; one battery is on a combat alert duty
at the garrison firing position;

- 18th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (18th Armd Div)--at
wartime strength; finished its training at the ORZYSZ

- training area and reached-readiness for--regrouping _in
the area: south of TUCHOLA, GOSTYCYN, LNIANO;

- 30th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (30th Armd Div)--brought
up to wartime strength; located at the OLSZTYN garrison;
the regiment is in training; one battery is on combat
alert duty at the garrison firing position.

2. Antiaircraft defense troops: 22nd Army of the
Polish Armed Forces:

- 85th Antiaircraft Rkt Regt--at wartime strength,
located at the TORUN garrison; the regiment is undergoing

_ training; one battery is on combat alert duty at a
firing position lOkms northwest of CIECHOCINEK;

- 65th Antiaircraft Arty Regt--at wartime strength,
located at the WLOCLAWEK garrison; part of the regiment
(staff and three batteries) is undergoing tactical
training in an area south of MOGILNO);
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j- 20th Radiotechnical Bn stationed at the SIERPC
garrison; the battalion is in the process of attaining
wartime strength and will-reach full combat readiness
by the morning of 10 September;

-' - Command Post of the Chief of the Antiaircraft Defense
Troops 22nd Army is located at the SIERPC garrison; by
0100 on 9 September it will deploy to an area North of

-- WITKOWO;

- 14th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (14th Mech Div)--at
wartime strength; in the framework of the tactical
exercise it provides air defense for the Tac Rkt Bn in
the area where the division is centralized;

- 34th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (34th Mech-Div) located- -
at the BIALYSTOK garrison; the regiment is being brought
up to wartime strength and will reach full combat
.readiness by the evening of 10 September;

- 35th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (35th Mech Div)--at
wartime strength--located at the BRZESC KUJAWSKI garrison;
the regiment is preparing for the tactical exercise;

- 40th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (40th Armd Div)--at
wartime strength; in the framework of the tactical
exercises it provides aerial cover for the Command Post

- of the division in area north of OSTROLEKA;

- 50th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (50th Armd Div)--at
wartime strength; located at the CIECHANOW garrison;
the regiment command post and a battery .which is on
combat alert are deployed in an area 5kms west of
CIECHANOW and are articipating in divisional fire
control trainin/. Antiaircraft Defense Troops:
27th Army of the

Polish Armed Forces:
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- 27th Antiaircraft Rkt Regt--at wartime strength;
-. located at the ZGIERZ garrison; the regiment is undergoing

training aimed at attaining full combat readiness in
the alert area and inclusion in the National Air Defense
system;

- 27th Antitank Arty Regt--at wartime strength; located
at the ZAKROCZYM garrison; the regiment is undergoing

- training; one battery provides air defense for the
Vistula River bridge 3kms south of MODLIN;

27th Radiotechnical Bn located at the ZGIERZ garrison;
the battalion is being brought up to wartime strength
and will attain full combat readiness by the morning of

- -- 10-_September; two garrison Radar Detection Posts are
undergoing training in detection-of low-flying aerial-
targets;

- - Command Post of the Chief of the Antiaircraft Defense
Troops, 27th Army is located at the ZGIERZ garrison; by
0100 on 9 September it will deploy in the area northwest

- of UNIEJOW;

- 52nd Antiaircraft Arty Regt (52nd Mech Div)--at
wartime strength, located at the KROSNIEJOWICE garrison;

- the regiment is in training; one battery is preparing
for combat alert duty at the garrison fire position;

- - 53rd Antiaircraft Arty Regt (53rd Mech Div)--at
wartime strength; in the framework of the tactical
exercise, occupied an alert area (north of WARTA); the
regiment provides antiaircraft protection for a tactical
rocket battalion and for the divisional command post;

- 20th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (20th Armd Div)--located
at the WOLOMIN garrison; after return from the training
area, the regiment is replenishing its materiel reserve
supplies;
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54th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (54th Armd Div)--located
at the KALUSZYN garrison and undergoing training in the
framework of deployment of the regiment in the alert
area and its inclusion in the National Air Defense
system.

4. The antiaircraft defense troops of the 25th Army of
the Soviet Army are at wartime strength--they are preparing

-- on Soviet territory for the exercises in the framework of
which they will assemble in the following areas:

- 25th Antiaircraft Rkt Bde will leave the BIALA
PISKA, STAWISKA area and move to 15kms south of GRAJEWO
and will provide antiaircraft protection for the main

- 25th Army--forces;

- 25th Antiaircraft Arty Regt will move from an area
lOkms southwest of BIALA PISKA to 15kms northeast of

- LOMZA and 1Okms east of JEDWABNE and will provide
antiaircraft protection for the 25th Army Op-Tac Rkt
Bde;

- 25th Radiotechnical Bn--Skms west of SZCZUCZYN;

- 33rd Antairicraft Arty Regt (33rd Mtz Div) will
provide antiaircraft protection for the main forces of
the division in the area east of ELK;

- - 39th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (39th Mtz Div) will
provide antiaircraft protection for the 39th Tac Rkt Bn
in the area south of KOLNO;

- 29th Antiaircraft Rkt Regt (29th Armd Div) will
provide antiaircraft protection to the main divisional
forces in the ORZYSZ training area;

- 36th Antiaircraft Rkt Regt (36th Armd Div) will
provide antiaircraft protection to the main divisional

- forces in the area east of WYSOKIE MAZOWIECKIE.
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S. The antiaircraft defense troops subordinate to the
Front:

- 71st Antiaircraft Rkt Bde--at wartime strength,
located at the PLOCK garrison; the brigade is conducting

-- tactical exercises in the framework of which one battalion
has deployed in an area northwest of TORUN;

- 79th Antiaircraft Arty Regt--at wartime strength,
located at the PRZASNYSZ garrison; the regiment is
preparing for the tactical exercise; one battery is

performing combat alert duty at the garrison fire
position;

- _15th Tac Rkt Regt is located at the PRZASNYSZ
- garrison; the regiment is being- brought-up -to-war-time

strength and will attain full combat readiness by the
morning of 10 September; two radar detection posts are
deployed in the alert area and are undergoing training
in performing combat work;

- 26th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (26th Mech Div)--located
at the LIDZBARK WARMINSKI garrison; the regiment is
being brought up to wartime strength and will attain
full combat readiness by the evening of 10 September;

- 31st Antitank Arty Regt (31st Reserve Mech Div) --
located at the CIECHANOWIEC garrison; the regiment is
being brought up to wartime strength and will attain
full combat readiness by the evening of 10 September;

- 16th Antiaircraft Arty Bn (16th Airborne Div)--at
wartime strength, located at SUWALKI garrison; the
battalion, after its return from the exercises will
resume its scheduled training program;

- the Command Post of the Chief of the Antiaircraft
Troops of the Northern Front is located at the PRZASNYSZ
garrison, by 0100 on 9 September it will deploy in an
area south of TORUN.
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II

Commander of the 12th National Air Defense Corps is
responsible for the antiaircraft defense of the forces and
rear echelon facilities of the Northern Front until the
organization of the antiaircraft defense system; he will
employ his own forces and means, those forces and means of

.- the antiaircraft defense which operate in the alert duty
system of the unified National Air Defense system, and the
forces assigned for duty from the 24th Air Army. .

Once the antiaircraft defense system of the forces is
organized, the commander of the Northern Front becomes

- -- responsible .for. National Air Defense in thieFront area.

In order to assure cooperation of the antiaircraft
defense forces and means with the forces and means of the
National Air Defense, within the antiaircraft defense system
at the Northern Front command post:

- the Operations Group of the 12th National Air Defense
Corps will remain in the Antiaircraft Defense Coordination
Center of the Northern Front;

- representatives of the National Air Defense Combined
Command Post will remain in the corresponding Army
Antiaircraft Defense Coordination Centers.
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Attachment No. 6

Situation of Signal Troops

II

Commands and staffs insure operation of the existing
and newly-formed command points through utilization of the
permanent communication system of the Polish Armed Forces.
Necessary changes were made, new links were established and
appropriate radio nets and circuits were set in operation.

The communications directives of -the-Combined-Armed-- --

Forces Staff No. 003 and of the Polish Armed Forces General
Staff No. 005 show the following:

1. The following field communication centers were
established for the purpose of insuring command communication
with the Staff of the Northern Front of the Combined Armed

"- Forces:

- No. 8 at LOWICZ, active since 3 September;

- No. 10 at BARANOWICZE (USSR), active since 31 August;

- No. 12 at WABRZEZNO, active since 0800 on 8 September;

- No 31 at PLOCK, active since 1400 on 8 September.

Field Communication Center No. established communications
with the Staff of the Combined Armed Forces utilizing
tropospheric stations. All other field communication

- centers have wire and radio circuit communications.
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2. Communication Centers of the Polish Armed Forces
-. General Staff:

- SD-1 (Command Post-I) at Warsaw;

- SD-2 at CIECHANOW, active since 4 September.

In order to improve communications with the Front, the
following field communication centers of the Poish
Armed Forces General Staff were developed:

- No. 5 at GRUDZIADZ, active since 3 September;

- No. 6 at WLOCLAWEK, active since 0800 on 8 September.

3. Radio communications: -----

(a) Radio communication of the Northern Front with the
-- Staff of the Combined Armed Forces, with the Polish

Armed Forces General Staff, and with the cooperating
operational large units of the allied armies must be

- secured in accordance with Schedule No. 1. (See Chart
No. 8)

(b) Radio communication for command and cooperation
with the subordinate operational and tactical large
units and units of the Front should be organized on
their own authority.

4. Radio-relay and wire communication:

(a) Radio-relay and wire communication of the Northern
Front with the Staff of the Combined Armed Forces, with
the Polish Armed Forces General Staff and with the
cooperating large units of the allied armies must be
secured in accordance with Schedule No. 2. (See Chart
No. 9)
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(b) By the forces and means of the Front (from the
Communication Center of the Command Post) should be

- deployed:

- to field communications center No. 8 of the Combined
-. Armed Forces--radio-relay circuit R-404);

- to field communication center No. 12 of the Combined
Armed Forces--cable circuit (long distance field cable
and P-304);

(c) During the course of the offensive operation Field
Communication Centers No. 9, No. 13, No. 14, and No. 15
will be deployed--Combined Armed Forces at the level of

--- -the deployedcommand posts of the Front--located at the
- line of division between the Northern andthe Central- -- -----

Fronts. Auxilliary communication centers mutually
connected with tropospheric lines throughout the whole
operation have been predesignated, primarily to insure
governmental high frequency communications and protected
telephone communication. Radio-relay circuits to the
Command Post of the Central Front have been constructed
from each of the above mentioned field communication
centers.

- (d) Wire links independent of the Ministry of Communica-
tions network are integrated into Torun Military Net
B and the INOWROCLAW Military Net. Allocation of the
links to individual military nets is according to the
plan of the Staff of the Northern Front;

(e) The Polish Armed Forces General Staff is using
- its own forces and means to construct a radio-relay

circuit from SD-2 (at CIECHANOW] to the Northern Front
Command Post where communication will function in accor-

- dance with Schedule No. 2;
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5. Communications of the military field post:

Delivery of field documents and of correspondence from
the Staff of the Combined Armed Forces and the Polish Armed

- Forces General Staff to the Command Post of the Northern
Front will be done with the use of aircraft of the above
mentioned staffs. The point for exchange of mail will be the

_ INOWROCLAW Airport. BYDGOSZCZ will be an alternate point.
Advanced points for exchange of mail of the Polish Armed
Forces General Staff will be: No. 1--ILAWA and No. 2--
PLONSK.

6. Signal troops:

- (a) The 21st Sig Regt of the 21st Army- o-f the ----- --
Czechoslovak People's Army--brought up to wartime
strength is deploying the communications center of the

- Command Post and the Quartermaster Command Post of the
army in its primary location, its secondary location
and the remaining subunits of the regiment are deployed
in area 30kms east of SEPLONO-KRAJENSKIE;

(b) The 22nd Army of the Polish Armed Forces:

- The 14th Sig Regt--brought up to wartime strength,
the First Command Battalion is deploying the army
command post communications center; the quartermaster

- command post communication center is being deployed in
the primary position of the signal battalion of the
quartermaster command post; the Second Command Battalion
and the remaining subunits are deployed in an area
25kms east of WITKOWO;

- The 22nd Radio-Relay and Cable Regt, brought up to
wartime strength, is assembled in an area 25kms east of
WITKOWO;

- - The Radio-Relay and Cable Co of the Operational-
Tactical Missile Brigade, brought up to wartime strength,
is located at the LIPNO garrison;
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(c) The 27th Army of the Polish Armed Forces:

The 27th Bn--brought up to wartime strength; the First
Command Battalion is deploying the army command post
communications center; the army quartermaster command
post communications center is being deployed in the
primary position of the quartermaster command post
signal battalion; the Second Command Battalion and the

- remaining subunits of the regiment are assembled in an
area northwest of PODDEBICE;

- The 28th Radio-Relay and Cable Regt, brought up to
wartime strength, is assembled in an area northwest of
PODDEBICE;

(d) Signal units of the 25th Arny of the Soviet-Army, -
brought up to war-time strength, are preparing in the
USSR for the tactical exercise within the framework of

- which they will be assembled by 12 September as follows:

- The 25th Sig Bn, 28th Line Bn, 26th Sig Bn of the
quartermaster command post, 30th WWP [expansion unknown]
and 125th Line Company--5kms northeast of SZCZUCZYN;

- The 26th and 27th Radio-Relay and Cable Bn--east of
- BIALA PISKA;

(e) The 16th Sig Regt of the 24th Air Army, brought up
- to wartime strength, the first echelon is deploying the

communications center of the air army command post and
the remaining part of the force is assembled in an area

-_east of INOWROCLAW;

(f) units subordinate to the Front:

- The 12th Sig Bde, brought up to wartime strength; is
using the First Command Battalion to deploy the communications
center of the Front command post; the Radio-Relay and

- Cable Battalion s installing radio relay and cable
circuits from the command post to the booster stations of the
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Ministry of Communications; the remaining subunits of
the brigade are assembled in an area north of GNIEZNO;

- The 25th Radio-Relay and Cable Brigade, brought up to
wartime strength, is using part of its forces to install

-' radio-relay and cable circuits from the Front command
post to the army command post; the remaining part of
the brigade is assembled in an area north of LABISZYN;

- The 34th Sig Regt, brought up to wartime strength,
is using the First Command Battalion to deploy the

_ communications center of the Front quartermaster command
post; the Radio-Relay and Cabl attalion is installing
circuits from the Front quartermaster command post to
-the army-quartermaster command post and to the bases of
the Front; the remaining subunits are assembled in an -
area north of STRZELNO;

- The 79th Radio-Relay and Cable Bn of the Op-Tac
Missile Bde, brought up to.wartime strength, is installing
the radio-relay and cable circuit from the Front command

_ post to the command post of the Op-Tac Missile ~de; the
remaining forces of the battlion are assembled in the
area of the brigade command post;

- 18th WWWP [expansion unknown], brought up to wartime
strength, is deployed near the Front command post;

-- - 19th TWWP [expansion unknown], brought up to wartime
strength, deployed near the Front quartermaster command
post;

- 143rd High Frequency Governmental Communications
Station of the Committee for Matters of USSR Security
(assigned to the Front) has dispatched special communica-
tion centers to the Front and the armies; the primary position
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of these centers are located in the command posts, the
^. secondary positions are located in areas of the second

echelons of key Front and army communication units;

- The 23rd, 41st, and 54th Field Signal Equipment
Depots and the 21st, 22nd, and 28th Sig Equipment
Maintenance Bns operate within the Front Repair Bases.

II

_ 1. The radio nets and circuits of the Combined Armed
Forces Staff and the Polish Armed Forces General Staff are
obligated to maintain continuous radio monitoring. Trans-
mission work can be-carried out _only_ upon orders of appropriate
chiefs of staffs.

2. The exchange of operational groups with communication
- means should be anticipated:

- from the Northern Front to the staff of the Central
Front, to the staff of the 21st Army of the Czechoslovak
People's Army, and to the staff of the 25th Army of the
Soviet Army;

- from the 27th Army of the Polish Armed Forces to the
staff of the 28th Army of the Central Front;

- from the 21st Army of the Czechoslovak People's Army
to the staff of the 22nd Army of the Polish Armed
Forces;

- from the 23rd Army to the staff of the Northern
Front and to the staff of the 21st Army of the Czechoslovak
People's Army.
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3. Units of the Antiaircraft Defense Troops of the
Northern Front in the process of regrouping through the
territory of Poland, are to be incorporated into active
coordination radio links, belonging territorially to the
combined command post of the 12th National Air Defense
Corps.

4. The 143rd High Frequency Communication Station
- contains:

- two communication centers of the front type, No. 12
and No. 13;

- four communication centers of the army type, No. 14,
No.._15, No. 16, and No. 17--each with two locations.

-- Schedules:

No. 1--Composition of radio nets and circuits: See
Chart No. 8--Page 84a.

No. 2--List of wire and radio-relay communication
channels: See Chart No. 9--Page 84b.
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Schedule No. 1

Caosition of the Radio Nets and Circuits of the Coabined Aned Forces StaffSand of the Noush Armed Forces eneral Staft

Nober aM Ne List of Comminator Type of Radio Sets
r' of the Radio Net

(Circuit)

1. 2. 3.
- .

Cabined Armi Forces Staff

Secure teletype radio 1. Combined Armed Forces Staff R-110
cirwit No. 50 of the

^ ~ Obined Amad Forces 2. Northern Front Staff R-205
Staff

Fadio Net No. 51 1. Crabined Anned Forces Staff R-110
-- - of-the Combined Armed _

Forces Staff - 2. Northern Front Staff -

3. 22nd Army Staff

4. 27th Ary Staff

Teletype radio circuit 1. Commicatar proposing work in the radio circuit. R-110
No. 52 for witirming -
omrmicatore from 2. Camicata to who the work in the radio circuit is proposed STA-2M
Radio Net No. 51

Radio Net No. 53 of 1. Auxiliary Camunication Center No. 31 of the Combined
the Ccrbined Armed Forces Anned Forces R-102
Staff with auxiliary
ammioateora Center 2, Polish Anmed Forces General Staff
No. 31

Teletype radio cimuit 1. Camsunicator proposing work in the radio circuit. R-102
No. 54 for withdraing
commioatore frmn 2. Coramioator to whan the work in the radio circuit is propcsed. STA-2M

Radio Net No. 53

Radio Net No. 55 of 1. Axiliary Comnication Center No. 10 of the Combined -
the Corebined Ared Forces Armed Forces R-102
Staff with aumiliary
Camunications Center 2. Polish Armed Forces General Staff
No. 10

3. Northern Front Staff

4. Central Ftet Staff

6. GDR National Peoples Army Main Staff

" Teletype Radio circuit 1. Creemmicator proposing work in the radio cinuit R-102 -
No. 56 for wittiring
oamunicators fren 2. Cosmmticator to whom the work is proposed in the radio circuit. STA-2M
Radio Net No. 55
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1. 2. 3.

Canbined Armed Forces 1. Cmbined Arned Fores Staff R-140
Coordination Radio
Net No. 57 2. Polish Ared Forces General Staff

3. G0DR National Peoples Army Main Staff

4. Czechoslovak People's Anny Geneaal Staff

5, Northern Front Staff

6. Central Front Staff

7. OCnbined Baltic Fleet Staff

Secte-Teletype Radio 1. Central Front Staff R-102
Cirait No. 58 for
withdrawing ooamicators 2. Northern Font Staff T-205
from Radio Net No. 57

Teletype Radio Circuit 1. Northern Front Staff R-102
No. 59 for wit)thdawing

- - - --o~mmrsioators. frmn 2. Cnbined Baltic Fleet Staff STA-2M
- Radio Net No. 57 - - - - ^--

Coordination Radio Net 1. Nothern Front 27th Army Staff R-140
No. 60 for winged large
units of the Cobined 2. Central Front 28th Army Staff
Arxd Forces

3, Northern Front 21st Army (Czechoslovak) Staff

4. 23rd Atny Staff of the Soviet Arned Forces

Teletype Padio Circuit 1. Northern front 27th Anny Staff R-140
No. 61 for withdow+ing
cNmunicatoro from 2. Central Front 28th Anny Staff SIA-2M
Radin Net No. 60

Teletype Radio Cizruit 1. 23rd Army Staff of the Soviet Ared Faoes R-140
No. 62 for withdrawing
cannnicatore frma 2. Northern Front 21st Ary (Czechoslovak) Staff STA-2M
Radio Net No. 60

Camaniations for tatual Information

Radio Nets 247 and 647 The Central Coordination Center of the Northern Front Antiaircraft R-1l0
of the PPR National Air Defense should he provided with shorthave receivers to receive (Al)
Defenne Central Camand reports on the air situation
Post

Radio Nets 240 and 640 R-110
of the GDR National Peoples (Al)
Arny Natiornil Air Defense
Central Csrnand Post

Radio Nets 250 and 650 R-110
" of the Central front Anti- (Al)

aircaft Defense Consand Poet

r Radio Nets Na. 260 and Shortwave radio receivers should be assigned to the PPR National R-llO
660 of the Antiairtraft Defens Air Defense Centrel mand Pont, the GDR National Peoples Anmy

- Central Coordination Center of National Air Defense Central Comand Post, and the Central
the Northern Font Front Antiairoraft Defense Conaerd Post
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. (Chart No. Wge 3)

Pilah Anned For es General Staff Cananication

Teleinonic-eecure Radio 1. PPR Minister of National Defense R-140
Net No. 900 of the "J°thtac
Ministry of Ntional Defene 7. Polish Ared Foroes General Staff
leaderahip -

3. Airborne Ccranard Element-1 of the Polish Anned Forces
General Staff

4. Pomerenian Military District Camvder

9. Silesian Military Distriot CaInander

6. Warsaw Military District Coomnnder-

7. National Air Defense Fomes Oommnder

6. Air Force Conrander

9. PPR Navy Camriieer

10. Northem Front Cmernrr

11. 22nd Army Carunder

.. .. _. _ 12._ .27th An..C esaander
13. 24th Air Amy Cmander_.__.

Radio Cinalit No. 901 1. Canmmicators uier itemn Noe. 1 end 2 of Padio Net R-140
fcr withdrewing No. 900 (above) "Jachta"
Omunicators fr 2. Comnicators urder items Nos. 4-9 of Radio Net No. 900 (above)
Radio Net No. 900

Radio Ciruit No. 902 1. Coaeoatr'a er0 itres Nos. 1 and 2 of Radio Net I R-140

for witewimdr6 cnas-- No. 900 (above) "achta.
ioaters fran iteio
Net No. 900 2. Oxnmunicatore urder itens es. 10 to 14 of Radio Net

No. 900 (above)

Radio Net No. 903 of the 1. Polish Arced Farces Genera1 Staff R-102
Pniia Amved iamxe
Geel Staff 2. Nortim' Frnt Staff

3. 22nd Army Staff

- . 27th Amy Staff

9. 24th Amy Staff

' Radio cireuit teletype 1. Polish Armed Faoes Geeneral Staff R-102
No. 904 for witMrwikr

aemioators fran Radio 2. 22nd Amy Staff F6
Net No. 903

" Radio oimuit teletype 1. Iiish Armed Feroea General Staff R-102
No. 905 for withdrawing

- noummiatore frop 2. 27th Ary General Staff F6
Radio Net No. 903-

Radio circuit teletype 1. Polieh Armed Forces Generol Staff R-102
No. 906 for witrwasing
oomnmicatore lren 2. 24th Air Army Staff F6
Radio Net 903

Radio cirwit talatype 1. Northera Frent Staff R-102
No. 907 for vihatlng
casmicater tron Padio 2. 22nd Ary; 27th Atmy and 24th Air Aroy Staff F6
Net 03
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1. 2. 3.

r Protected radio circuit 1. Polish Amed Forces General Staff R-110
teletype NO. 90B of the--
Polish Amsed Forces 2. Northern Front Staff - "BM"

General Staff

Radio circuit teletype 1. Quartemaster General of the Polish Amed Foroes R-ll0
No. 909 of the Quarter-
master General of the 2. Northen Font Quartermaster Conan: Post F6-

- Polish Armed Forces - - -- - --- -- -
Genasl Staff

Redio circuit No. 910 Assign to the Contamination Evaluation-Analysis Center of the R-110
for informing the Central. Northern Front Carmand Post and to the Centrel. Evaluation-

r Contamination Analysis Analysis Center of the Army Comand Posts shortwave radio Al
Center about radioactive reoeivers
contamination

Radio circuit No. 510 To issue shortnve radio receivers to the Comand Poet of the Northem R-110
r of mning the National Front Cfmard Fost, the Army Canrd Posts and the Comatnd Posts of

Air Defense Corps all large units aid other units located in the territory under air cov A3
of the National Air Defense Corps

adio camunication of radio circuits No. 50 anid No. 58 should be mirantained by the forces and means of the Northern Front during the time
preceding arrival at the Front Cemsend Poet of special camamiatitu groups (centers) Iern the Canbined Armed Forces Staff and frm the

SCentral Fronlt.

r

r

r
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Attachment No. 7

Situation of Engineer Troops

The engineer troops are at their permanent stations,
partly in assembly areas and partly in training areas.

r 1. Engineer troops of the 21st Army of the CPA:

- 21st Army Combat Eng Bde--at wartime strength,
located at the SUSZ garrison; the brigade is in training;

- 21st Army Ponton Bn--at wartime strength, located at
the GRUDZIADZ garrison; the battalion is engaged in a
tacticalengineering exercise at the GRUDZIADZ marine
training area;

- 21st Army Minelaying Bn--at wartime strength, located
at the GRUDZIADZ garrison; the battalion is in training
and is replenishing its engineer gear and materials;

- 25th Eng Equipment Field Depot--at strength, is
located at the OSTRODA garrison and is ready for re-
grouping in the area of the 21st Army Mobile Base;

- 15th Combat Eng Bn (15th Mtz Div)--stationed at the
WIELBARK garrison; the battalion is being brought up to
wartime strength and will reach full combat readiness
on the morning of 11 September;

- 22nd Combat Eng Bn (22nd Mtz Div)--at wartime strength;
* in the framework of the tactical exercises is assembled

in an area Skms east of CHOJNICE;

0
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- 23rd Combat Eng Bn (23 Mtz Div)--at wartime strength,
located at the RADZYN CHELMSKI garrison; the battalion

- is undergoing training with 'participating subunits;

- 18th Combat Eng Bn (18th Armd Div)--at wartime
- strength, assembled in an area 5kins east of DRYGALY;

the battalion is ready for regrouping in the exercise
area; south of TUCHOLA, GOSTYCIN, LNIANO;

- 30th Combat Eng Bn (30th Armd Div)--located at the
OSTRODA garrison; the battalion is undergoing training
and inspection of its technical equipment.

2. Engineer troops of the 22nd Army of the PAF:

- - - - 15th Army Combat Eng Bde- -located at the GOLUB-
--- DOBRYNgarrison; the brigade-i-s-being -brought-up-to--

wartime strength and will reach full combat readiness
- ~ by the morning of 11 September;.

- 15th Army Ponton Regt- -located at the NIESZAWA
- . garrison; the regiment is being brought up to wartime

strength and will attain full combat readiness on the
morning of 11 September;

- ~ - 15th Army Assault Landing and Forced Crossing Bn- -
located at the SOLEC-KUJAWSKI garrison; the battalion
is being brought up to wartime strength and will reach

- full combat readiness by the morning of 11 September;

- 93rd Eng Equipment Field Depot- -at wartime strength,
located at the D2IALDOWO garrison;

- 14th Combat Eng Rn (14th Mech Div) --at wartime
strength; in the framework of divisional tactical

- exercises, the battalion is assembled in an area 2kms
east of RYBNO-WIELKIE,
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- 34th Combat Eng Bn (34th Mech Div)--located at the
. BIALYSTOK garrison; the battalion is being brought up-

to wartime strength and will attain full combat readiness

by the evening of 10 September;

- 35th Combat Eng Bn (35th Mech Div)--at wartime
strength; is stationed at the BRZESC-KUJAWSKI garrison;
the battalion is preparing for a special tactical

- exercise in the division framework;

- 40th Combat Eng Bn (40th Armd Div)--at wartime
strength; in the framework of the divisional tactical
exercises, it has assembled in the area; SZAFARCZYSKA,
ADAMKA, reference 112,8 [probably a predetermined map

-- reference point-]; the battalion-is--replenishing-its
- material reserve supplies and is making the necessary

repairs of its technical equipment; it will attain full
combat readiness by the evening of 10 September;

- 50th Combat Eng Bn (50th Armd Div)--brought up to
wartime strength, located at the PLONSK garrison; the
battalion is undergoing training and checking of its
technical equipment;

3. Engineer troops of the 27th Army of the PAF:

- 14th Army Combat Eng Bde--located at the BLONIE

garrison; the brigade is being brought up to wartime
- strength and will attain full combat readiness by the

morning of 11 September;

j - 14th Ponton Regt--located at WYSZOGROD garrison;, the
regiment is being brought up to wartime strength and

will achieve full combat readiness on the morning of 11

September;

- 17th Army Assault Landing and Forced Crossing Bn--
located at the WYSZOGROD garrison; the battalion is

- being brought up to wartime strength and will reach
full combat readiness on the morning of 11 September;

t- " _ TS 76 815 3
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- 97th Eng Equipment Field Depot--at wartime strength;
is located at the GLOWNO garrison;

- 52nd Combat Eng Bn (52nd Mtz Div)--at wartime strength;
is located at the KUTNO garrison; the battalion is in

S,_training;

- 53rd Combat Eng Bn (53rd Mtz Div)--at wartime strength;
in the framework of divisional training, has reached an
area 21kms east of GOSZCZANOW;

- 20th Combat Eng Bn (20th Armd Div)--at wartime
strength; located at the LEGIONOWO garrison; the
battalion has returned from a training area and .is in
the process of inspection of technical gear and of

j _ replenishing its supply reserves;____

- 54th Combat Eng Bn (54th Armd Div)--located at the
SIEDLCE garrison; the battalion is being brought up to

- wartime strength and will attain full combat readiness
by the evening of 10 September.

- 4. Engineer troops of the 25th Army of the Soviet
Army--at wartime strength on Soviet territory; are preparing
for the exercises in the framework of which they will be

S,_ assembled by 12 September in the following areas:

- 25th Army Combat Eng Regt--l0kms north of GRAJEWO;

~ - 25th Army Ponton Regt--l0kms northeast of ELK;

- 25th Army Road-Bridge Regt--l5kms east of SZCZUCZYN;

- 25th Army Minelaying Bn--lSkms east of KOLNO;

- 25th Army Assault Landing and Forced Crossing Bn--
Skms east of ELK.
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5. Engineer troops subordinate to the Front:

-' - 11th Combat Eng Bde--located at the SIEMIATYCZE
garrison; the brigade is being brought up to wartime
strength and is preparing for a tactical-engineer

- exercise; it will attain full combat readiness by the
morning of 11 September;

- 12th Combat Eng Bde--located at the KOLNO garrison;
the brigade is being brought up to wartime strength and
will attain full combat readiness by the morning of 11
September;

- 2nd Ponton Regt--located at the OSTRODA garrison;
2nd Ponton Bn and Eng-Assault Co are in the PLOCK

- maritime training area; the regiment--is-being brought
up to wartime strength and will attain full combat
readiness by the morning of 11 September;

- 6th Ponton Regt--located at the DOBRZYN garrison;
the regiment is being brought up to wartime strength
and will attain full combat readiness by the morning of

'- 11 September;

- 8th Ponton Regt--located at the PLOCK garrison; the

- regiment is being brought up to wartime strength and
will attain full combat readiness by the morning of 11
September;

- 3rd Camouflage Bn--located at the SIEMIATYCZE garrison;
the battalion is being brought up to wartime strength
and will attain full combat readiness by the morning of
11 September;

- 7th bir (probably Engineer Preparation Bn) of the
- Command Post of the Quartermaster Command Post--at

wartime strength, located at the OSTROW MAZOWIECKA
garrison; the battalion is preparing for war gaming
exercises at the TORUN training area;
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- Sth Water Supply and Purification Bn--located at the
OSTROW MAZOWIECKA garrison; the battalion is being
brought up to wartime strength and will attain full

~ combat readiness by the morning of 11 September;

- 9th Eng Machines (?) Bn--at wartime strength and
- located at the SWIECIE garrison; the battalion is

engaged in training and checking engineer equipment and
machines.

Engineer equipment field depots:

- 98th Eng Equipment Field Depot--at wartime strength
~ and located at the POMIECHOWEK garrison;

--- - -9th- Eng .Equipment Field Depot--at wartime strength
- and located at the OSTRODA garrison;

- 68th and 70th Eng Equipment Field Depots--located at
_ the LUBLIN garrison; being brought up to wartime strength

and will attain full combat readiness by the morning of
9 September.

~ The Front units hold equipment and engineer supplies in
accordance with' the tables of allowances.

II

Additional Data:

1. Organization of the engineer troops of the 21st
Army of the CPA:

- 21st Army Combat Eng Bde--1st, 2nd and 3rd Combat
Eng Bns, Tech Bn, Ponton Bn with a folding ponton

- bridge park;

- 21st Army Ponton Bn with a folding ponton bridge
park;
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- 21st Army Minelaying Bn; 1st and 2nd Minelaying Cos,
- Demolition Company;

- 21st Eng Equipment Maintenance Bn, Eng Recon Co of
the Command Post, Eng Equipment Field Depot;

- Divisional Combat Eng Bn; Command Compay, Combat Eng
Co, Technical Co, Ponton Co (half of the park consists
of folding ponton bridges and the other half is a
platoon of medium amphibious transporters.

2. Organization of the engineer troops of the 25th
Army of the Soviet Army:

- - - - -25th Army Combat EngRegt--1st and 2nd Combat Eng
Bns, Minelaying Bn; --

- 25th Army Ponton Regt--1st and 2nd Ponton Bns, two
-- parks of folding ponton bridges;

- 25th Army Road-Bridge Regt--1st and 2nd Eng-Road
-_ Bns, Bridge-Building Bn;

- 25th Army Minelaying Bn--1st and 2nd Minelaying Cos,
Demolition Co;

- 25th Army Assault Landing and Forced Crossing Bn--
1st and 2nd GSP Heavy Amphibious Ferry Cos and 3rd and

- 4th PTS Folding Ponton Bridge Cos;

- kir (probably Eng Preparation Co) of the Command
Post, Maintenance Co, and Eng Equipment Field Depot;

- Divisional Combat Eng Bn--Hq Co, Combat Eng Co, Eng-
Assault Co, Technical Co, Ponton Co (half a park of PMP
Folding Ponton Bridge and platoon of PTS Medium Amphibious
Transporters);
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3. Organization of engineer subunits of the 40th

Armd Div of the NPA of the German Democratic Republic:

- Divisional Combat Eng Bn--Hqs Co, Combat Eng.Co,
Eng-Assault Co, Technical Co, Ponton Co (half a park of
PMP Folding Ponton Bridge and platoon of PTS Medium
Amphibious Transporters);

- A Combat Eng Co in each mechanized regiment and each
~- tank regiment.

I
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Attachment No. 8

Situation of Chemical Troops

Chemical troops are located at their permanent stations,
partly in concentration areas and partly in training areas.

1. Chemical troops of the 21st Army of the CPA:

- 21st Chem Regt--at wartime strength, located at the
WIELBARK garrison; the regiment is participating in the
exercises;

- Army Contamination -Evaluation-Analysis Station and
21st Sig Co of Contamination Evaluation-Analysis Station--
at wartime strength, located at the OLSZTYN garrison;
it will be in the army command post area from 0100, on 9
September;

- 29th Field Chem Depot--at wartime strength, located
-- at the LIDZBARK WARMINSKI garrison;

- 15th Chem Co (15th Mtz Div)--located at the NIDZICA
garrison; the company is being brought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness by the
morning of 11 September;

- 22nd Chem Co (22nd Mtz Div)--at wartime strength; in
the framework of divisional tactical exercises, it has
occupied an area west of PIASTOSZYN;

- 23rd Chem Co (23rd Mtz Div)--at wartime strength and
is located at the CHELMNO garrison; the company is in
training;
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- 18th Chem Co (18th Armd Div)--at wartime strength,
-, completed its training at the ORZYSZ training area and

attained readiness for regrouping at the training area
south of TUCHOLA;

- 30th Chem Co (30th Armd Div)--at wartime strength,
located at the SZCZYTNO garrison; the company is replenishing
its supply reserves and is in the process of checking
its equipment.

2. Chemical troops of the 22nd Army of the Polish
_ Armed Forces:

- 12th Chem Bde (Contamination Recon Co, 1st, 2nd and '
------ 3rd--Specia-l--Treatment Bns,--4th Clothing Decontamination

- Bn, 5th Supplies Decontamination Bn) located at the
SIERPC garrison; after completion of tactical exercises,
it is being brought up to wartime strength and is in

- the process of checking its combat equipment; it will
attain full combat readiness by the morning of 10
September;

- Army Contamination Evaluation-Analysis Station and
90th Sig Co of Contamination Evaluation-Analysis
Station--at wartime strength, located at the SIERPC
garrison; it will be in the Army command post area
starting with 0100 on 9 September;

- 22nd Contamination Recon Aviation Co--at wartime
strength and located at the INOWROCLAW landing strip;
by 0100 on 9 September it will be relocated at a landing
strip 5kms north of WITKOWO;

- 66th Chem Equipment Field Depot--at wartime strength,
located at the MLAWA garrison;
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- 14th Chem Co (14th Mech Div)--at wartime strength
and centered 2kms north of KISZKOWO; the company is re-

- flenishing its reserve supplies and is in the process
of checking its combat equipment;

- 34th Chem Co (34th Mech Div)--located at the BIALYSTOK
garrison; the company is being brought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness by the
evening of 10 September;

- 35th Chem Co (35th Mech Div)--at wartime strength
and located at the BRZESC KUJAWSKI garrison;

- 40th Chem Co (40th Armd Div)-at wartime strength; in
the framework of divisional exercises, took up a position
south of DURLASY;

- 50th Special Treatment Bn- (SOth Armd Dir)--at wartime - -
- strength and located at the PRZASNYSZ garrison; the

battalion is replenishing i.ts reserve supplies and
undergoing check of its combat equipment.

3. Chemical troops of the 27th Army of the Polish
Armed Forces:

- 11th Chem Bde (Contamination Recon Co, 1st, 2nd and
3rd Special Treatment Cos, 4th Clothing Decontamination
Bn, 5th Supply Decontamination Co) located at the
MSZCZONOW garrison; the brigade is being brought up to
wartime strength and will attain combat readiness by
the morning of 10 September;

- - Army Contamination Evaluation-Analysis Station and
92nd Sig Co of Contamination-Analysis Station--at
wartime strength and located at the LEGIONOWO garrison;
by 0100 on 9 September it will be in an area northwest
of UNIEJOW;
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- 27th Contamination Recon Aviation Co--at wartime
strength and located at the BEMOWO landing strip; by

- 0100 on 9 September it will move to the landing strip
7kms northwest of UNIEJOW;

- 104th Field Chem Depot--at wartime strength and
located at the SKIERNIEWICE garrison;

- 52nd Chem Co (52nd Mech Div)--at wartime strength
and located at the KUTNO garrison;

- 53rd Chem Co (53rd Mech Div)--at wartime strength;
- in the framework of divisional tactical exercises, has

occupied an alert zone east of KOZMINEK;

- 20th Chem Co (20th Armd Div)--at wartime strength
- and located at _the LEGIONOWO garrison; the _company_is_ _

replenishing its reserve supplies;

- 54th Chem Co (54th Armd Div)--located at the SOKOLOW
PODLASKI garrison; the company is being brought up to
wartime strength and will attain full combat readiness

- by the evening of 10 September;

4. Chemical troops of the 25th Army of the Soviet
Army--at. wartime strength and preparing in Soviet territory
for the exercises, in the framework of which it will assemble
in the following areas.

- 25th and 26th Separate Special Treatment Bns--
(excepting) RAJGROD, (excepting) WOZNA WIES, TAJNO
STARE;

- 27th Separate Technical Decontamination Bn and 28th
Clothing Decontamination Bn--south of ELK, NOWA WIES,
LASKI;

- 29th Separate Contamination Recon Bn and 30th Rear
Services Chem Bn--south of ZAWADY;

- 31st Contamination Evaluation-Analysis Station--
south of SZCZUCZYN.
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5. Chemical troops subordinate to the Front:

- 14th Chem Bde (Contamination Recon Bn, 1st, 2nd, 3rd
Special Treatment Bns, 4th Supply Decontamination Bn)--
located at the ZAMBROW garrison; the brigade is being
brought up to wartime strength and is checking its
combat equipment; it will attain full combat readiness
by the morning of 10 September;

- 14th Clothing Decontamination Bn is located at the
LOMZA garrison; the battalion is being brought up to
wartime strength and will attain full combat readiness
by the morning of 10 September;

- The Front Contamination Evaluation-Analysis Station
and 89tI Sig Co of Contamination Evaluation-Analysis

_ .Station--at wartime strength and located at the WARSAW_
garrison; by 0100 of 9 September it will be in the area
south of TORUN;

- Contamination Recon Aviation Co--at wartime strength
and located at the MODLIN landing strip; from 0100 on 9
September it will be in the area of the Northern Front
Command Post at a landing strip south of TORUN;

- 9th Field Chem Depot--at wartime strength and located
at the MRAGOWO garrison;

- 34th Field Chem Depot--at wartime strength and
located at the RADZYN PODLASKI garrison;

- 35th Field Chem Depot--at wartime strength and
located at the SIEDLCE garrison;

6. The Front has mobile chemical reserves
for 5-6 days of operation; the Army, for 3-4 days of operation.
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Attachment No. 9

(Tab No. 1)
Situation of the Rear Services

I

The rear services units are located in permanent duty
stations, partly in assembly areas, and in training areas.

1. The rear services of the 21st Army (CPA):

(a) Office of the Chief of the 21st Army Mobile Base
--- with the -25th Support Bn and---the 20th Trans--Bn (50------- -

percent POL and 50 percent ammunition) is at wartime
strength and concentrated in an area 1Skms west of
ILAWA.

The remainder of the units of the 21st Army Mobile
Base are at wartime strength; within 2 or 3 hours, they will
move to the reserve supply loading areas:

- 21st Trans Bn from the OLSZTYNEK garrison--loading
of materiel reserve supplies--OLSZTYNEK, OSTRODA,
ILAWA, LIDZBARK WARMINSKI;

- 23rd Trans Bn (POL) from the ILAWA garrison--loading
of POL--depot of the Petroleum Products Center ILAWA;

- 31st Trans Bn from the LIDZBARK WARMINSKI garrison--
loading of reserve supplies--LIDZBARK WARMINSKI, OLSZTYN,
MORAG, PASLEK.

(b) Units of the medical service:

- 201st Med Reinf Bn is at wartime strength, and is
located in the concentration area of the 22nd Mtz Div;
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- the remainder of the units after being activated, as
of 0400 on 8 September, started regrouping to the
medical reserve area of the army--l0kms south of ILAWA;

202nd and 203rd Med Reinf Bn from the CHORZELE garrison;

205th and 207th Med Reinf Bn from the DOBRE MIASTO
garrison;

211th and 215th Med Reinf Bn from the GIZYCKO garrison;

53rd Blood Donor Station, Category II, from the OLSZTYN
garrison.

A medical bus battalion (11th and 13th Ambulance Co)
from the BRODNICA garrison;

18th Hospitalization Co and the 71st Epidemic Control
Bn from the SZCZYTNO garrison;

(c) The 111th Road Utilization Bn has completed its
mobilization at the OLSZTYNEK garrison and as of 0200
on 8 September has started regrouping to the PRZECHOWO
area near SWIECIA;

(d) The 112th Road Construction Bn, after being activated
in the WIELBARK garrison, started regrouping and by
1400 on 8 September will reach the REDAKI area near
SUSZU;

(e) Divisional rear services:

- 15th Supply Bn and 15th Bridge Bn (of the 15th Mtz
Div) are located in the NIDZICA garrison; the units are
being brought up to wartime strength and will attain
full combat readiness by the morning of 11 September;
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- 22nd Supply Bn and 22nd Bridge Bn (of the 22nd Mtz
Div) are at wartime strength and, within the framework
of divisional tactical exercises, have assembled in the
area south of STOBNO;

- 23rd Supply Bn and 23rd Bridge Bn (of the 23rd Mtz
Div) are at wartime strength and located at the CHELMNO
garrison;

- 18th Supply Bn and 18th Bridge Bn (of the 18th Armd
Div) are at wartime strength, they are replenishing
their reserve materiel supplies in the area: SUCZKI,
RAKOW MALY State Farms, BORKI;

- 30th Supply Bn and 30th Bridge Bn (of the 30th Armd
Div)are at wartime strength--and stationed at the --
BARCZEWO garrison.

2. The rear services of the 22nd Army (PAF):

(a) Office of the Chief of the 7th Army Mobile Base
with the 101st Support Bn and the 44th Trans Bn (50
percent POL and 50 percent ammunition) is at wartime
strength and concentrated in an area 5 kms south of
TORUN.

The remainder of the units of the 7th Army Mobile Base
are at wartime strength and within 2 or 3 hours, will
start to load reserve supplies;

80th Trans Bn (POL) from the LIPNO garrison--loading of
reserve supplies--ZAMEK BIERZGLOWSKI;

- 91st Trans Bn from the SIERPC garrison--loading of
reserve supplies--LIPNO, WLOCLAWEK, RYPIN, SIERPC;
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- 125th Trans Bn from the MLAWA garrison--loading of
reserve supplies--SIERPC, MLAWA, DZIALDOWO, ZUROMIN;

(b) Units of the health service:

- 80th Med Reinf Bn is at wartime strength and is
located in the concentration area of the 14th Mech Div;

- the remainder of the units, after being activated
as of 0300 on 8 September, started regrouping to the
medical reserve area of the army--5kms northeast of
LIPNO;

76th and 77th Med Reinf Bns from the PULTUSK garrison;

82nd and 83rd Med Reinf Bns from the~NOWY DWOR garrison;

85th Med Reinf Bn from the CELESTYNOW garrison;

97th and 99th Med Reinf Bns from the NOWE MIASTO LUBAWSKIE

garrisons;

15th Medical Collection Center from the PLONSK garrison;

16th Medical Collection Center from the SIERPC garrison;

7th Epidemic Control Bn from the WARSAW garrison;

13th Ambulance Company from the OTWOCK garrison;

99th Ambulance Company from the DZIALDOWO garrison;

36th Hospitalization Company from the ALEKSANDROW
KUJAWSKI garrison;

12th Blood Donor Station, Category II, (600 liters) from
the TORUN garrison.
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(c) The 6th Road Utilization Bn has completed its
mobilization in the GOSTYNIN garrison and as of 0500
on 8 September started regrouping to the PAKOSC area
(15 kms west of INOWROCLAW).

(d) Divisional rear services:

- 14th Supply Bn and 14th Bridge Bn (of the 14th Mech
Div) are at wartime strength and are replenishing their
materiel reserve supplies in the area: KRZESLICE,
LEDNOGORA, SKRZETUSZEWO.

- 34th Supply Bn-and 34th Bridge Bn (of the 34th Mech
Div) are stationed at the BIALYSTOK garrison; they are

being brought up to wartime strength and will attain
full combat readiness by the evening-of-10-September-; __

- 35th Supply Bn and 35th Bridge Bn (of the 35th Mech
Div) are at wartime strength and are located at the
KOWAL garrison; the battalions are preparing for the
divisional tactical exercise;

- 40th Supply Bn and 40th Bridge Bn (of the 40th Armd
Div) are at wartime strength; after regrouping over a
great distance, they are replenishing their materiel
reserve supplies in the area: PIANKI, MORGOWNIKI,
DOBRYLAS;

- 50th Supply Bn and 50th Bridge Bn (of the 50th Armd
Div) are at wartime strength and located in the
CIECHANOW and MLAWA garrisons.

3. The rear services of the 27th Army (PAF):

(a) Office of the Chief of the Army Mobile Base with
the 102nd Support Bn and the 122nd Trans Bn is at wartime
strength and concentrated in the area 2kms east of
GLOWNO.
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The remainder of the units of the 10th Army Mobile Base
are at wartime strength and within 2 or 3 hours will move to

-- reserve supply loading areas;

- 68th Trans Bn from the TOMASZOW MAZOWIECKI garrison--
- loading of reserve supplies--TOMASZOW MAZOWIECKI, RAWA

MAZOWIECKA, SKIERNIEWICE, GLOWNO;

- 104th Trans Bn from the PRZYSLUCHA garrison--loading
of reserve supplies (POL)--KOLUSZKI;

- 124th Trans Bn from the LUBARTOW garrison--loading
- of reserve supplies--STAWY, DEBLIN, PULAWY;

- 69th Trans Bn (POL) from the OSTROW MAZOWIECKA
garrison--loading-of -reserve--supplies---EMIL-IANOW; ---

(b) Units of the medical service:

- 84th Med Reinf Bn is at wartime strength and is
stationed in the concentration area of the 53rd Mech
Div;

- the remainder of the units, after having been activated
as of 0600 on 8 September, have started regrouping to

_ the medical reserve area of the army--s kms west of .
SKIERNIEWICE:

88th and 89th Med Reinf Bn from the SOKOLOW PODLASKI
garrison;

92nd and 93rd Med Reinf Bn from the WYSZKOW garrison;

94th and 95th Med Reinf Bn from the RADZYMIN garrison;

96th Med Reinf Bn from the SKIERNIEWICE garrison;
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17th Medical Collection Center from the LEGIONOWO
garrison;

19th Medical Collection Center from the PLONSK garrison;

72nd Epidemic Control Bn from the KUTNO garrison;

8th Ambulance Company from the GOSTYNIN garrison;

11th Ambulance Company from the WARSAW garrison;

22nd'Hospitalization Co from the RADOM garrison;.. -

14th Blood Donor Station, Category II, (600 liters)
from the PIOTRKOW TRYBUNALSKI garrison;

(c) The 7th Road Utilization Bn has completed its
mobilization in the LUKOW garrison and as of 0600 on 8
September has started regrouping to the GLOWNO area;

(d) Divisional rear services:

- 52nd Supply Bn and 52 Bridge Bn of the 52nd Mech Div
are at wartime strength and stationed in the KUTNO
garrison;

- 53rd Supply Bn and 53rd Bridge Bn (of the 53rd Mech
Div) are at wartime strength and are concentrated in

_ the divisional alert area west of KOZIMINEK WARTA and
south of DOBRA;

- 20th Supply Bn and 20th Bridge Bn (of the 20th Armd
Div) are at wartime strength and located in the LEGIONOWO
garrison; the battalions are replenishing their materiel
reserve supplies;

- 54th Supply Bn and 54th Bridge Bn (of the 54th Armd
Div) are located in the SOKOLOW PODLASKI garrison; the
battalions are being brought up to wartime strength and
will attain full combat readiness by the evening of 10
September.
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. 4. The rear services of the 25th Army (SA) are at
wartime strength and are preparing in the USSR for exercises

- within the framework of which, ,by the end of 12 September,
they will be concentrated in the following areas:

- - 25th Army Mobile Base--PSZCZOLCZYN, TOCZYLOWO,
SZORCE;

- 251st, 252nd, 253rd, 254th, 255th, and 256th Med
'- Reinf Bns; 260th and 261st Hospitalization Companies;

259th Epidemic Control Bn; 257th and 258th Ambulance
Co; and the 264th Blood Donor Station, Category II--

-- LUBIANKA, WNORYKOBYLIN;

- 266th Road Utilization Bn--OSOWIEC TWIERDZA;

- 267th Road and Bridge Bn--RADZILOW.

S. The rear services of the 24th Air Army:

(a) Office of the Chief of the 6th Mobile Base of the
Air Army with the 41st Support Bn and 42nd Trans Bn is
at wartime strength and concentrated in an area lOkms
west of RYPIN.

- The remainder of the units of the 6th Mobile Base of
the Air Army have completed their mobilization and
loading of materiel supplies and by 2000 on 8 September
will reach the area of the 6th Mobile Base of the Air
Army.

(b) Office of the Chief of the 15th Mobile Base of the
- Air Army with the 28th Support Bn are at wartime strength

and are concentrated in an area l0kms southwest of
PLONSK.

The remainder of the units of the 15th Mobile Base of
the Air Army completed their mobilization and at 0500
.on 8 September reached the following positions for
loading reserve supplies:
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- 103rd Trans Bn--MODLIN, PLONSK, PLOCK;

- 48th Trans Bn--ZYCZYN.

(c) Medical service units are at wartime strength and
.- as of 0530 on 8 September started regrouping to an area

1Okms south of BRODNICA;

- 45th Med Reinf Bn from the KUTNO garrison;

46th Med Reinf Bn from the MALBORK garrison;

47th Med Reinf Bn from the GRUDZIADZ garrison;

71st and 100th Med Reinf Bns from the BRODNICA garrison;

98th Ambulance Co from the KRAKOW garrison;

61st Epidemic Control Co from the WARSAW garrison;

39th Hospitalization Co from the GRUDZIADZ garrison;

- 6. The rear services of the 23rd Army (PAF):

(a) The Office of the Chief of the 14th Army Mobile
- Base with the 103rd Support Bn and the 111th Bn is at

wartime strength and stationed in the area of BRANIEWO.

Tha remainder of the units of the 14th Army Mobile Base
are completing their mobilization and within 2 or 3
hours will move to reserve supply loading locations:

- 93rd Trans Bn (POL) from the KETRZYN garrison--
loading of supplies-CHRUSCIELE;

- - -208th Trans Bn from the BARTOSZYCE garrison--loading
of supplies--LIDZBARK WARMINSKI, BARTOSZYCE, OLSZTYNEK;
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- (b) Units of the medical service:

- 68th Med Reinf Bn is at wartime strength and con-
_ centrated in the area of the 8th Mech Div.

At 0330 on 8 September the following units started
regrouping to an area 5kms southwest of PASLEK:

68th and 73rd Med Reinf Bns from the LEBORK garrison;

74th Med Reinf Bn from the SZTUM garrison;

78th Med Reinf Bn from the STAROGARD GDANSKI garrison;

20th Medical Collection Center from the ELBLAG garrison

21st Medical Collection_Center from the GDYNIA garrison;

78th Epidemic Control Bn from the GDANSK garrison;

40th Ambulance Company from the GRUDZIADZ garrison;

35th Hospitalization Co from the GDANSK garrison;

21st Blood Donor Station, Category II, (150 liters)
from the ELBLAG garrison.

(c) 8th Road Utilization Bn, after being activated in
the MORAG garrison, reached the TCZEW area at 0400 on 8
September.

7. The rear services of the front:

_ (a) The Office of the Chief of the 21st Front Mobile
Base with the 99th Support Bn and the 123rd Trans Bn
(900 tons of ammunition and 600 tons of POL) is at
wartime strength and occupies an area 30kms northwest
of NIDZICA.

The remainder of the units of the 21st Front Mobile
-- Base are completing their mobilization and within 2 or

3 hours will move to the following supply loading
positions:
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- 101st Trans Bn from the MRAGOWO garrison-loading of
materiel supplies--MRAGOWO, OLSZTYN, OSTRODA;

- 102nd Trans Bn from the LIDZBARK WARMINSKI garrison--
loading of reserve supplies--MARCINKOWO;

- 113th Trans Bn from the PISZ garrison--loading of
materiel supplies--NIDZICA;

(b) The Office of the Chief of the 13th Front Mobile
Base with the 100th Support Bn and the 87th Trans Bn

_ (900 tons of ammunition and 600 tons of POL) which is
at wartime strength, has reached an area l5kms north of
GROJEC.

The remainder of the uiits of-the -13th-Front-Mobile-----
Base are completing their mobilization and within 2 or
3 hours will begin to load reserve supplies:

- 115th Trans Bn from the DEBLIN garrison--loading
materiel supplies--STAWY;

- 213th Trans Bn from the RADZYN PODLASKI garrison--
loading materiel supplies--SIEDLCE, MINSK MAZOWIECKI,

* REMBERTOW, POMIECHOWEK, ZEGRZE, RADZYN PODLASKI;

- 100th Trans.B from the WARSAW garrison--loading of
materiel supplies--MOSCISKA;

(c) A unit of the Front Mobile Base of the CPA with
support units, a utp t from the missile propellants
base, and the 31st Trans Bn have been concentrated in
an area 3kms north of OLSZTYN.

At 1300 on 8 September, the remainder of the units will
' complete their mobilization in the garrisons and will

move to the following areas to load reserve supplies:
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- 32nd Trans Bn from the ELK garrison--loading of
material supplies--ELK, GIZYCKO, KOLNO;

- 33rd Trans Bn from the LOMZA garrison--loading of
material supplies--LOMZA, OSTROLEKA, NOWOGROD;

- 35th Trans Bn (POL) from the SUWALKI garrison--
loading of material supplies-GUTKOWO;

(d) Units of the medical service (the Front Hospital
Bases, not at full strength) reached the areas:

- 11th Front Hospital Base (3,100 beds)--Skms north of
SOCHACZEW -

- - 13th Front Hospital Bas- (2,800 beds-)-=-10kms-west -of--
SIERPC;

- 16th Front Hospital Base (3,100 beds)--ELBLAG;

- 101st Front Hospital Base of the CPA (2,050 beds)--
30kms northwest of TUCHOLA.

Second echelons of these bases are being formed in the
garrisons and will .ttain full combat readiness by the

- evening of 8 September; after 10 to 15 hours they will
reach the first echelon areas:

- 11th Front Hospital Base (3,600 beds)--LODZ; SKIERNIEWICE,
SOCHACZEWMDLIN, NOWY DWOR, WARSAW, CELESTYNOW;

- 13th Front Hospital Base (3,700 beds)--BYDGOSZCZ,
- TORUN, CTETOCINEK, KUTNO;

- 16th Front Hospital Base (3,300 beds)--ELBLAG,
- MALBORK,~~SK, KWIDZYN;

- 101st Front Hospital Base of the CPA (1,050 beds)--
OSTRODA, RWA PRABUTY, PEPLIN, GARDEJA, CHELMNO.
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The remainder of the Front Hospital Bases have initiated
mobilization in garrisons and after attaining full
combat readiness will gradually move into the following
collection areas:

- - 6th Front Hospital Base (6,500 beds)--KRAKOW, KRYNICA,
ZAKOPANE~~~TZEMYSL, BUSKO ZDROJ--collection area 20kms
north of KAZIMIERZ WIELKI;

- 7th Front Hospital Base (6,500 beds)--BIALYSTOK,
BIELSK PODASKI, HAJNOWKA, LAPY, SOKOLKA, SIEMIATYCZE--
collection area l0kms east of OSTROW MAZOWIECKA;

- 8th Front Hospital Base (6,200 beds)--TOMASZOW
MAZOWIECKIPIOTRKOW TRYBUNALSKI, OPOCZNO, KOLUSZKI,

- RAWA MAZOWIECKA--collection area l0kms northeist of -
TOMASZOW MAZOWIECKI;

_ - 10th Front Hospital Base (6,400 beds)--KIELCE,
KONSKIE,~WI~0ZCZOWA, STARACHOWICE, SKARZYSKO, BUSKO
ZDROJ, JEDRZEJOW--collection area 15kms east of KONSKIE;

- 14th Front Hospital Base (6,500 beds)--SUWALKI,
OLECKO, EIKAUGUSTOW, GIZYCKO, ORZYSZ, SEJNY--collection
area 20kms west of SUWALKI;

- 17th Front Hospital Base (6,300 beds)--LUBLIN,
JAWIDZ, HRE1TI LUBELSKI, DEBLIN, DEBA, ZAMOSC, KRASNIK--

_ collection area Skms west of PULAWY;

- 19th Front Hospital Base (6,500 beds)--OLSZTYN,
GOLDAP, RORKK, ELK, BISKUPIEC, MRAGOWO, ORZYSZ--collection
area Skms west of OLSZTYNEK;

- 103rd Front Hospital Base of the CPA (5,400 beds)--
HAJNOWKA, BIELSK PODLASKI, SIEMIATYCZE, MONKI, KOLNO--
collection area--GARDYNY, east of RYBNO, west of NIDZICA;

.- - 105th Front Hospital Base of the CPA (5,000 beds)--
AUGUSTOW,~XJEWO, ORZYSZ, MRAGOWO--collection area--
GARDYNY, east of RYBNO, west of NIDZICA;
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- 107th Front Hospital Base of the CPA (5,100 beds)--
OSTROLEKA7PE'ASNYSZ, CIECHANOW, NIDZICA, OLSZTYNEK,
DZIALDOWO--collection area--GARDYNY, east of RYBNO,
west of NIDZICA.

4- The extra-base units of the medical service have
attained full combat readiness in the garrisons and
within 12 to 14 hours will reach the collection area of

-- the front medical reserve Skms east of LIPNO.

(e) The 113th Road Battalion of the CPA has completed
-_its mobilization in the SOKOLKA garrison and as of 0500

on 8 September has started regrouping to the NIDZICA
area;

(f) The 114th Road Utilization Bi has c-mpleted its-
mobilization in the LAPY garrison and at 0530 started

_ -regrouping to the ILAWA area;

(g) The Office of the Chief and units of the 19th
Front Rear Services Base have started forming in the

_ -area: BIALYSTOK, SIEDLCE, LUBLIN;

(h) The 6th and 8th Trans Bdes attained full readiness
on 4 September and by 1300 on 7 September had completed
their transport tasks on behalf of the national economy;
at 0300 on 8 September, the brigades began the loading
of materiel supplies of the front at the following

- garrisons:

- 6th Trans Bde--LUBLIN, DEBLIN, SKARZYSKO KAMIENNA;

- 8th Trans Bde--LOMZA, WALILY, NURZEC.

(i) Units of the railroad and road forces have returned
from their field groupings to their permanent garrisons
and have undertaken the implementation of the following
mobilization expansion tasks:
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- 8th Railroad Bde in the INOWROCLAW garrison; the
brigade will attain full combat readiness by the
morning of 10 September;

- 12th Railroad Bde in the RADOM garrison; the brigade
will attain full combat readiness by the morning of 11
September;

- 17th Road Utilization Bde in the MODLIN garrison;
the brigade will attain fullcombat readiness by the
morning of 10 September;

- 15th Bridge Bde in the PLOCK garrison; the brigade
will attain full combat readiness by the morning of 10
September;

- the military transportation line organs have attained
full combat readiness.

(j) The refueling groups (fourty-four), after having
loaded the POL reserves on railroad transports, have
assembled in the following railroad sectors:

- TCZEW-CZERSK (6)--230th, 231st, 232nd, 233rd, 125th,
and 126th Refueling Groups;

- OSTRODA-JABLONOWO POMORSKIE (7)--127th, 128th, 55th,
56th, 57th, 58th, and 215th Refueling Groups;

- NASIELSK-SIERPC (6)--216th, 217th, 218th, 59th,
60th, and 141st Refueling Groups;

- LOWICZ-KUTNO (4)--236th, 237th, 139th, and 140th
Refueling Groups;

- WARSAW-LOWICZ (5)--245th, 246th, 247th, ]48th, and
249th Refueling Groups;

- PILAWA-SKIERNIEWICE (6)--142nd, 249th, 250th, 251st,
35th, and 36th Refueling Groups;
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- SKARSZYSKO KAMIENNA-KOLUSZKI (10)--205th, 206th,
15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 155th, 156th, 157th, and 235th
Refueling Groups.

As of 0800 on 8 September the railroad transports with
the Refueling Groups have been placed at the disposal
of the front. The armed- forces POL depots and the
petroleum products management facilities of the Central

-- Office of Petroleum Products have undertaken the mass
distribution and loading of POL reserves on motor and
railroad transports.

Extra-base units of the POL service:

- 13th POL Bn,__after having loaded reserve supplies of
missile propellants, is located in an area southof -f-

WYSOKIE MAZOWIECKIE;

- - the bridging pipeline units will complete their
mobilization in the following garrisons:

_ 15th Bridging Pipeline Bn--PULAWY by 1200 on 10 September;

16th Bridging Pipeline Co--MARCINKOWO by 1000 on 9
September;

19th Bridging Pipeline Co--KWIDZYN by 1200 on 9 September.

II

Additional data:

See Chart No. 10--Page 113a.
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r 1. Wight of Thon refill units:

Operatimal Unit Iber Vehicle Diesel Oil Jet-Fuel Aviation Gasoline

21st Anry 90s 3ss30 21

22n Angy 3180 2226 10 2
- 26th-Any--- -- -- ------ ----- -2140 --- - -- 1700 ----- -__---- - 40-

-. 27Angy 2500 1550 20 2
I 24thAir Anny 1300 430 1350 92

Font Oper'ation
1Gi~e84h 450 --

r- Otimr Fot
- Units ~ 4000 1.650 10. 2

23rd Ansiy 2170 1210 .10 2
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III

At 0800 on 6 September, the Quartermaster-Deputy
Commander of the Northern Front received the following

-- directive:

Rear Service Directive No. 003
of the Chief Quartermaster of the Polish Armed Forces,

Warsaw 0600, 5 September
Map 1:5 6 0,000, 1964 Edition

- - First: Front rear-service._boundary _line: MORAG, _
GROJE ;

Second: Front railheads: KUTNO, ILAWA; front railhead
- unit-~~T"ZEW; alternate at BRODNICA;

Third: The following (taking into consideration
reserves at the end of the operation) have been allocated to
the front:

- motor vehicle gasoline - 5.5 refill units
- diesel oil - 8.5 refill units .
- jet fuel - 21 refill units -
- aviation gasoline - 16 refull units -

- - food rations (daily
food ration) - 20

_ Fourth: For the hospitalization of the wounded and
sick,,00 beds have been allocated to the front from the
local hospital bases on the following axes:
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21st Army:

CHOJNICE - 100 Beds
TUCHOLA - 70 Beds
SEPOLNO - 100 Beds
KORONOWO - 100 Beds
SWIECIE - 150 Beds
GRUDZIADZ - 200 Beds
CHELMNO - 150 Beds

870 eds

22nd Army:

BYDGOSZCZ - 250 Beds
MOGILNO - - 100 Beds
CHODZIEZ - 100 Beds
WEGROWIEC - 100 Beds
INOWROCLAW - 250 Beds
ZNIN - 60 Beds
TORUN - 250 Beds
GNIEZNO - 200 Beds
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27th Army:

KONIN - 200 Beds
TUREK - 200 Beds
KOLO - 200 Beds

-- UNIEJEWO - 100 Beds
KUTNO - 100 Beds
ZGIERZ - 200 Beds

-. LODZ - 400 Beds
PABIANICE - 100 Beds
PODDEBICE - 100 Beds
SZADEK - 100 Beds
LECZYCA - 70 Beds

-- - -7 7 B- eds ---

23rd Army:

LEBORK - 200 Beds
PUCK - 100 Beds
GDYNIA - 200 Beds
GDANSK - 300 Beds

- KOCBOROWO - 150 Beds
KOSCIERZYNA - 100 Beds

As of D+6 it is anticipated to evacuate from the Front
+ Hospital Base to the zone of interior an average of i,50

wounded and sick per 24-hour period.
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Fifth: To support the aviation operations, 3,500 tons
of jet fuel and 3120 tons of aviation gasoline have been .

- allocated to the departure areas at the airfields where the
24th Air Army is based.

Sixth: The 23rd Army of the PAF has been subordinated
to the Northern Front with regard to materiel, medical, and
transportation support.-

Seventh: The rear service support of the allied forces
operating withuin the composition of the front should be

- organized by the Northern Front on the bais of uniform
principles. The tactical and operational large units transfered
to the subordination of the Northern Front will be brought

- - -up to wartime strength- with fuel-reserves of materiel suppl-ies
in accordance with national norms.

The 25th Army (SA) is subordinated to the Northern
Front with full reserves of materiel supplies.

In order to maintain the Continuous supply of the
- forces during operations, the national commands will ensure

the delivery of supplies by their own forces and means to
the rear service areas of the Northern Front for the needs
of their tactical and operational large uis. In addition,
the following will be assigned to the command of the Northern
Front:

(a) For the needs of the 21st Army of the (CPA)

- One Front Mobile Base: 31st, 32nd, and 33rd Trans
- Bn; 35thWTrans Bn (POL);

- a depots unit (including missile propellants);

- four Front Hospital Bases (about 20,000 beds) the
101st, 103rd, 105th, and 107th;
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- four Blood Donor Stations, Category II (the 61st,
63rd, 65th, and 67th);

- 112th Road Utilization Bn;

-- - 13th Road Bn.

(b) For the needs of the 25th Army (SA):

- one Front Mobile Base: 25th, 26th, and 27th Trans
Bn; 36thFTrans Bn (POL),

- a depots unit;

-1/269th Special FuelsDelivery Bn;_____

- three Front Hospital Bases (about 19,500 beds) 15th,
18th, and720th;

- 267th Road and Bridge Bn;

- -- 226th Road Utilization Bn.

(c) The 40th Armd Div (NPA) has been subordinated to
the Northern Front with regard to rear service support

- for which it will later be compensated.

(d) The national commands will provide the support for
- specific means to the allied tactical and operational

large units.

Eighth: Medical first aid and professional medical
- ~ aid, including those in localized foci of mass medical

losses, will be provided by the medical service of national-
units and of tactical and operational large units.
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Medical-hygenic and epidemic control undertakings in
the national forces should be conducted by organic forces
and means in close cooperation with the civilian organs of
the PPR.

Ninth: The maintenance, technical protection, restora-
tion, and exploitation of the transportation network in the
zone of operation of the front and the 23rd Army should be
conducted by units of railroad and road troops and by
militarized units. Moreover, until the rear area boundary
line is changed, the militarized units of the National
Territorial Defense will operate on behalf of the Front.

Tenth: After completing the immediate tasks of the
front t s anticipated to deliver material supplies by sea

- transport to the area of the ROSTOCK unloading port.

The Chief Quartermaster
of

the Polish Armed Forces

II
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N5---Iltfage )

List of Rear Servioe Units of the 23rd Anny

Steogt Level at 0600 in Perventage
Tactical Large Wbits Laeation

CAte) a Sept. s Sept. 10 sept. 11 sept.

J 0~t

1. 2. 3. 4. S. 6. 7. 6. 9.

Office Of the Chief Of 14th BPNW7F revised
Army ?bhile Base position ara 100 - 100

103rd Sugxet B of the 14th BRAN0IDD revised
Arny Itbile Base poeition area 100 100

Coratd of 19th Tre Regimt RANID) revised
position aae 100 100

lllth Trans Bn BAIIn revised
position area 100 100

- 20Bth tanse t BARIOSZ0CE 100 100

93rd Trane Bn (0CL) KE.TZYN 100 100

47th Field dmuniticr Depot WM1E0RK 100 100

^, 51st Field POL Depot BRANIflO ara 100 100

41st Field Food Depot MR'ISZCE 100 100

-45th Field Uniform Depot BAIDS7LYE 100 100

60th Tank-mttor Vehicle
,._,Equip. Field Depot ISZIllt 100 100

Equip. Fiad tepot 01t DClt 100 100

71st Engineer Equip. Field Depot LIDZARK WARHISIQ - 100 100

55th Egineear Equip. Field Depot LIDZBARK WAI4NSCI 100 100

33rd Field Chenical Depot LJDZA)RK WARMHINKl 100 100

10th Field (i.form Depot OISZTiNt 100 100

35th Field edical Depot GOLDAP . 10 100

17th PX Field Base 01301Y12K 100 100

nist cultrml-Fduc. rquip. Field
Depot BARIDSZYCE 100 100

67th bdical Reainf a th ebch Div area 100 100

68th ledioal Reinf en 23rd Ay Medical Reerve
Skm SW of PASIEK 100 100

73rd Medical Reinf Bn 23rd Aey Haieal Resetve
lae SW of PASImC 100 100

74th Medical Reinf Bn 23rd Amy Medical Reserva
Skmo 9f of PAStEl 100 100

7ath Medical Reinf Bn 23Md AreSy Helical Reserve 100 100
5k®s SW of PASLEK)
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

20th Medioal Collection Center 23rd Arny Medical
Reserve 5kes SW of
PASIEl( 100 100

s- 21st Medical Collection Center 23rd Anny Medical
Reserve Skr SW of

- PASIEIK 100 100

35th Hospitalization Canpany 23rd Ary Medical 100 100
Reserve Skr SW of

-. PASIDK

40th Amtealatce Capaniy 23 Army Medical 100 100
Reserve Sknes SW of
PASIEK

- th Epidanic Coladrl n - - 23rd Anny Medical- - 1 -- -100- -- - --- - - -- ---- ---- -- -- - ---
Reserve 5kme SW of
PASIEK

21st Blood Dorr Center, 23rd Anny Medical 100 100
Category II Reserve 5keis SW of

PASLEK

.-
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Attachment No. 10

Situation of the Technical Services

z

The technical-rocket units of the surface-to-surface
and surface-to-air class, the evacuation-maintenance units,
and the field depots of the technical services are located
at their permanent duty stations, partly in assembly areas,
and in training areas. As of 30 August,'they have been
conducting secret mobilization and have been bringing up
their armaments and technical equipment to wartime strength.

1. Units and depots of the technical service of the
-- 21st Army (CPA):

(a) The 21st Army Field Technical Rocket Base--is at -

wartime strength and located in the garrison at NOWA on
the WISLA; the base is preparing for the tactical
exercise jointly with the 21st Army Operational-Tactical
Rocket Brigade.

Number of missiles:

_- - R-30 - 18
- R-70 - 6
- R-300 - 14 in readiness No. 6;

(b) The 21st Army Tank Evacuation and Maintenance
Battalion and the 21st Army Motor Vehicle Evacuation
and Maintenance Company--are at wartime strength and
are located in the NIDZICA garrison; the subunits are
preparing for work under field conditions and are
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i '

conducting routine maintenance on motor vehicle and
_ tanks. The subunits have the following amount of tanks,

transporters, and motor vehicles requiring routine
maintenance:

- In the Army Tank Evacuation and Maintenance Battalion:

T-55 tanks--3 from the 18th Armd Div;

T-54 tanks--4 (2-22nd Mech Div, 1-23rd Mech Div, 1-15th
Mech Div);

Armored transporters-- 4 (1-22nd Mech Div, 2-23rd Mech
Div, 1-15th Mech Div).

- In the Army Motor Vehicle Evacuation and Maintenance
Battalion:

Armored transporters--3 (1-22nd Mech Div, 1-23rd Mech
Div, 1-15th Mech Div);

Personnel and cross-country vehicles--2;

Trucks--6.

The amount of repair kits, spare parts and technical-
operating materiels--for five days of combat.

- (c) Technical services field depots--the 17th Ammuni-
tion Field Depot, and the 21st and 23rd Tank and Motor
Vehicle Equipment Field Depots--at wartime strength and
located in the OLSZTYNEK garrison;

(d) The divisional maintenance battalions will conduct
tactical exercises and other undertakings within the
framework of the tactical large units.
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The amount of repair kits, spare parts, and technical-
operating materiels in a maintenance battalion will
cover 3 days of combat.

(e) A team for the inspection, assembly, and storage 1
of warheads, together with the nuclear warheads, will
arrive at the army field technical rocket base within 3
to 5 hours after the declaration of full combat readiness
at the rendezvous point--RULEWO cross-road (7kms northwest
of GRUDZIADZ) with the following number of warheads:

- R-30--In readiness level-5: 4x3, 6x10, and 5x20;

In readiness level-4: 8x3, 4x10, 3x20;

- -R=70--In readiness -l-evel=5: 6x10;- 2x20; -

In readiness level-4: 5x10;

' - - R-300--In readiness level-5: 5x40, 4x100;

In readiness level-4: 3x20, 4x40, and 2x100.

2. Units and depots of the technical services of the
22nd Army (PAF) include:

(a) The 22nd Army Field Technical Rocket Base, which
is at wartime strength, is located in the RYPIN garrison;/
as of the morning of 8 September the base will start
tactical exercise jointly with the 12th Army Operational-
Tactical Rocket Brigade.

Number of missiles:

R-70 -- 9,
-- R-300 -- 6 in readiness No. 6.
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(b) The 22nd Army Maintenance Base--the Office of the
Chief of the Base is mobilized and located in the
RACIAZ garrison; the chief's office is preparing for
taking over the command of the subordinate units in the
assembly area--KOSEMIN (6024), STROPKOWO (5220),

-- BIELANY (5232); the base will occupy the assembly area
by the morning of 9 September.

(c) The technical services field depots--are at wartime
strength and are located in the following garrisons:
34th Field Ammunition Depot--SIERPC; 31st and 56th Tank
and Motor Vehicle Equipment Field Depots-MLAWA.

(d) The divisional maintenance battalions are conducting
-- ----- - tactical exercises_ and other training under_takings

within the framework of the tactical large units.

The amount of repair kits, spare parts, and technical-
operating materiels in a maintenance battalion will
cover 3 days of combat.

(e) A team for the inspection, assembly, and storage /
of warheads will arrive at the rendezvous point--
KLOKOCK crossroad (4kms south of LIPNO)--within 3 to 5
hours after the declaration of full combat readiness,

~ with the following number of warheads:

R-70--In readiness level-5: 12x10, 5x20;

In readiness level-4: 16x10, 1x20;

R-300--In readiness level-5: 3x40, 3x100;

In readiness level-4: 1x20, 4x40, and 1x100.
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3. Units and depots of the technical services of the
27th Army:

(a) 27th Army Field Technical Rocket Base--is at
wartime strength and located in the BRZBZINY garrison

.- near LODZ; the base has been preparing for tactical s

exercises jointly with the 64th Army Operational-
Tactical Rocket Brigade at the PODDEBICE training area.

Number of missiles:

R-70 - 9;

R-300 - 6 in readiness No. 6.

(b)- -A team--for-the inspection,-assembly,-and-storage ~
of warheads will arrive at the rexndezvous point east of
JEZOW within 3 to 5 hours after the declaration of full
combat readiness, with the following number of warheads:

R-70--In readiness level-5: 9x10, 3x20;

In readiness level-4: llx10, 1x20;

R-300--In readiness level-5: 1x20, 3x40, and 4x100;

In readiness level-4: 1x20, 3x40.

_ (c) The 27th Army Maintenance Base is located in the
LOWICZ garrison; the base is being brought up to wartime
strength and is preparing for participation in the
exercise. It will attain full readiness by the morning
of 10 September.

4. Units and depots of the technical services of the
- 25th Army (SA), which were brought up to wartime strength in

the USSR, are preparing for the exercises within the framework
of which they will be concentrated in the following areas by

,- the end of 12 September:
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- 25th Army Field Technical Rocket Base--southwest of
WIZNA;

- 25th Army Field Technical Antiaircraft Rocket Base--
5kms northwest of GONIADZ;

- 25th Army Maintenance Base--Skms west of MONKI.

- Field Technical Rocket Base: ( ")
R-70 -- 16
R-300 -- 9 in readiness No6.

The Army will receive the warheads during the night of ( jy)
9/10 September -in the USSR;---- - - -- - --

The Army Field Technical Antiaircraft Rocket Base will
possess 0.5 units of rocket fire.

5. Units and depots of the technical services subor-
dinate to the front include:

(a) 25th Front Field Technical Rocket Base--at wartime
strength, located in the SOCHACZEW garrison, and preparing
for the tactical exercise conducted jointly with the ~
13th Front Operational-Tactical Rocket Brigade in
regard to the acceptance, preparation and delivery of
missiles.

Number of missiles:

_ R-70 carriers -- 8;
R-300 carriers -- 6 in readiness No. 6.

(b) A team for the inspection, assembly, and storage
of warheads will arrive at the rendezvous point east of
GOSTYNIN 3 to 5 hours after the. declaration of full-
combat readiness with the following number of warheads:
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R-70--In readiness level--5: 2x10, 1x20;

In readiness level--4: 4x10, 1x20;

R-300--In readiness level--5: 3x40, 4x100;

- In readiness level--4: 4x40, 1x100.

(c) The 35th and 38th Separate Rocket Delivery Battalions--
-- at wartime strength and located in the SIEDLCE and

MYSZYNIEC garrisons; the battalions are conducting
coordination exercises; the battalions will receive
their missiles during the night of 9/10 September at
the stations from the railroad transports in the following
numbers:

- 35th Separate Rocket Delivery Battalion--CHORZELE--
R-70 carriers--18; R-300 carriers--12.

- - 38th Separate Rocket Delivery Battalion--RADZYMIN--
R=70 carriers--18; R-300 carriers--12.

{ -- Warheads in the number shown in Table No. 1 will be ~
delivered together with the missiles to the stations
indicated.

(d) The 26th Front Field Technical Antiaircraft Rocket
Base--at wartime strength and located in the ZUROMIN
garrison, is fulfilling undertakings associated with

-' the technical preparation of surface-to-air missiles
and is preparing for a joint tactical exercise with the

- 71st Antiaircraft Rocket Brigade. The number of missiles:
- KRUG and KUB--0.5 units of fire of each.

(e) The Front maintenance bases are expanding to
wartime strength and are preparing to depart to the
assembly areas:
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- 16th Front Maintenance Base--the office of the chief
of the base is located in the MRAGOWO garrison; assembly
area--lOkms northwest of MRAGOWO; it will reach the
area with full TO$E by the evening of 10 September;

- 26th Front Maintenance Base--the office of the chief
of the base is located in the LOMZA garrison; an opera-
tional-reconnaissance group has been sent to the assembly
area 5kms northwest of LOMZA; the base will reach the
area with full TOGE by the morning of 10 September;

- 36th Front Maintenance Base-the office of the chief
- of the base is located in the SIEMIATYCZE garrison--

together with a mobilized organizational group it is
conducting preparations for asseming command of subordinate
u its in the assembly area=west of- LOSICE; which it--
will reach by the morning of 11 September.

(f) The technical services field depots of the front
~- are being brought up to wartime strength and preparing

to depart to the areas of the 13th and 21st Front
Mobile Bases and the 19th Front Rear Services Base;

- they will attain full combat readiness by the morning
of 9 September.

II

1. The authorized strength of ordnance and technical
equipment in the tactical large units and in army and front
units, is presented in Table No. 2. (See Chart No. 16--Page 130).

2. The amount of ammunition with the troops and in the
field depots of all levels is in accordance with norms for
mobile reserves.
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3. The supply of rockets, missile propellants, ammuni-
tion and technical-expendable supplies for the 21st Army and

- the allied tactical large units (th 40th and 50th Armored
Divisions of the 22nd Army) will be delivered by the national
forces and means:

- surface-to-surface and surface-to-air missiles will
be delivered for the 21st Army by the means of the CPA
and for the 40th Armored Division by the forces and

-~ means of the NPA to the areas indicated by the Front;

- surface-to-surface and surface-to-air missiles will
- be supplied for the. 25th Army (SA) directly from their

home bases in the Soviet Union and for the 50th Armored
Division by the forces and means of the 25th Army to

-- - the- areas- indicated by the -ront; -------- --

- ammunition and technical-expendable supplies will be
supplied for the 40th Armored Division by the forces

- and means of the 22nd Army and for the 50th Armored
Division by the forces and means of the 25th Army from
national bases. The supplying of the 23rd Army (adjacent
army on the right flank) with all materiel-technical
means and providing aid with regard to the evacuation
and maintenance of equipment will be accomplished by
Front forces and means.

4. The allocation of surface-to-surface missiles for
the operation: (See Chart No. 12--Page 128a).

5. Ammunition allocation for the operation: (See Chart
No. 13--Page 128b).

6. Allocation of surface-to-air missiles for the
operation: (See Chart No. 14-Page 128c).
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r Olart No. 12

Ty'pe of Missiles Kilotons Allocation COn Hand At the findr of the Operation

R-30 3 12 7.
S10 9 4

r

20 7 4

R-70 , -10 85 32r ___________________20 20 20

Total of Tactical Missiles 133 52

R-300 20 15 10
40 30 13

-100 . 25 10

Total of Op-Tac Missilea 70 33

Total for the Oeration 203
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r

r
r X1

Type of Animmition Allocation On Hand at the Erd of the Operation

Small Caliber Ammition 2.5 1.75
r' Mrtar Amunition 4.5 1.85

Antitank Artillery Amiinition 4.5 2.15
Indiract Fire Artillery Anmunition 8.0 2.15
Rocket Amumition 7.0 2.70
Antitank Guided issiles 4.0 4.00
TankAmuitim _. _____ _ _- -- 3 5 _J- - 3.30
Antiaircraft Ammnition 4.0 3,50

.-
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Chart No. 2.

Type of Missiles Allocation In Possession Toward the
End of the Operation

KUB 2.5 -
KRUlG 2.5 -
STREIA-1 2.0 -
STRELA-2 2.0 -
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7. The planned delivery of surface-to-surface missiles
and ammunition will be presented in a supplement.

8. Toward the end of the completion of the initial
tasks of the front, it is planned to deliver the following
to the tank and motor vehicle equipment field depots:

- 1200 tons of tank components (500 complete sets)
- 800 tons of repair kits and technical materiels.

9. Kilometer distance limits for tanks:*

- 21st Army (CPA)--2900/2600
- 22nd Army (PAF)--3000/2500

27th Army (PAF) -- 2800/2300 --- - --- -
- 25th Army (SA)--300/2700

~ --The numerator=engines; the denominator=tracks.

Table No. 1 (See Chart No. 15--Page 129a)
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Table No. 1
Number of Warheads for R-70 ard R-300 issiles Arriving

at Railroad Stations frun 9 to 10 Septnber .

Warheads for R-70 Warheads for R-300
Railroad Stations Total Resarks

10kt 20kt Total 20kt 40kt 100kt

m10R2EEl 10 8 16 5 4 3 12 SG-4

FADZMIl 10 8 1B 5 3 4 12 ' SG-4

TOAL 20 16 36 10 7 7 24
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r 6 8lartN. 1

Table No. 2

Autimiaed Sta t
r- Anaments Mai Tecinical Eqi1pant in Tactical Large Nuts,

an n Any an 1. Unita

60Y713 ofls Arna2 EqAct : Soviet A Czech Arma edares 220
Ife It 736 d M6t7 i29 nt !P80 Itr 07 6.d 03 08. AP.J Mey Mm6
Div Div Dlv Rea uinite Iat% Div Div Units Div Div Unite Di~v

1. 2. I 3 4. S. 6. 7. B. 9. 10. 31. 12. 13. 14.

W4Idur9P117 - - - | 6 6 - - - 9 - -
'ancher-9P 113 3 l 3 - - - - 4 V - -V

Lal76er 9P16 - - I - - _12n d 0 137el-9 6 - . - 1- - - - - - !8
122m Hwit r ?ds 38 '54 60 4 . ). . .. - - - 54 18 - 6
122mn Howti0tz D-30 - - - 90 It - - - 3g

152m tk twit r Ixe 43 12 -_ - .. - - 16 . - - 36 --
151m Gun Iwiter e137 - - - '5 72 - - - 19B - - 7 1d

130m1 93, - -- - - - 36 - - 2 -
130 * 7oer ieAmm 3r - - - I - - - - - la 6
1.-1Y lauchr - - - - _-
I7-21 L.3cher -18 l2 I . - - 18 18 72 '1J 18 18
0P-8 . a r - - -Y - - - - - - -

08-28 16n26her v - - - - - 36 - - - -

02 8 0te 27 9 72 6 1 - 12 I - - - -

1210l . met 27 . 4 - - - 54 10 - - - - 1

Hevy renade 7lcher S32-9 1 6. - - - 12 6 - - - 6
82', Recilless 9Oo 1-10 - - - - 6 - - - - 18 9

,-. o bn 44 1d - 66 6 64 - - - -
10 m SP Gun - - - - - -1 - - -

- - -li t2P27- - - -- 18 -- 8 . - -- - _---- .27 . 9 . 36 _ -_ - I 9
C61ol Pan S Y16 18 6 - - - - 24 12 - - - - 9

'auI hr2P 2M - 3 - - 2 - - 2 -
Laucher2P 24 |. - - 27 - -37 -

Lautnhr 9P 11M ($-1)' 16 16 - - - - 16 16 - - -
L'herl 2 9P 52 ($-2) 3D - - - - 114 76 21 - - - 24

2&m A (en 2J-23.2 - - - 12 - - - - - - -

2& 7m M Gan Z23-7 16 16 - - - 16 16 -- - - 16

371M 1m f08da 39 - - 6 - - 156 -

I571 M Gun 560 7Y 24 - 4 46 - 2V - 36 24 24 3 24

30m M u - - - - - - - - 33 7' 14
= 8hm M un 09dal 39 - - 18 - - - - - -

7.62 Pistol T- - 1,2 182 78 10,162 --
9m Pistl P-64 2,277 1.897' - 7,068 39138 - -

7.62e P16to1 Ak (MM27 7.42 5,461 9,559 23,912 2,044 21
9m Pietol I2de1 63 1,935 1.640 207 94 190 -
7.62m Ceta0ne Mdel 60 681 . 33 887 1, 6 .0 4722 138 6
7.6m R 2fl e 380 83 36 108 - 25 -

7,29 22,8.Su2mchine6u 2338 - - 51 6 - 1388
7.621m S8iscin g.un D - - - 612 2,928 -

7.62tm Machinis PI( 300 18e - 26 - -
7. 29; - 6l -

"'T6'ae QDim8)V Haovy hnagun - - - 12 17 . 54
-, 12.71m large Caliber Machir igun

DahK 3 3 - 45 101 72
142um P833-2 At6aireft Hachir3

gun 10 6 27 - - -Antitnk Launcher RP'G-2 - - 617 6 - ' 139 ' jl

Antitank l.anchr RPG- 7 617 310 2719 1,77 -- '--
26m Sinal Pistol 866 729 721 64 1,637 378

7.624m Hchine Pistol 80bdel u3 - 20.678
Pr-76 Tanks 10 10 - - - - - - -

. T-3 7 ke - 311 -. - - - - - -- - -. .
T-5V, T-5A Tank -- - - - -- - - - - 196 - - -

T-5, T-355 Tana 2 26- -- - - - - - - - 310 - 322

T42 Tak- - 71 327 - - -

- 00x3.or rod crier 362 188 - 6 7 - - - - Ys9 131 - -
NIm-2 A ored CarTier - - - . - - 382 350 - - - - 350

TOPAS 0 Camerv - - - --- - - - 26 219 - -

I-e AP-765 Amand Ca7rier 100 100 - - - - 100 - - - - -

Car 1,929 1,929 7,176 8,132 19,632 8,166 1.96n 1.812 6.620 1.650 1,270 ,02 1,790
A.es3 Pries 8Wr 23 177 - - - 2 160 31 101 135
Detection atd ai0ue R.aer 1.Se 3 3 - LO 73 79 2 5 12 4 4 10

Artilry Radar" Sets 8 I - 2 1 1 - 10 10 26 B D 16 10

Recrna6saace Ra6dr SeteI 4 - 3 32 - 5 $ . ' 3 3 4 6
oritCweranms Badar Sete - - - - 3f - - - - - - - -

-. ,..010 ' he aireen divilen wasit"taenv inoconsieention in
this listing.|
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Oart !b. 17 -

Table ., 3

Nube of IA0cher ard MissiLs--C.ee0

A-D' R P30 -70 A-300 R-30 R-'. 0 * R an( Tactical Large fhlie) -Nit the -'At th Base Wt the At tre Base Wth the At the Be

1. 2 3. V. 6. 6. d. . 9. 10. 11.

21st A CM 
-

- _ _

L. 15th HtaDiv 4 - - 4
2. 22nd Mtz Dyi 4 - -_ - _

3. 3rd Mt. Div 4 - - -
4. 16th Arnd Div - 4 -- -

S. 30th Ard Div. PA' - 3 - 3 _ _

d. 21s Arnay Op-Tac o4ket
B0.3.- - - - 9 -.

7. 21st Armyi Field Tech
gcet Base - - - 18 6 - 1V

3FAL. Fr 21st Anly 12 7 9 12 lB 7 8 9 1V

09-
r 22nd Arvy, PAr -

1. 14th3 M y Div - 3 _ - - 3
2. 34th M0ch Div . 3 - - - 3 - -

3. 36h ch Div .. 3 - - - ] - -
4. 40h Arnd DivZ NPA - 4 - - - 1] - - -

- - --- - - -. -_ . - 5-.- --- SO t 1 Arm 1D v ..--- . _ - 4 . _ _- .-- _ .Y._ __ _ _ . - . _
fi. 17th Anvy Op-Tac POcket - - _ _ _ _ _. .. . _ _ _

Bde - _ o - - - 6 -

0. 12rd Ary Opeld Tech
7ket Baet - - - - 6

73A. for3 22rl Any - 17 d - - 25 9 -6 6 V

' 27th Anefa. PAT

1,. 52nd Mach Div - 3 - -- - 3 - -- -
2. 5'ard Mac Dv - 3 - - 3 - - -
3. 20th Ar3 i Div - - - - 3 - -
'. 54th Arnad Dv- 3 - - - 3 - - -
b. 64th0 Am Op-TeC 30c09tt

- Bd - - 6 - - - - 5 -

6, 2701 Amy Tied Tech
Roket Bae - - - - - - 12 - 6

1UITAL for2 7th ArW - 12 6 - - 17 12 6 6

-- 25th Avey. SA
1. 33n Mt Dv - 4 - - - 4 - -

2. 70h M 3a0D - - - - 4 - _
3. 29th Are Div - 4 - - - 4 - - -

. Arm Div - 4 - - - 4 - -
'. 75th Am OTec Rocket- i

, - 9 9 - -

0 6, 26 Anry 0ie14 Tech
Rocket Bse _ _ _ _ - 16 - . 9

rAL .or 25th Ano y [ - lb 9 - - 16 1L 9 9

Dent lhiee

1. 131th rot Op-Tac R1ocket

Bd -- - 6 - - - - 6 -

2. 20th n0ut Tiel1 Tech3

1. ]6t Kc Div - 7 - - - 3 - -

m DL 3 fl t Urfi. - 3 6 - - 3 8 6 6

1mmrL in rthern uont 17 55 36 317 l 3 5 3b V1

o7 1
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Attachment No. 11

(Tab No. 1)

Situation of the
12th National Air Defense Corps

1. 12th National Air Defense Corps, operating in the
unified National Air Defense system, in close cooperation
with the antiaircraft defense forces and means of various

I branches of the armed forces, defends the corps defense
area, with particular attention to the regrouped organic and

.. allied operational forces, flights by Soviet long-range
aviation and transport aviation, and naval combat operations.

2.--Commander,-12th National--Air Defense-Corps,- is-----
responsible for air defense of troops and facilities of the

* rear of the Northern Front until the forces of the antiaircraft
defense system are organized, employing organic forces and
means of the antiaircraft defense system that operate within
the unified National Air Defense system, as well as the
separate forces and means of the 24th Air Army. All fighter
aviation and fighter-ground attack aviation regiments of the
Z4th Air Army are on combat alert in the National Air Defense

system in accordance with the following plan:

- Fighter aviation regiments each have one squadron in
readiness #2, and each of these squadrons have a pair
of aircraft in readiness #1; the remainder of regimental

C forces are in readiness 
#3.

- Fighter-ground attack aviation regiments each have a
flight of aircraft in readiness #2 and the remainder of
forces in readiness #3.
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The 25th Fighter Aviation Regt (SA) will begin alert
duties at daybreak on 9 September.

Commander, Northern Front, is responsible for air
defense in the Front area upon the organization of the
antiaircraft defense forces system. In connection with
this, to achieve coordination between the forces and means
of the Front antiaircraft defense and the forces and means
of the 12th National Air Defense Corps within the Northern
Front antiaircraft defense system:

- The 12th National Air Defense Corps Operational
Group is assigned to the Coordination Center of the
Antiaircraft Defense of the Northern Front;

- Representatives of the 12th National Air Defense
Corps Combined Command Post are assigned to the corresponding
coordination centers of the antiaircraft defense of the
armies.

3. 12th National Air Defense Corps combat organization:

- 13th Arty Div and 14th Arty Bde (each with 8 "VOLKHOV"
and 4 "NEVA" rocket artillery fire battalions)

- 89th Arty Regt (four "DVINA" rocket artillery fire
battalions)

- 11th, 38th, 44th, 72nd Fighter Aviation Regts

- 12th Radiotechnical Bde

- 14th and 18th Radiotechnical Bns
(each with 4 radiotechnical companies)

- 31st and 41st Radiotechnical Bns
(each with 5 radiotechnical companies)
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- 13th Radioelectronic Jamming Regt

- 24th Radar {or Radio] Recon Bn.

The 12th National Air Defense Corps area is organized

into four sectors, in which the following units are located:

- 14th Combined Command Post at BABICE: 13th Arty
Div, 11th Fighter Aviation Regt, 14th Radiotechnical Bn
(sector limits: KRYNKI, DZIALDOWO, RAWA MAZOWIECKA,
JANOW PODLASKI, eastern border with USSR);

- 18th Combined Command Post at ORNETA: 44th Fighter
Aviation Regt, 13th Radioelectronic Jamming Regt, 18th
Radiotechnical Bn (sector limits: BRANIEWO, DZIALDOWO,

-- -KRYNKI, northeastern border with-the USSR);-_

- 31st Combined Command Post at WLADYSLAWOWO: 14th
Arty Bde, 38th Fighter Aviation Regt, 31st Radiotechnical

-' Bn, 24th Radar [or Radio] Recon Bn (sector limits:
BRANIEWO, the seacoast up to the combat line of contact,
the combat line of contact, PILA, KORONOWO, DZIALDOWO);

- 41st Combined Command Post at JANOWIEC: 72nd Fighter
Aviation Regt, 89th Arty Regt, 41st Radiotechnical Bn
(sector limits: DZIALDOWO, KORONOWO, PILA, combat line
of contact, OSTROW WIELKOPOLSKI, RAWA MAZOWIECKA). The
Combined Command Post at BABKI is taking part in the
exercise.

Command Post, 12th National Air Defense Corps, is at
ROZAN.

Central Command Post, National Air Defense Forces
Command, is at PIASECZNO.

4. 12th National Air Defense Corps Airfield Situation:
(See Chart No. 17a--Page 134a).
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In addition, the following airfields are located in the
12th National Air Defense Corps area and are available for

- utilization if authorized by the Commander, National Air
Defense Forces:

-. PRZASNYSZ
ALEKSANDROW KUJAWSKI (75 tons fuel-Combined Armed
Forces Command)
GOSTYNIN (120 tons fuel-Combined Armed Forces Command)
NOWE MIASTO LUBAWSKIE (pipeline system)
SZYMANY (250 tons fuel-Combined Armed Forces Command)
JANIKOWO

Fuel reserves at the airfields can be requisitioned by
the 12th National Air Defense Corps upon approval of the
_Commande-r, 24th Air Army.- -

5. Notification and warning.

Notification to forward unit forces and means operating
in the unified system of the National Air Defense and those
reorganized in the defense area of the 12th National Air
Defense Corps, is provided at the operational level (Central
Command Post of the National Air Defense Forces Command),
the operational-tactical level (Command Post of the 12th
Radiotechnical Bde), and tactical level (Combined Command
Post). Reception of transmitted data is organized by unit
commanders--operating in the unified National Air Defense
system--in their own area of responsibility.

Warning signals of impending air threats are transmitted
from the Command Post of the 12th National Air Defense Corps
on a separate radio net.
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6.. Command and Coordination. .

j Exercise of command by 12th National Air Defense Corps
units takes place on the operational-tactical level and the
tactical level--in accordance with the existing system.
Decentralization of command at the Combined Command Post
level in the course of repulsing air attacks takes place
only under circumstances of complete loss of communications
with the Command Post of the 12th National Air Defense Corps
or in situations which are unusually complex and on the

- basis of the 12th National Air Defense Corps Commander's
decision.r

Joint actions in the unified National Air Defense
system take place in accordance with the standing regulations
of the-National Air Defense -Force-s. -

7. The 12th National Air Defense Corps communications
system operates in accordance with the requirements of
constant combat readiness. Communications will be activated
by special codeword as indicated in separate plans; communication
will also include the alternate airfields.

For coordination with the Front Antiaircraft Defense
Coordination Center, the following additional communications
will be available between the Command Post of the National
Air Defense Forces and the Front Antiaircraft Defense
Coordination Center:

- telephone (secure)
- telephone and telegraph (open)

It is also anticipated that telephone communications
" will be provided between the 12th National Air Defense Corps

Combined Command Posts located in the operational zones of
the first echelon armies and the Antiaircraft Defense
Coordination Centers of those armies as follows:
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31st Combined Command Post and the Antiaircraft
Defense Coordination Centers of the 21st and the 23rd
Armies (one line each).

- 41st Combined Command Post and the Antiaircraft
-- Defense Coordination Centers of the 22nd and 27th

Armies (one line each).

8. Equipping and manning of 12th National Air
Defense Corps units will be in accordance with wartime
staffing.
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Tab No. 2

21st Army
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Scenario

Exercise "Shield-76" for the
21st Army CPA

Map 1:200,000, 1964 Edition

1. Military-Political Situation

By the second half of 1976 the aggressive policy of
pressure and military blackmail conducted by the NATO govern-
ments has produced an enormous increase in international
tension. Since this policy has not produced the desired
results, the "West" may opt in the immediate future to

- resolve the-s-ituati-on militarily _.________

1) The "West", from the middle of August, has inten-
sified the training of the armed forces, within the framework

- of which numerous complex maneuvers have been conducted
including mobilization. On 26 August, troop movements were
begun in the pre-border zone which significantly exceeded
the scale of the scenario in published information about
exercise "Summertex-76". Simultaneously, actions are secretly
being implemented on an extensive scale to raise the combat
readiness of the ground, air, and naval forces in order to
convert the armed forces from a peacetime to a wartime
status. In recent days, air and naval reconnaissance have
intensified and border controls have increased.*

*The agreed upon state border between "West" and "East"
runs: USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW, SZA-
MOTULY, West of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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2) The "East" will undertake broad initiatives in
order to resolve outstanding problems by means of negotiations.
Simultaneously, it will reinforce its defensive capabilities
in response to the growing threat. On 30 August, a state of
increased combat readiness was introduced and on 8 September

-' under the pretext of exercise "LATO [Summer]-76" mobilizational
and operational deployment of the forces was begun. On 31
August, the Command and Staff of the Northern Front were

- formed from elements of the Central.Institutions of the
Ministry of National Defense and the Commands and Staffs of
the 22nd and 27th Armies and the 24th Air Army were formed
from elements of the Pomeranian Military District, Silesian
Military District, and Air Force, respectively. Part of the
forces of the 24th Air Army, Front Antiaircraft Defense
-Troops, and the 12th National Air Defense Corps will perform

~ combat alert duty within the general National Air Defen-se -
system.

- 2. Specific Situation at 0600 on 8 September

1) The 21st Army CPA (15th, 22nd, 23rd Mtz Divs, 18th
_ Armd Div CPA, 30th Armd Div PAF, 21st Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde,

21st Army AA Bde, 21st Army AT Arty Regt, 21st AA Rkt Regt,
21st AA Arty Regt), which is engaged in the practical exercise,
was assigned to the command of the Northern Front as of 2

- September. Tactical large units and units of the army are
located at their permanent duty stations, in part in assembly
areas, and in training areas.

- The 15th Mtz Div (68th, 69th, and 70th Mtz Regts and
71st Tank Regt) is located in the LIDZBARK, DZIALDOWO,

_ CHORZELE, OLSZTYNEK, and NIDZICA garrisons; the division
is being brought up to wartime strength and will attain
full combat readiness on 11 September;
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- the 22nd Mtz Div (75th, 76th, and 77th Mtz Regts and
78th Tank Regt), at wartime strength, has assembled
within the framework of the tactical exercises in the
area: (excluding) CHOJNICE, North of KAMIEN KRAJENSKI,
West of TUCHOLA;

- 23rd Mtz Div (37th, 72nd, and 73rd Mtz Regts and the
74th Tank Regt), at wartime strength, is located in the

- KORONOWO, FORDEN, WABRZEZNO, GRUDZIADZ, and CHELMNO
garrisons; units of the division are undergoing training;

- the 18th Armd Div is engaged in the practical exercise
(18th Mtz Regt and 80th, 81st, and 82nd Tank Regts--
actually one motorized regiment and one tank regiment),

-- at wartime strength, has completed training at .the
ORZYSZ training area and is ready to regroup in the -
exercise area: South of TUCHOLA, GOSTYCYN, LNIANO;

- - the 30th Armd Div (PAF) which is engaged in the
practical exercise .(64th Mech Regt and 65th, 66th, and
67th Tank Regts--actually two tank regiments and one
mechanized battalion) is included in the composition of
the 21st Army from 31 August; the division is located
in the OSTRODA, SZCZYTNO, BISKUPIEC, and OLSZTYN
garrisons; elements of the division (65th and 66th Tank
Regts) are finishing training at the CZERWONY BOR
Training Center and after returning to their garrison
will require 1.52 days to attain full combat readiness;

- the rest of the units are undergoing training in the
garrisons;

- 21st Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde, at wartime strength, is
located in the SWIECIE garrison; the brigade is preparing
for the tactical exercise;
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- 21st Army AA Bde, at wartime strength, is located in
the JABLONOWO garrison; the brigade is undergoing
training;

- 21st Army Antitank Arty Regt, at wartime strength,
is located in the JABLONOWO garrison; the regiment is
undergoing training;

- 21st AA Rkt Regt, at wartime strength, is located in
the ILAWA garrison; the regiment is preparing for the
exercise with the 18th Armd Div; one battery on combat

.- alert duty in the garrison firing position;

_ _ - 21st AA Arty Regt, at wartime strength, is located
in the GRUDZIADZ garrison; the regiment- is--undergoing
training; one battery on combat alert duty in a firing
position Skms west of GRUDZIADZ.

- Staff of the 21st Army is located in the OLSZTYN garrison;
at 0100 on 9 September deploys to an area 12kms south-east
of SEPOLNO KRAJENSKIE.

Attachments:

_ 1. Enemy Situation
2. Combat Strength of the 21st Army
3. Situation of the Rocket Troops and Artillery
4. .Situation of the Antiaircraft Defense Forces
5. Situation of the Communications Troops
6. Situation of the Engineer Troops
7. Situation of the Chemical Troops

- 8. Situation of the Rear Services
9. Situation of the Technical Services

10. Organization and Equipment of the Major Units of
the 30th Armored Div of the PAF

11. Initial Situation at 0600 on 8 September--See Map.

- "Exercise Directors
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Enemy Situation

Attachment No. 1

(Tab No. 2)

From mid-August 1976, a sharp increase in the intensity
of combat training of NATO forces has taken place in parallel
with growing international tension.

The principal training effort, under way since 26
-' August 1976, is a strategic-operational exercise with troops

under the cryptonym SUMMERTEX-76 that is being conducted
simultaneously with_anexercise of higher-level political-

- military organs under the cryptonym PRIME=RATE 76. The
activities actually carried out in the course of this training,
which have included problems involving successive steps in

_ increasing the defense readiness of these nations, have
exceeded the scope of actions announced in previously published
official communiques pertaining to the exercises now taking
place.

The theme of exercise SUMMERTEX-76 is the transition of
the armed forces, the civilian administrations and the

- economies of NATO countries from a peacetime to a wartime
state in the context of an aggravated international situation,
and the planning, organization and conduct of a strategic

_ defensive operation in the initial period of a conventional
war; then, with the selective use of nuclear weapons, the
transition to offensive operations under circumstances in
which there is general utilization of mass destruction
weapons.

An exercise preliminary to exercise SUMMERTEX-76 began
- on 26 August, involving the following:
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- At 0300 on 26 August a state of "war danger" was
introduced;

- The NATO countries and their armed forces were
changing secretly from a peacetime to a wartime state
by carrying out the mobilizational deployment of the
armed forces and the transfer of reinforcing forces to
the Federal Republic of Germany.* In the Federal Republic
of Germany, the mobilization was begun in the course of
Territorial Defense Force exercises which preceded
exercise SUMERTEX-76; in the United States, Canada,
and Great Britain, at the moment the exercise began;

- and in the Netherlands, Belgium, and Denmark, on 1
September;

-- The deployment of a network of-fi-eld--command-and -
communications posts and the implementation plans for
the employment of conventional forces and nuclear
weapons have been set in motion;

- The emplacement of a system of nuclear barriers in
the border zone and on selected approaches to the ODER

-- has been started;

- From 31 August to 7 September assigned air force
units have been assembled and during the period from 3
to 6 September the deployment of technical means and of
air force and air defense command organs was carried
out;

* The initiation of the transfer of forces of the
United States strategic reserve to the FRG is an
indication of the scale of the exercise, in which only
the shift of double-based forces had been anticipated.
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1 '' hebgn 1.

- On 7 September the NATO Command began the takeover
of control of the combined armed forces and the de-
ployment of assigned units in the forward defense area
security zone;

- At 13 hours on 7 September a "standard alert" was
declared;

- On 7 September the regrouping of staffs to the
exercise area and the readying of tactical large units
for deployment on anticipated operational axes was
begun.

The projection for the first stage of the principal
exercise, which is to begin on 9 September and continue
until 14 September, is the complet-ion of-the transfer to__the
Federal Republic of Germany of double-based forces and of
the United States strategic reserve, and of reinforcing
troops from Canada, Great Britain, the Netherlands, and
Belgium; by 10 September the operational deployment of
ground forces is to be completed. The program of the first
stage of the principal exercise calls for the initiation of
combat activities on 12 September.

In the course of developments that have taken place
thus far in exercise SUMMERTEX-76, an increase of tension in
the European political-military situation has resulted from
the implementation of mobilization, from the initiation of
troop movements to the Federal Republic of Germany, and from
the withdrawal of a portion of tactical large units from
their permanent deployment areas and their movement to the
border zone, coupled with the simultaneous deployment of a

- field system of command and communications.
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The actual positions of the enemy forces as of 0600 on
8. September 1976 is given in the "Identifier" [Enemy Order
of Battle].

Additional Data:

The mobilization exercises conducted in the 13th, 14th,
15th, 16th, and 18th Defense Commands in the Federal Republic

- of Germany should have been completed on 26 September 1976.
Tactical large units formed during these exercises were not
dismissed, but were incorporated into the troops taking part
in the SUMMERTEX-76 exercises.

During the early days of August, in addition to informa-
tion on the subject of exercise SUJMMERTEX-76, reports

- -- --- appeared--in-the Western press-about-the alleged--equippi-ng-of-------
a United States strategic air force experimental unit with
winged "air-to-ground" class projectiles of the "Cruise
Missile" type.

Identifier [Enemy Order of Battle]: See Chart No. 5--Page
S3a.
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Attachment No. 2
(Tab No. 2)

No. Tactical Large Unit, . Disposition Percentage of Staffing as of 0600 Hoirs
Unit, o Subunit (location) - -

8 Sept. 9 Sept. 10 Sept. 11 Sept.

2. 3. 4. 9. 6. 7. 0. 9.- 10. 11

.. .1st An of the CPA --

1 Amwy Sta f OLSTIYN 98 98

2 15th Mtz Div 1ID/MR), DZIADO., he S5 68 60 78 75 98 10
GDRZEll,0LSZ1YNEKC

3 22rd Ht Div area (excl) QDINICE ' 97 100
N of LAIl, E of
'REDIA

4 23rd Mtz Div DR~L0D3, 1O}RlD, 96 100 96 100
WABRZEJNI, GRUDZIADE

5 19th Arsd Div area S of BIAIA PI 97 100
-M of CiJn7EO,
ORZYSz, PrSZ

5 30th And Div -OS10DA, S7ZY'IN0, 60 80 91 93 95 100
BISUPIEC. OLSZTYN.

7 21st Anny Op-Tec
Rkt Ede - SWICIE 100 100

8 21st Army. Qn Arty JAsoNOwg9 100 100

r.0

9 21st Army AT' Arty JAB5INOW 100 100
Regt

10 lat Arty Recon Bn JABDNGO 100 100

11 21st AA Rkt Pelt IIAWA 100 95 100 100

12 21st AA Arty Regt GRUDZIADZ 109 90 100 100

13 21st Radiotech Bn OISZTIN 7D 65 8 76 100 100

14 21st Sig Regt Deploys -aenrter 85 - 100 -
-""' of army r.xomsn pot

and QM coamunr pos.
part of trnp:- ai
arm 30km E of
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Attachment No. 3

(Tab No. 2)

Situation of the Rocket Troops and Artillery

I.

Rocket troops and artillery are located at their permanent
duty stations, in part in assembly areas, and in training
areas.

1) Rocket and artillery units and subunits of the 15th

Mtz- Div are located in the following garrisons:

- 15th Tac Rkt Bn--DZIALDOWO;

- 15th Arty Bn--NIDZICA;

- 15th AT Arty Bn-OLSZTYNEK.

-- The units are being brought up to wartime strength
and will attain full combat readiness by the morning of 11
September.

2) Rocket and artillery units and subunits of the 22nd
Mtz Div, at wartime strength, within the framework of divisional

tactical exercises, are assembled in the following areas
(south of CHOJNICE):

- 22nd Tac Rkt Bn--south of OGORZELINY;

- 22nd Arty Regt--SLAWECIN, CIECHOCIN, OSTROWITE,
Second Bn with the 75th Mech Regt--8kms east of DEBRZNO;

- 22nd AT Arty Bn--south of PAWLOWO.
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3) Rocket and artillery units and subunits of the 23rd
Mtz Div, at wartime strength, are located in the following
garrisons:

- 23rd'Tac.Rkt Bn-GRUDZIADZ;

- 23rd Arty Regt-RADZYN--CHELMSKI;

- 23rd AT Arty Bn--FORDON.

4) Rocket and artillery units-and subunits of the 18th
Armd Div, at wartime strength, have completed training at
the ORZYSZ Training Area and are assembled in the following
areas:

-- -- --- -18th-Tac Rkt-Bn--(excluding) BEMOWO-PISKI-E, east of
BIELICE, north of RUDA; - --- -

- 18th Arty Regt--(excluding) BIALA PISKA, SZKODY-
KOZUCHY MALE.

The units are ready to deploy to the training area:
-_ south of TUCHOLA, GOSTYCYN, LNIANO.

5) Rocket and artillery units and subunits of the 30th
Armd Div of the PAF, at wartime strength, are located in the
following garrisons:

- 30th Tac Rkt Bn--SZCZYTNO;

- 30th Arty Regt and 30th Rkt Arty Bn--BISKUPIEC.

6) Rocket and artillery large units and units sub-
ordinate to the army:
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- 21st Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde, at wartime strength is
located in the SWIECIE garrison and is preparing for

- the tactical exercise;

- 21st Army Gun Arty Bde and the 21st Arty Recon Bn,
.- at wartime strength, are located in the JABLONOWO

garrison; the brigade and the battalion are undergoing
training;

- 21st Army AT Arty Regt, at wartime strength, is
located in the JABLONOWO garrison and is undergoing

- training.

II

1) Organization of the artillery of the armored division
PAF:

a) Divisional artillery:

- Tac Rkt Bn composed of three firing batteries, each
armed with one R-70 launcher (total three launchers);

- arty regt composed of three 122mm howitzer battalions
(total 54 howitzers);

- rkt arty bn composed of three batteries armed with
BM-21 launchers (total 12 launchers);

b) Artillery of the mechanized regiment:

- 122mm howitzer battery (six howitzers)

-- - antitank guided missile battery (six launchers);
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r c) battalion artillery--support company composed of:
120mm mortar platoon (three mortars) 82mm mortar platoon
(three mortars);.antitank platoon: "Malyutka" antitank
guided missiles--two launchers; SPG-9--two grenade'
launchers.

Total in armored division:

- 90 guns, mortars, and rocket artillery launchers to
be fired from concealed firing positions;

- 18 antitank artillery weapons.

5) Number of launchers and carriers in army rocket
forces: (See Chart No. 19--Page 150a).

In the 21st Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde the carriers are at
readiness no. 6; in the tactical rocket battalions--at
ready; in the 21st Army Field Technical Rocket Base--R-300

^- carriers are at readiness no. 6, R-30 and R-70--at ready.

III

The Chief of the rocket and artillery troops of the
21st Army was additionally informed that:

1) The army will be reinforced by the 12th Arty Div
(less 121st Gun Arty Bde and 124th Rkt Arty Bde) composed
of: 122nd Gun Arty Bde (130mm guns) and 123rd Gun Arty Bde
(152mm gun-howitzers). The 12th Arty Div, in the composition
indicated, will assembly by 1400 on September 12 in the
area: BISKUPIEC, PIOTROWICE, LASECZNO (15kms west of ILAWA)
where it will be assigned to the 21st Army.
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r Lae uit. uit t achere . i thot S3rheade

R-30 R-70 R-300 Total

21st Amr Op-Tac Rkt Ode 9 9 9

isth Tac R t n 4 4 4

22rd Tac 10ct B 4 4 4

23rd Tac Rkt M - 4 4 4

18th Tac Rkt H 4 4 4

30th-TacRkt .... . .. 3 3 3

21st Army Fie~d Tech Rkt Bease - 18 6 14 38

TGT~dL 28 30 13 23 66
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2) After the introduction of full combat readiness,
the 21st Army Field Tech Rkt Base will receive teams for the

- preparation and assembly of warheads; the teams will bring
reserves of nuclear warheads as follows:

- 18 for R-300 rockets, of which 9 will be in readiness
no. 5 (5x40 and 4x100 kt) and 9 in readiness no. 4
(3x20, 4x40, and 2x100 kt);

- 13 for R-70 rockets, of which 8 will be in readiness
no. S (6x10 and 2x20 kt) and 5, in readiness no. 4 (10
kt each);

- 30 for R-30 rockets, of which 15 will be in readiness
no. 5 (4x3, 6x10, and 5x20 kt) and 15 in readiness no.
4 (8x3, 4x10, and 3x20 kt) - ___
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Attachment No. 4

(Tab No. 2)

Situation of Antiaircraft Defense Troops

- I

- The Antiaircraft Defense Troops are located at their
permanent duty stations, partly in assembly areas, and
partly in training areas. Part of the forces and means are
on combat alert duty. - - -

- 1) Divisional antiaircraft defense units:

- 15th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (15th Mtz Div)--located
at the LIDZBARK garrison, the regiment is being brought
up to wartime strength and will reach full combat
readiness by the morning of 11 September; one battery
is on combat alert duty at the garrison firing position;

- - 22nd Antiaircraft Arty Regt (22nd Mtz Div)--at
wartime strength, within the framework of the tactical
exercises, it protects the tactical rocket battalion
and the command post of the division in the area lOkms
southeast of CHOJNICE;

- 23rd Antiaircraft Arty Regt (23rd Mtz Div)--at
wartime strength, it is stationed at the CHELMNO
garrison; the regiment is preparing to provide protection

for the permanent bridge across the Vistula River in

the town of CHELMNO; one battery is on combat alert at
the garrison firing position;
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- 18th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (18th Armd Div)--at
wartime strength finished its training at the ORZYSZ
Training Area and reached readiness for regrouping in
the exercise area: south of TUCHOLA, GOSTYCYN, LNIANO;

- 30th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (30th Armd Div)--at
wartime strength, is located at the OLSZTYN garrison;
the regiment is in training, one battery is on combat
alert duty at the garrison firing position.

2) Antiaircraft defense forces subordinate to the '
Army:

- 21st Antiaircraft Rkt Regt-at wartime strength, is
_ ... _located at the ILAWA garrison and is preparing for an

- exercise with the 18th Armd Div; one battery is-on --
combat alert duty. at the garrison firing position;

- 21st Antiaircraft Arty Regt-at wartime strength, is
located at the GRUDZIADZ garrison and is undergoing
training; one battery is on combat alert duty at a
firing position 5kms west of GRUDZIADZ;

- 21st Radiotechnical Bn is located at the OLSZTYN
garrison; battalion is undergoing training;

- command post of the Chief of the Antiaircraft
Defense Forces, 21st Army, is located at the OLSZTYN
garrison; by 0100 it will deploy in the area southeast
of SEPOLNO KRAJENSKIE;

3) Until the antiaircraft defense system of the forces.
- is organized, the 12th National Air Defense Corps will be

responsible for air defense of the northern part of Poland
and the 31st Combined Command Post of the National Air

- Defense will be responsible for the planned zone of operations
of the 21st Army.
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At the moment antiaircraft defense system of the forces
is organized, the 21st Army will be responsible for antiaircraft
defense of the army zone.

In order to achieve coordination between the antiaircraft
defense forces of the army and the national air defense
forces, representatives of the 31st Combined Command Post of
the National Air Defense will be temporarily present in the

-_ antiaircraft system of the 21st Army Antiaircraft Defense
Forces Directing Center.
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Attachment No. 5

(Tab No. 2)

Situation of the Signal Troops

Army forces ensure control and command with higher
headquarters and subordinate tactical large units and units
by utilizing the stationary communications system of the
Ministry of National Defense of the PPR.

1) Communications centers:

- - of the Gene-al- Staff-of-the-Po-1-ish Forces--and-the---
Northern Front--the main communications center is at
WARSAW;

('- - command post of the 21st Army--OLSZTYN;

i- - command post of the 15th Mtz Div-NIDZICA;

- command post of the 22nd Mtz Div--1.5kms south of
CHOJNICE;

- command post of the 23rd Mtz Div--CHELMNO;

- command post of the 18th Armd Div--l5kms south of
ORZYSZ;

- command post of the 30th Armd Div--OLSZTYN;

- command post of the 21st Tac Rkt Bde-SWIECIE;

- - command post of the 21st Gun Arty Bde-JABLONOWO;

- command post of the 21st AA Rkt Regt--ILAWA.
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2) Organization of communications:

a) Radio communications:

- with the General Staff of the CPA and the Western
Military District of CPA--radio net no. 820 using R-102
set (audio, telegraphic), and teletype radio circuit
no. 821 until communicators are withdrawn from radio

- net no. 820;

- army commander and staff with division commanders
and staffs--radio net no. 853 using R-140 sets (audio,
telegraphic) and teletype radio circuit no. 854 until
communicators are withdrawn from radio net no. 853;

- army staff with the staff--fthe 21st-Op=Tac-Rkt-----
Bde, 21st Army Gun Arty Bde and 21st AA Rkt Regt and
other units and subordinate to the army--in radio net

- no. 855 using R-118 set (audio, telegraphic);

b) Wire communications:

- with the staff of the Combined Armed Forces, General
Staff of the CPA, and the staff of the Western.Military
District of the CPA--through the communications center
of the general staff of PAF--telephonic and telegraphic
(secure and open);

- - with general staff of the PAF and staff of the
Northern Front--direct telephonic and telegraphic
communications (secure and open);

- with the staffs of the division and the staff of the
21st Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde--direct telephonic and telegraphic
communications (secure and open);

- units subordinate to the army--open telephonic
communications;
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c) military field postal communications with higher
headquarters and for army requirements is ensured by
coordinating with the Military Field Postal Service of
the Polish Armed Forces.

-- 3) Army signal troops are located at their permanent
duty stations, in part in assembly areas, and in training
areas:

a) divisional and operational-tactical rocket brigade
signal units:

- 15th Sig Bn (15th Mtz Div)--is located in the NIDZICA
garrison; the .battalion is being brought up to wartime
strength_ and will attain full_ combat readiness by the

- morning of 11 September;

- 22nd Sig Bn (22nd Mtz Div)--at wartime strength;
- within the framework of divisional tactical exercises,

has deployed a field communications center in an area
15kms south of ORZYSZ;

- 23rd Sig Bn (23rd Mtz Div)--at wartime strength, is
located at the CHELMNO garrison;

-- - 18th Sig Bn (18th Armd Div)-at wartime strength;
within the framework of divisional tactical exercises,
had deployed a communications center in an area l5kms

_ south of ORZYSZ;

- 30th Sig Bn (30th Armd Div)--at wartime strength, is
located in the OLSZTYN garrison;

- radar company of the operational-tactical rocket
brigade, at wartime strength, is located in the SWIECIE

- garrison.
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b) Signal troops subordinate to the army:

- 1st Sig Bn of the 21st Sig Regt, at wartime strength,
is deploying a communications center of the army command
post in the form up area--5kms south-east of SEPOLNO-
KRAJANSKIE, operational as of 1800 hours on 8 September;

- 2nd Sig Bn of the 21st Sig Regt and other army
- signal units and subunits--at wartime strength, are

located in an area 30kms east of SEPOLNO-KRAJANSKIE.

4) Additional data:

Operations group of the 23rd Army staff will report to
the 21st Army Command Post with their own signal equipment

- and radio data;
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Attachment No. 6

- (Tab No. 2)

Situation of the Engineer Troops

The engineer troops are located in their permanent duty
stations, in part in assembly areas, and in training areas.

' 1) Divisional engineer subunits:

- 15th Combat Engr Bn (15th Mtz Div) --is located in
- the WIELBARK garrison; the battalion has been brought

up to wartime strength and will attain full combat
readiness by the morning of 11 September;

- 22nd Combat Engr Bn (22nd Mtz Div)--at wartime
strength; within the framework of the tactical exercises,
is assembled in an area 5kms east of CHOJNICE;

- 23rd Combat Engr Bn (23rd Mtz Div)--at wartime
strength, is located in the RADZYN CHELMSKI garrison;

- the battalion is conducting coordination exercises with
subunits;

- 18th Combat Engr Bn (18th Armd Div)--at wartime
strength, is assembled in an area Skms east of DRYGALY;
the battalion is ready to deploy to the exercise area:
south of TUCHOLA, GOSTYCYN, LNIANO;

- 30th Combat Engr Bn (30th Armd Div)--is located in
the OSTRODA garrison; the battalions is undergoing

- training and inspection of technical equipment.
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2) Engineer troops subordinate to the army:

-- - 21st Army Combat Engr Bde--at wartime strength, is
located in the SUSZ garrison; the brigade is undergoing
training;

- 21st Army Ponton Bn-at wartime strength, is located
in the GRUDZIADZ garrison; the battalion is undergoing
tactical-engineer training at the GRUDZIADZ water
training area;

- 21st Army Minelaying Bn-at wartime strength, is
- located in the GRUDZIADZ garrison; the battalion is

undergoing training and is replenishing engineer equipment
and materiel;

- 25th Engr Equip Field Dep--at wartime strength, is
located in the OSTRODA garrison, and is ready to deploy
to the area of the 21st Army Mobile Base.
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Attachment No. 7

- (Tab No. 2)

-- Situation of the Chemical Troops

The chemical troops are located at their permanent duty
stations, in part in assembly areas, and in training areas.

1) Divisional chemical subunits:

- 15th Chem Co--(15th Mtz Div)--is located in the
- _ NIDZICA garrison; the company has been brought up to

wartime strength and wi1--attain -full combat -readiness ---
by the morning of 11 September;

- 22nd Chem Co (22nd Mtz Div)--at wartime strength;
within the framework of divisional tactical exercises,
has occupied an area west of PIASTOSZYN;

- 23rd Chem Co (23rd Mtz Div)--at wartime strength, is
located in the CHELMNO garrison; the company is undergoing
training;

- 18th Chem Co (18th Armd Div)--at wartime strength,
has completed training at the ORZYSZ Training Area, and
is prepared to move to the exercise area: south of
TUCHOLA, GOSTYCYN, LNIANO;

- 30th Chem Co (30th Armd Div)--at wartime strength,
is located in the SZCZYTNO garrison.
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2) Chemical troops subordinate to the army:

- 21st Chem Regt--at wartime strength, is located in
the WIELBARK garrison; the regiment is undergoing
training;

- Army Contamination Evaluation-Analysis Station and
the 21st Sig Co of the Contamination Evaluation-Analysis
Station--at wartime strength are located at the OLSZTYN
garrison; as of 0100 on 9 September--in the area of
the army command post;

- 29th Chem Field Dep--at wartime strength, is located
in the LIDZBARK WARMINSKI garrison.

- 3) The army has cheiicalinob-Te reserve supplies for-----
3-4 days of operations.
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Attachment No. 8

(Tab No. 2)

Situation of the Rear Services

The rear services units are located at their permanent
duty stations, in part in assembly areas, and in training
areas.

1) Rear services of the divisions:

- 15th Sup Bn and 15th Bridge Bn (15th Mtz Div)-are
located in the NIDZICA garrison; the units are being
brought up to wartime strength and will attain full
combat readiness by the_morning_of_11_.Septe.mberi _

- 22nd Supply Bn and 22nd Bridge Bn (of the 22nd Mtz
Div)--at wartime strength; within the framework of
divisional tactical exercises, are assembled in the
area south of STOBNO;

- 23rd Supply Bn and 23rd Bridge Bn (of the 23rd Mtz
Div)--at wartime strength, is located at the CHELMNO

-. garrison;

- 18th Supply Bn and 18th Bridge Bn (of the 18th Armd
Div)--at wartime strength, are replenishing reserve
materiel supplies in the area: SUCZKI, RAKOW MALY
State Farm, BORKI;

- 30th Supply Bn and 30th Bridge Bn (of the 30th Armd
Div)--at wartime strength, are stationed at the BARCZEWO
garrison.

- TS 678153
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2) The rear services of the army:

a) Office of the Chief of the 21st Army Mobile Base
with the 25th Support Bn and the 20th Trans Bn (50
percent POL and 50 percent ammunition)--at wartime
strength, is assembled in an area lSkms west of ILAWA.

The remainder of the units of the 21st Army Mobile
Base--at wartime strength, within 2 or 3 hours will
move to the areas for loading reserve supplies:

- 21st Trans Bn from the OLSZTYNEK garrison--loading
of materiel reserve supplies-OLSZTYNEK, OSTRODA, ILAWA,
LIDZBARK WARMINSKI;

- 23rd Trans Bn (POL) from the ILAWA garrison---loadi-ng--
of POL--depot of the Petroleum Products Center ILAWA;

-. - 31st Trans Bn from the LIDZBARK WARMINSKI garrison--
loading of reserve supplies--LIDZBARK WARMINSKI, OLSZTYN,
MORAG, PASLEK.

b) Units of the medical service:

- 201st Med Reinf Bn-at wartime strength, is located
in the assembly area of the 22nd Mtz Div;

- the remainder of the units after being activated as
of 0400 on 8 September, started regrouping to the
medical reserve area of the army--l0kms south of ILAWA:

- 202nd and 203rd Med Reinf Bn from the CHORZELE garrison;

205th and 207th Med Reinf Bn from .the DOBRE MIASTO
garrison;

211th and 215th Med Reinf Bn from the GIZYCKO garrison;

I - 53rd Blood Donor Station, Category II, from the OLSZTYN
garrison.

TS 768153
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The medical bus battalion (11th and 13th Ambulance Co)
from the BRODNICA garrison;

18th Hospitalization Co and the 71st Epidemic Control
Bn from the SZCZYTNO garrison.

c) The 111th Road Utilization Bn has completed
its mobilization at the OLSZTYNEK garrison and as of

.- 0200 on 8 September has started regrouping to the
PRZECHOWO region near SWIECIE;

d) The 112th Road Construction Bn, after being activated
in the WIELBARK garrison, started regrouping and by
1400 on 8 September will reach the REDAKI region near

-- SUSZU; ----

3) The army transportation battalions in the revised
position area are carrying full supply reserves.

4) Weight of calculated-operating units of the 21st
Army:

- motor vehicle gasoline--905 tons;

- diesel oil--3530 tons;

- aviation gasoline--21 tons;

- food--300 tons (including 140 tons of "S" rations)

- uniforms--116 sets.
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Attachment No. 9

(Tab No. 2)

Situation of the Technical Services

The technical-rocket units, the evacuation-maintenance
units, and the field depots of the technical services are
located at their permanent duty stations, in part in assembly
areas, and in training areas. As of 30 August they have
been conducting secret mobilization and have been bringing
their armaments and technical equipment up to wartime strength.

1) The 21st Army Field Tech Rkt Base-at wartime strength,
is located in the NOWE on the WISLA -[Vistula] garrison; the
base is preparing for a joint tactical exercise with the
21st Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde.

Number of carriers:

- R-30--18; - R-70--6; - R-300--14 in readiness no.
6.

2) 21st Army Tank Evacuation and Maintenance Bn and
21st Army Vehicle Evac and Rep Co--at wartime strength, are
located in the NIDZICA garrison; the subunits are preparing
for work under field conditions and are conducting routine
maintenance of motor vehicles and tanks. The following
numbers of tanks, transporters, and motor vehicles requiring
routine maintenance are found in the subunits:
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- In the Army Tank Evacuation and Maintenance Battalion:

T-55 tanks--three (from the 18th Armd Div);

T-54M tanks--four (1 from the 15th Mech Div, 2 from
the 22nd Mech Div, 1 from the 23rd Mech Div);

Armored transporters--four (1 from the 15th ;Mech Div,
1 from the 22nd Mech Div; 2 from the 23rd Mech Div);

- in the Army Vehicle Evacuation and Repair Company:

-- Armored transporters--three (1 of the 15th Mech Div, 1
of the 22nd Mech Div, 1 of the 23rd Mech Div);

Cross co-untry motor vehiTles=two;---_

Cargo trucks--six.

The amount of maintenance kits, spare parts, and technical-

operating supplies is average for five .days of combat.

- 3) Technical services field depots--17th Ammunition
Field Dep, 21st and 23rd Tank Motor Vehicle Equip Field Dep--
at wartime strength, are located in the OLSZTYNEK garrison.

4) Divisional maintenance battalions are conducting
tactical exercises and other activities within the framework
of the tactical large units.

The amount of maintenance kits, spare parts, and tech-
nical-operating supplies in each maintenance battalion should
suffice for three days of combat.

5) The number of launchers and rocket carriers:
- See Chart No. 20--Page 167a.
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The number of KUB launchers in the 21st AA Rkt Regt--
12; rockets--2.0 units of fire.

6) Authorized strength of armaments and technical
equipment in army tactical large units and units: See Chart
No. 21--Page 168a.

7) Kilometer distance limit for tanks:*

- 15th Mech Div - 2800/2500
- 22nd Mech Div - 3500/2800
- 23rd Mech Div - 3000/2500

-. - 18th Armd Div - 2700/2400
- 30th Armd Div - 2800/2600

-- -8-)- A -team-fo-r--the inspection, assembly,_and storage of
warheads together with the nuclear warheads will arrive at
the Army Field Technical Rocket Base at the RULEWO (3640)
road crossing rendezvous point 3 to 5 hours after full
combat readiness is declared.

9) With the following number of warheads:

- R-70--in readiness no. 5: 4x3, 6x10, 5x20;

- in readiness no. 4: 8x3, 4x10, 3x20;

- R-70--in readiness no. 5: 6x10, 2x20;

^ - in readiness no. 4: 5x10;

- R-300--in readiness no. 5: 5x40, 4x100;

- in readiness no. 4: 3x20, 4x40, 2x100.
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r'Attaclwrcnt Nfo. 10

i( rt N40. 222

Organizatim and Equipment of the iajar Units of the 30th Amwaed Division (PAF)

-Pbst Equipnent Ammente Equipint

Unit Designation 6 $ u'

__ _ __ _F_ _ 'O .a F _~

______ ______ __ 4, -- -__ -_

Divisio Headquarrs 200 16
' " xst n lefcIglto o 92 8 36

rea o anks z -. 9 81 28 4 2 34 1 4 3 142 6

S v_Carr 970 40 16 90 6 18 6 4.6 2 14 1 7 3 211 7
Ireluding Mach Infamy Battalion 395 30 fi. 2 3 1 22 1

/ Artillery Regiment 5943 54 4. 1 6 3 1 4 175
Artillery 8et-talicn (tactioal rocket
bet-tahon) \ 174 4 3 4 17 47
I Rocket Artillery Battalion 213 12 1 58

- Hq Battery of the Chief of Artillery ..56 3 2 1 10
AntCirreft Artillery Aegiitn t 442 24 1 2 5 104

16Co of the Chef of Ant t '~
Defense ^ 36 1 8 2 6

v Reconaissance Battalian 329 13 10 9 44 2 1 51
v ~nbat Engineer Battali 530 2. 13 3 -1 36 1 142
.. ~ $'.lBattalim \ 270 6 14 4 1 6 50

Chnicl Co 73 8 6 23
2.aiop'e'18 ! 9 1 6 -20

inion 1 76 4
SMedica. Battalion 121 1 31
v Supply Battalion 418 4 270

NEAL 8958 26 1 10 14 3 1 9 4 12 60 18 6 24 16 13 34 46 6 6 34 6 31 18 176 29
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Tab No. 3

22nd Army (PAF)
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Scenario
kor

Exercise "Shield-76" for the
22nd Army (PAF)

Map 1:200,000, 1964 Edition

1. Military-Political Situation

By the second half of 1976 the aggressive policy of
pressure and military blackmail conducted by the NATO govern-
ments has produced an enormous increase in international

-" tension. Since this policy has not produced the desired
results, the "West" may opt in the immediate future to
resolve the situation militarily.

1) The "West", from the middle of August, has inten-
sified the training of the armed forces, within the framework
of which numerous complex maneuvers have been conducted
including mobilization. On 26 August, troop movements were
begun in the pre-border zone which significantly exceeded
the scale of the scenario in published information about

- exercise "Summertex-76". Simultaneously, actions are secretly
being implemented on an extensive scale to raise the combat
readiness of the ground, air, and naval forces in order to

- convert the armed forces from a peacetime to a wartime
status. In recent days, air and naval reconnaissance have
intensified and border controls have increased.*

- *The agreed upon state border between "West" and "East"
runs: USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW, SZA-
MOTULY, West of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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2) The "East" will undertake broad initiatives in
order to resolve outstanding problems by means of negotiations.
Simultaneously, it will reinforce its defensive capabilities
in response to the growing threat. On 30 August, a state of
increased combat readiness was introduced and on 8 September
under the pretext of exercise "LATO [Summer]-76" mobilizational
and operational deployment of the forces was begun. On 31
August, the Command and Staff of the Northern Front were

formed from elements of the Central Institutions of the

Ministry of National Defense and the Commands and Staffs of
the 22nd and 27th Armies and the 24th Air Army were formed
from elements of the Pomeranian Military District, Silesian
Military District, and Air Force, respectively. Part of the
forces of the 24th Air Army Front Antiaircraft Defense

- Troops, and the 12th.National Air Defense Corps will perform
combat alert duty within the general National Air Defense
system.

2. Specific Situation at 0600 on 8 September
1) The 22nd Army of the PAF (14th, 34th, 35th Mech

Divs (PAF), 50th Armd Div (SA), 12th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde,
16th Army Gun Arty Bde, 24th Army Antitank Arty Regt, 85th
Antiaircraft Rkt Regt, 65th Antiaircraft Arty Regt) is
engaged in the practical exercise and as of 2 September has
been subordinated to the Northern Front. The tactical large

units and units are located at their permanent stations,
partly in assembly areas and in training areas.

- 2) Position of the tactical large units and units of

the 22nd Army:

- 14th Mech Div is engaged. in the practical exercise
(57th, 58th, and 59th Mech Regts and 25th Tank Regt--
actually one mechanized regiment), brought up to wartime
strength, is conducting a tactical exercise and within

"- the framework of a regrouping is concentrated in the
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area: East of SKOKI, North of POBIEDZISKA, and 10
-' kilometers West of GNIEZNO; one mechanized regiment is

training in the BIEDRUSKO training area;

- 34th Mech Div (42nd, 43rd, and 44th Mech Regts and
45th Tank Regt) is located in the LAPY, BIELSK PODLASKI,
BIALYSTOK, SKOLKA, and MONKI garrisons; the division is
being brought up to wartime strength and will attain
full combat readiness by the evening of 10 September;

- 35th Mech Div (60th, 61st, and 62nd Mech Regts and
-' 63rd Tank Regt), brought up to wartime strength, is

located in the RADZIEJOW, IZBICA KUJAWSKA, GOSTYNIN,
WLOCLAWEK, and BRZESC KUJAWSKI garrisons; the division

- is preparing for the tactical exercise-;- --

- 40th Armd Div (NPA) which is engaged in the practical
- exercise (49th Motz Regt and 51st, 55th, and 56th Tank

Regts--actually one motorized regiment and two tank
regiments) is included in the composition of the 22nd
Army from 31 August; at full wartime strength, the
division is conducting a tactical exercise within the
framework of which, after regrouping some distance away
it occupies an area: North of OSTROLEKA, NOWOGROD,

-- BARANOWO; the division is replenishing materiel reserve
supplies and carrying out necessary repairs on technical
and combat equipment; full combat readiness will be
attained by the evening of 10 September;

- 50th Armd Div (SA) which is engaged in the practical
exercise (24th Mtz Regt and 46th, 47th, and 48th Tank
Regts--actually one tank regiment), is included in the
composition of the 21st Army from 31 August; at full
wartime strength, the divisions is located in the
PLONSK, CIECHANOW, MAKOW MAZOWIECKI, MLAWA, and PRZASNYSZ
garrisons; units of the division are undergoing training;
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- 12th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde, at full wartime strength,
is located in the LIPNO garrison; the brigade, on the
morning of 8 September, begins a tactical exercise
together with the 22nd Army Field Technical Rocket Base
in the area North of INOWROCLAW;

- 16th Army Gun Arty Bde is located in the KRUSZWICA
garrison; the brigade is being brought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness on the
morning of 10 September;

- 24th Army Anti-tank Arty Regt is located in the
NIESZAWA garrison; the regiment, after completing a
joint tactical coordination exercise with the firing of

- combat ammunition at the TORUN Training area, has
-- - - -assembled -- in-an area-West- of--NI-ESZAWA where itis-being

brought up to wartime strength and will attain full
combat readiness on the morning of 10 September;

- 85th AA Rkt Regt, at full wartime strength, is
located in the TORUN garrison, the regiment is undergoing
training; one battery is on combat alert duty at a
firing position 10 kilometers Northwest of CIECHOCINIEK;

- - 65th AA Arty Regt, at full wartime strength, is
located in the WLOCLAWEK garrison; part of its forces
(the staff and three batteries) are engaged in a practical
exercise in the area South of MOGILNO;

- staff of the 22nd Army is located in the SIERPC
_ garrison; at 0100 on 9 September, the staff will deploy

to an area 6 kilometers North of WITKOWO.

Attachments:

1. Enemy Situation
2. Combat Composition of the 22nd Army

- 3. Situation of the Rocket Troops and Artillery
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Attachments (Continued)

4. Situation of the Antiaircraft Defense Troops
5. Situation of the Signal Troops
6. Situation of the Engineer Troops
7. Situation of the Chemical Troops
8. Situation of the Rear Services
9. Situation of the Technical Services
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Enemy Situation

Attachment No. 1

(Tab No. 3)

From mid-August 1976, a sharp increase in the intensity
of combat training of NATO forces has taken place in parallel
with growing international tension.

The principal training effort, under way since 26
August 1976, is a strategic-operational exercise with troops
under the cryptonym SUMMERTEX-76 that is being conducted

- - simultaneously with an exercise of higher-level political-
- military organs under the cryptonym-PRIME=RATE 76. -T-he ----- -

activities actually carried out in the course of this training,
which have included problems involving successive steps in

- increasing the defense readiness of these nations, have
exceeded the scope of actions announced in previously published
official communiques pertaining to the exercises now taking
place.

The theme of exercise SUMMERTEX-76 is the transition of
the armed forces, the civilian administrations and the
economies of NATO countries from a peacetime to a wartime
state in the context of an aggravated international situation,
and the planning, organization and conduct of a strategic
defensive operation in the initial period of a conventional
war; then, with the selective use of nuclear weapons, the
transition to offensive operations under circumstances in
which there is general 'utilization of mass destruction
weapons.

An exercise preliminary to exercise SUMMERTEX-76 began
on 26 August, involving the following:
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- At 0300 on 26 August a state of "war danger" was
introduced;

- The NATO countries and their armed forces were
changing secretly from a peacetime to a wartime state

-- by carrying out the mobilizational deployment of the
armed forces and the transfer of reinforcing forces to
the Federal Republic of Germany.* In the Federal Republic

.- of Germany, the mobilization was begun in the course of
Territorial Defense Force exercises which preceded
exercise SUMMERTEX-76; in the United States, Canada,
and Great Britain, at the moment the exercise began;
and in the Netherlands, Belgium, and Denmark, on 1
September;

- The deployment of -a network--of field command--and
communications posts and the implementation plans for
the employment of conventional forces and nuclear

- weapons have been set in motion;

- The emplacement of a system of nuclear barriers in
the border zone and on selected approaches to the ODER
has been started;

- From 31 August to 7 September assigned air force
units have been assembled and during the period from 3
to 6 September the deployment of technical means and of

air force and air defense command organs was carried
-- out;

* The initiation of the transfer of forces of the

United States strategic reserve to the FRG is an

indication of the scale of the exercise, in which only
the shift of double-based forces has been anticipated.
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- On 7 September the NATO Command began the takeover
of control of the combined armed forces and the de-
ployment of assigned units in the forward defense area
security zone;

- At 13 hours on 7 September a "standard alert" was
declared;

- On 7 September the regrouping of staffs to the
exercise area and the readying of tactical large units
for deployment on anticipated operational axes was
begun.

The projection for the-first--sta-ge -of the- principal-- --
- exercise, which is to begin on 9 September and continue

until 14 September, is the completion of the transfer to the
Federal Republic of Germany of double-based forces and of

- the United States strategic reserve, and of reinforcing
troops from Canada, Great Britain, the Netherlands, and
Belgium; by 10 September the operational deployment of
ground forces is to be completed. The program of the first
stage of the principal exercise calls for the initiation of
combat activities on 12 September.

- In the course of developments that have taken place
thus far in exercise SUMMERTEX-76, an increase of tension in
the European political-military situation has resulted .from

- the implementation of mobilization, from the initiation of
troop movements to the Federal Republic of Germany, and from
the withdrawal of a portion of tactical large units from

- their permanent deployment areas and their movement to the
border zone, coupled with the simultaneous deployment of a
field system of command and communications.
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The actual positions of the enemy forces as of 0600 on
8 September 1976 is given in the "Identifier" [Enemy Order
of Battle].

Additional Data:

The mobilization exercises conducted in the 13th, 14th,
15th, 16th, and 18th Defense Commands in the Federal Republic
of Germany should have been completed on 26 September 1976.
Tactical large units formed during these exercises were not
dismissed, but were incorporated into the troops taking part
in the SUMMERTEX-76 exercises.

During the early days of August, in addition to informa-
tion on the- subject-of exercise SUMMERTEX-76, reports
appeared in the Western press about the alleged-eguipping of-
a United States strategic air force experimental unit with
winged "air-to-ground" class projectiles of the "Cruise
Missile" type.

Identifier [Enemy Order of Battle): See Chart No. 5--Page
53a.
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Attachment No. 3

(Tab No. 3)

Situation of the Rocket Troops and Artillery

I

The rocket troops and artillery are located at their
permanent duty stations, partly in assembly areas, and in
training areas.

---- 1) Rocket -and--artillery- units-and -subunits of the-14th--- - -

Mech Div,--at wartime strength; within the framework of
divisional tactical exercises, are assembled in the following
areas:

- 14th Tac Rkt Bn--south of TUROSTOWO, TUROSTOWKO,
west of POPKOWICE;

- 14th Arty Regt--MYSZKI, WEGORZOWO, west of SLAWNO; a
second battalion is in training at the BIEDRUSKO training
area;

- 14th Rkt Arty Bn-west of KISZKOWO, KARCZEWO State
I _ Farm, TUROSTOWO;

- 14th Antitank Arty Bn--JABLKOWO, west of JAGNIEWICE
State Farm, east of POMARZANKI.

2) Rocket and artillery units and subunits of the 34th
Mech Div are located in the following garrisons:

- 34th Tac Rkt Bn--SOKOLKA;

- 34th Arty Regt and 34th Rkt Arty Bn-LAPY;

- 34th Antitank Arty Bn--MONKI.

- -TS 768153
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The units are being brought up to wartime strength
and will attain full combat readiness by the evening of
10 September.

3) Rocket and artillery units and subunits of the 35th
.- Mech Div--at wartime strength, are located in the following

garrisons:

- 35th Tac Rkt Bn--IZBICA KUJAWSKA;

- 35th Arty Regt and 35th Rkt Arty Bn--WLOCLAWEK;

- 35th Antitank Arty Bn--RADZIEJOW.

The units and subunits are preparing for divisional
- tactical exercises.

4) Rocket and artillery units and subunits of the
40th Arnid Div (NPA)--at wartime strength; within the framework
of divisional tactical exercises, after regrouping over
a great distance, will assemble in the following, areas:

- 40th Tac Rkt Bn--JEGLIJOWIEC, OBIERWIA, DYLEWO
STARE;

- - 40th Arty Regt--KADZIDLO, BRZOZOWKA, DLUGI KAT;

- 40th Rkt Arty Bn--LODZISKA, SZWENDROWY MOST, west
of DURLASY.

The units are replenishing their materiel reserve
supplies and conducting the necessary maintenance of their
technical equipment; they will attain full combat readiness
by the evening of 10 September.

- 5) Rocket and artillery units and subunits of the
50th Armd Div (SA)--at wartime strength, are located and
conducting training in the following garrisons:
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- 50th Tac Rkt Bn--CIECHANOW;

- 50th Arty Regt and 50th Rkt Arty Bn-MLAWA.

6) Rocket and artillery tactical large units and units
- subordinate to the army:

- 12th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde--at wartime strength, is
-. located in the LIPNO garrison; the brigade will begin

tactical exercises with the 22nd Army Field Technical
Rocket Base on 8 September in an area north of INOWROCLAW;

-

- 16th Army Gun Arty Bde and 22nd Recon Bn are located
in the KRUSZWICA garrison; the brigade and the battalion
are being brought up tow'artime strength and are pre-

- paring for departure to the TORUN training area; they
will attain full combat readiness by the morning of 10
September;

- 24th Army Antitank Arty Regt is located at the
NIESZAWA garrison; after completing a coordinated
tactical exercise which included firing combat ammunition
at the TORUN training area, the regiment is assembled
in the NIESZAWA area where it is being brought up to
wartime strength and will attain full combat readiness
by the morning of 10 September;

- the separate howitzer artillery battalions have
-_begun mobilizational expansion in the following garrisons:

85th Army Howitzer Arty Bn--LAPY; 86th Army Howitzer
Arty Bn--WLOCLAWEK; 87th Army Howitzer Arty Bn-KLECZEW.
The battalions will attain full combat readiness by the
morning of 11 September.
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II

1) Artillery organization of the 40th Armd Div (NPA):

_ a) Divisional artillery:

- 40th Tac Rkt Bn consisting of two firing batteries
having two launchers each; each launcher has three
carriers (R-70);

- 40th Arty Regt--two battalions of 122mm howitzers
- (. guns each) and one battalion of 152mm gun howitzers

(18) guns);

- - -40th- Rkt -A-rty-Bn-three batteries-(total:-of 18 BM-_____
21).

b) Mechanized regiment artillery:

- battery of 122mm howitzers (6 guns);

- antitank guided missile battery (9 launchers).

c) Battalion artillery:

- battery of 120mm mortars (6 mortars);

- antitank platoon composed of three Malyutka antitank
guided missile launchers and two SPG-9 grenade launchers.

2) Artillery organization of the 50th Armd Div
-- (SA):

a) Divisional artillery:

- 50th Arty Regt-three battalions of 122mm howitzers
(18 guns each);
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- 50th Tac Rkt Bn--two firing batteries (two launchers
.. each);

- 50th Rkt Arty Bn--three batteries (6 BM-21 launchers
_ each).

b) Mechanized regiment artillery:

- - howitzer artillery battalion composed of three
batteries of 122mm howitzers (6 guns each);

- antitank guided missile battery (9 launchers) and

one platoon of 82mm automatic .mortars (4 mortars). ,

-_ _ c) Battalion artillery-battery of 120mm mortars (6
mortars) and one antitank platoon with four Malyutka -
antitank guided missile launchers and two SPG-9 grenade
launchers.

3) The number of launchers and carriers in the
rocket troops of the army: See Chart No. 24--Page 185a.

The carriers in the 12th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde are in
readiness No. 6; in tactical rocket battalions, ready; in
the 22nd Army Field Tech Rocket Base, the R-300 Carriers are

in readiness No. 6 and the R-70 are ready.

III

The chief of the rocket and artillery troops of the
- 22nd Army was additionally informed:

After the introduction of full combat readiness, the
22nd Army Field Technical Rocket Base will receive teams for
the preparation and assembly of warheads; they will
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Can'iers ithout Warheads

R-70 R-300 Total

12th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde 6 6 6
14th Tac 10t B1 3 3 3
34th Tac kt Bn 3 3 3

35th Taa ktl n 3 3 3
40th 1 kt H 4 12 12
50th Tao Rkt M 4 4 4

22nd Ar Field Tech Rocket Base - 9 6 15

23 - -4 -- -2 - -

TOA 23_ 34_12__ ___ __ _ _ ____46
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bring reserves of warheads with nuclear charges in the
following numbers:

- 12 for R-300 rockets, of which 6 will be in readiness
No. 5 (3x40 and 3x100kt) and 6, in readiness No. 4

.- (1x20, 4x10, and lx100kt);

- 34 for R-70 rockets of which 17 will be in readiness
No. 5 (12x10 and 5x20kt) and 17, in readiness No. 4
(16x10 and lx20kt).
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Attachment No. 4

(Tab No. 3)

Situation of the Antiaircraft Defense Troops

I

The antiaircraft defense troops are located at their
permanent stations, partly in assembly areas, and in training
areas.

- 1) Divisional antiaircraft defense units:

- 14th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (14th Mech Div)--at
- wartime -strength; in the -framework- of the tactical-

exercise, it provides cover for the tactical rocket
battalion in the assembly area of the division;

- 34th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (34th Mech Div)-located
in the BIALYSTOK garrison; the regiment is being brought
up to wartime strength and will attain full combat

-readiness by the evening of 10 September;

- 35th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (35th Mech Div)-at
-- wartime strength, is located in the BRZESC KUJAWSKI

garrison; the regiment is preparing for the tactical
exercise;

- 40th Antiaircraft Arty Regt (40th Armd Div)--at
wartime strength, in the framework of the tactical
exercises, it provides cover for the command post of
the division in an area north of OSTROLEKA;

- SOth Antiaircraft Arty Regt (50th Armd Div)--at
- wartime strength, is located in the CIECHANOW garrison;

the regimental command post and one alert duty battery
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are deployed in an area Skms west of CIECHANOW and are
participating in divisional fire control training.

2) Antiaircraft defense troops subordinate to the
army:

- 85th Antiaircraft Rkt Regt--at wartime strength, is
located in the TORUN garrison; the regiment is undergoing
training; one battery is on combat alert duty at a
firing position l0kms northwest of CIECHOCINEK;

- 65th Antiaircraft Arty Regt--at wartime strength, is
- located in the WLOCLAWEK garrison; part of the regiment

(the staff and three batteries) is conducting tactical
training in an area south of MOGILNO;

- 20th Radiotechnical Bn is located in the SIERPC
garrison; the battalion is being brought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness by the
morning of 10 September;

- command post of the chief of the. antiaircraft defense
troops of the 22nd Army is located in the SIERPC garrison;
by 0100 on 9 September it will deploy in an area north
of WITKOWO.

3) Until a system for the antiaircraft defense of
troops is organized the 12th National Air Defense Corps is

' responsible for the air defense in the northern part of the
PPR; whereas, the 41st Combined Command Post of the National
Air Defense is responsible for the air defense in the anti-
cipated zone of operation of the 22nd Army.

Once the antiaircraft defense system is organized, the
22nd Army becomes responsible for the antiaircraft defense

.- in the army's zone.
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In order to achieve cooperation between the antiaircraft
defense forces of the army and the National Air Defense Forces
within the antiaircraft defense system, representatives of
the 41st Combined Command Post will temporarily remain at
the Antiaircraft Defense Coordination Center of the 22nd

- Army.

.-
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Attachment No. S

(Tab No. 3)

Situation of the Signal Troops

Army forces ensure control and command between higher
and subordinate headquarters at permanent duty stations and
in assembly areas by utilizing the stationary communications
system of the Ministry of National Defense. also, in order
to ensure control and command of the 14th Mech Div of the
PAF and the 40th Armd Div of the NPA telephone and telegraph
(secure and open) wire circuits have been additionally
allocated from the telecommunications net of the Ministry of
Communications. ---- _

The alert duty battery of the 85th AA Rkt Regt is
included in the communications system of the 12th National

.- Air Defense Corps.

1) Communications centers:

- general staff of the PAF and the Northern Front- -
main comm center WARSAW;

- command post of the 22nd Army--SIERPC;

- command post of the 14th Mech Div-RYBNO WIELKIE;

- command post of the 34th Mech Div-BIALYSTOK;

- command post of the 35th Mech Div-BRZESC KUJAWSKI;

- command post of the 40th Armd Div--9kms north of
OSTROLEKA;

- command post of the 50th Armd Div--CIECHANOW;
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- command post of the 12th Op-Tac Rkt Bde--LIPNO;

- command post of the 16th Gun Arty Bde--KRUSZWICA;

- command post of the 85th AA Rkt Regt--TORUN.

2) Organization of communications:

a) radio communications:

- with the general staff of the PAF, staff of the
Northern Front, staff of the 27th Army and headquarters

- of the military districts, air force and navy--in Radio
Net No. 950 using R-102 (R-140) set and teletype circuit
no. 951 and 952 until communicators are withdrawn from

- --- Radio Net No.-950 of the general- staff PAF; --

- of the army commander and staff with the commanders
and staffs of tactical large units--in Radio Net No.

- 240 using R-140 (audio, phonic, and telegraphic) set,
and teletype circuit no. 241 until communicators are
withdrawn from Radio Net No. 240 which is constantly

- monitored by radio stations of the general staff PAF;

- of the army staff with the staff of the 12th Army
-. Op-Tac Rkt Bde, 16th Army Gun Arty Bde, 85th AA Rkt

Regt, and other units subordinate to the army--in Radio
Net No. 242 using R-140 (R-118) set--audio telegraphic
communications;

b) wire communications:

- with the general staff of the PAF, staffs of the
Northern Front and the military district--wire and
telegraphic communications (secure and open) over

_ circuits of the stationary communications system of the
Ministry of National Defense;
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- with the staffs of tactical large units, 12th Army
Op-Tac Rkt Bde, and other units subordinate to the
army--telephonic and telegraphic communications (secure
and open).

-" The staffs of the 14th Mech Div and 40th Armd Div
which are participating in the tactical exercises with
troops, have .internal radio and wire-radio relay communications

- organized by field forces and means;

c) Military postal field communications required by
the army are ensured in the stationary system. Military
postal stations of the 14th Mech Div and 40th Armd Div are
registered at Military Postal Station No. 295 of the Main

--- Communicat-ions Center-in SIERPC.- -------- __

3) Army signal troops are at their permanent duty
stations, in part in assembly areas, and in training areas.

a) signal subunits of the divisions and the opera-
tional tactical rocket brigade:

- 14th Sig Bn (14th Mech Div)-at wartime strength,
within the framework of tactical exercises, has deployed
a field communications center in an area 10kms west of
GNIEZNO;

- 34th Sig Bn (34th Mech Div)--is located in the
BIALYSTOK garrison; the battalion is being brought up
to wartime strength and will attain full combat readiness
by the evening of 10 September;

- 35th Sig Bn (35th Mech Div)--at wartime strength, is
located in the BRZESC KUJAWSKI garrison;

- 40th Sig Bn (40th Armd Div)--at wartime strength;
within the framework of a divisional tactical exercise,
has deployed a communications center in an area 9kms
north of OSTROLEKA;
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- 50th Sig Bn (50th Armd Div)-at wartime strength, is
located in the CIECHANOW garrison;

- radar company of the operational-tactical rocket
brigade--at wartime strength, is located in the LIPNO
garrison;

b) signal troops subordinate to the Army:

- 1st Hq Bn of the 14th Sig Regt is deploying the
communications center of the Army Command Post in the
form-up area--north of WITKOWO, it will be operational

^ as of 1800 on 8 September;

- 2nd Hq Bn of the 14th Sig Regt and the remainder of
- - -the--army signal units and subunits -are-deployed-in---an--- -

area 25kms east of WITKOWO.
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Attachment No. 6

^- (Tab No. 3)

Situation of the Engineer Troops

The engineer troops are at their permanent stations,
partly in assembly areas, and in training areas.

1) Divisional engineer subunits:

-' - 14th Combat Eng Bn (14th Mech Div)--at wartime
strength; in the framework of divisional tactical
exercises, the battalion has assembled in an area

- - 2kms east- of-RYBNO WIELKIE-;- --

- 34th Combat Eng Bn (34th Mech Div)--is located in the
BIALYSTOK garrison; the battalion is being brought
up to wartime strength and will attain full combat
readiness by the evening of 10 September;

- 35th Combat Eng Bn (35th Mech Div)--is located in
the BRZESC-KUJAWSKI garrison; the battalion is preparing
for a special tactical exercise in the framework of
the division;

- 40th Combat Eng Bn (40th Armd Div)--at wartime
strength; in the framework of divisional tactical
exercises, it has assembled in the area: SZAFARCZYSKA,
ADAMKA, map reference point 112.8; the battalion is
replenishing its materiel reserve supplies and is con-
ducting necessary repairs of its technical equipment;
it will attain full combat readiness by the evening of
10 September;
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- 50th Combat Eng Bn (50th Armd Div)--at wartime
strength, is located in the PLONSK garrison; the battalion
is conducting training and checking its technical
equipment.

2) Engineer troops subordinate to the army:

- 15th Army Combat Eng Bde--is located at the GOLUB-
DOBRZYN garrison; the brigade is being brought up to
wartime strength and will attain full combat readiness
by the morning of 11 September;

- 15th Army Ponton Regt--is located at the NIESZAWA
garrison; the regiment is being brought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness by the

' - -- morning of 11- September; ------ -- ----

- 15th Army Assault Landing and Forced Crossing Bn-is
located at the SOLEC-KUJAWSKI garrison; the battalion
is being brought up to wartime strength and will attain
full combat strength by the morning of 11 September;

-- - 93rd Eng Equipment Field Depot-at wartime strength,
is located in the DZIALDOWO garrison.
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Attachment No. 7

- (Tab No. 3)

Situation of the Chemical Troops

The Chemical Troops are located at their permanent
stations, partly in assembly areas, and in training areas.

1) Divisional chemical subunits:

- - 14th Chem Co (14th Mech Div)--at wartime strength,
has assembled in an area 2kms north of KISZKOWO; the
company is replenishing its materiel reserve supplies

- -- --and- is -checking--its- combat equipment; -

- 34th Chem Co (14th Mech Div)--located in the BIALYSTOK
garrison; the company is being brought up to wartime
strength and will attain full combat readiness by the
evening of 10 September;

- - 35th Chem Co (35th Mech Div)--at wartime strength is
located in the BRZESC KUJAWSKI garrison;

,- - 40th Chem Co (40th Armd Div)-at wartime strength; in
the framework of divisional exercises, has occupied an
area south of DURLASY;

- 50th Special Treatment Bn--at wartime strength, is
located in the PRZASNYSZ garrison; the battalion is
replenishing its materiel reserve supplies and conducting

- a check of its technical equipment;

2) Chemical troops subordinate to the army:

- 12th Chem Bde (Contamination Recon Co; 1st, 2nd, and
3rd Special Treatment Bns; 4th Clothing Decontamination
Bn; and 5th Supply Decontamination Bn)--is located in
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the SIERPC garrison; after completing a tactical exercise,
the brigade is being brought up to wartime strength and
is conducting a check of its combat equipment; it will
attain full combat readiness by the morning of 10
September;

- the Contamination Evaluation-Analysis Station of the
army and the 90th Sig Co of the Contamination Evaluation-
Analysis Station-at wartime strength, are located in
the SIERPC area; as of 0100 on 9 September they will be
in the area of the army command post;

- - 22nd Contamination Recon Aviation Co--at wartime
strength, is located at the INOWROCLAW landing field;
as of 0100 on 9 September it will be relocated to a

-- landing field-Skins north-of-WITKOWO;--- -- -

- 66th Chem Equipment Field Depot--at wartime strength,
is located in the MLAWA garrison.

3) The army has mobile reserve supplies of chemical
materiel for 3 or 4 days of operation.
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Attachment No. 8

"- (Tab No. 3)

Situation of the Rear Services

The rear services units are located at permanent duty
stations, partly in assembly areas, and in training areas.

1) Divisional rear services:

- 14th Supply Bn and 14th Bridge Bn (of the 14th Mech
Div)--at wartime strength, are replenishing their
materiel reserve supplies in the area: KRZESLICE,
LEDNOGORA, SKRZETUSZEWO;

- 34th Supply Bn and 34th Bridge Bn (of the 34th Mech
-. Div)--are located in the BIALYSTOK garrison; the battalions

are being brought up to wartime strength and will
attain full combat readiness by the evening of 10
September;

- 35th Supply Bn and 35th Bridge Bn (of the 35th Mech
Div)--at wartime strength, are located in the KOWAL
garrison; the battalions are preparing for the divisional
tactical exercise;

- - 40th Supply Bn and 40th Bridge Bn (of the 40th Armd
Div)-at wartime -strength; after regrouping over a great
distance, they are replenishing their materiel reserve
supplies in the area: PIANKI, MORGOWNIKI, DOBRYLAS;

- 50th Supply Bn and 50th Bridge Bn (of the 50th Armd
Div)--at wartime strength, are located in the CIECHANOW
and MLAWA garrisons.
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2) Army rear services:

a) Office of the Chief of the 7th Army Mobile Base
with the 101st Support Bn and the 44th Trans Bn (SO
percent POL and 50 percent ammunition) are at wartime
strength and are assembled in an area -5kms south of
.TORUN. The remainder of the units of the 7th Army
Mobile Base are at wartime strength and within 2 or 3
hours will move to the following supply loading areas:

- 80th Trans Bn from the LIPNO garrison--loading of
reserve supplies at ZAMEK BIERZGLOWSKI;

- 91st Trans Bn from the SIERPC garrison--loading of
reserve supplies at LIPNO, WLOCLAWEK, and RYPIN;

- 125th Trans Bn from the MLAWA garrison--loading of
reserve supplies at SIERPC, MLAWA, DZIALDOWO, ZUROMIN;

b) Health service units:

- 80th Med Reinf Bn is at wartime strength and is
located in the assembly area of the 14th Mech Div;

- the remainder of the units, after being activated as
of 0300 on 8 September, started regrouping to a medical
reserve area--Skms northeast of LIPNO;

- 76th and 77th Med Reinf Bns from the PULTUSK garrison;

- 82nd and 83rd Med Reinf Bns from the NOWY DWOR
_ garrison;

- 85th Med Reinf Bn from the CELESTYNOW garrison;

- - 97th and 99th Med Reinf Bns from the NOWE MIASTO
LUBAWSKIE garrison;
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- 15th Med Collection Center from the PLONSK garrison;

- 16th Med Collection Center from the SIERPC garrison;

- 7th Epidemic Control Bn from the WARSAW garrison;

- 13th Ambulance Company from the OTWOCK garrison;

- 99th Ambulance Company from the DZIALDOWO garrison;

- 36th Hospitalization Company from the ALEKSANDROW
KUJAWSKI garrison;

- 12th Blood Donor Station, Category II, (600 liters)
from the TORUN garrison.

c) The 6th Road Utilization Battalion has completed
its mobilization in the GOSTYNIN garrison and as of

-- 0500 on 8 September started regrouping to the PAKOSC
area (15kms west of INOWROCLAW).

3) Weight of calculation-operating units of the
22nd Army:

- motor vehicle gasoline - 3,180 tons;
- - diesel oil - 2,220 tons;

- aviation fuel - 10 tons;
- aviation gasoline - 2 tons.
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Attachment No. 9

(Tab No. 3)

Situation of the Technical Services

The technical-rocket units, the evacuation-maintenance
-- units, and the field depots of the technical services are

located at their permanent duty stations, partly in assembly
areas, and in training areas. -As of 31 August they have

_ been conducting secret mobilization and have been bringing
their armaments and technical equipment up to wartime strength.

_--- ___1).... The 22nd Army Field Technical Rocket Base-at wartime
strength, is located in the RYPIN garrison; as of the morning
of 8 September the base will begin the tactical exercise.

- Number of rockets:

R-70--9;
R-30--6 in readiness no. 6.

2) The 22nd Army Maintenance Base-the Office of the
Chief of the Base is mobilized and is located in the RACIAZ

- garrison; the chief's office. is preparing for taking over
the command of the subordinate units in the assembly area:
KOSEMIN (6024), STROPKOWO (5220), BIELANY (5232).

3) The technical services field depots are at wartime
strength and are located in the following garrisons:

- 34th Field Ammunition Depot--SIERPC;

- 31st and 56th Tank and Motor Vehicle Equipment Field
- Depot--MLAWA.

TS 768153
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4) The maintenance battalions in the divisions will
conduct their tactical exercises and other training exercises
within the framework of the tactical large units.

The amount of repair kits, spare parts, and technical-
operating materiel in a maintenance battalion will cover
three days of combat.

5) Number of launchers and rockets-carriers: (See
Chart No. 25--Page 202a).

The number of KUB launchers in the 85th Antiaircraft
Rocket Regiment--20; rockets--2.0 units of fire.

* 6) AuthoriL_d-Amount of armaments and technical equip-
--- -ment -in--tactical- large-units and-un-its -of the army: (See-- - --

Chart No. 26--Page 202b).

7) Kilometer distance limit for tanks.*
- 4-

- 14th Mech Div - 2700/2400

- 34th Mech Div - 2800/2300
-- - 35th Mech Div - 2500/2300

- 40th Armd Div - 2900/2600
- 50th Armd Div - 2700/2400

8) A team for the inspection, assembly and storage of
warheads together with nuclear warheads will arrive at the
Army Field Technical Rocket Base within three to five hours
after the declaration of full combat readiness at the rendezvous
point at the KLOCK (5276) cross-road, with the following
number of warheads:

U Numerator-engines; Denominator=tracks.
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R-70--In readiness level-5: 12x10, 5x20;
--In readiness level-4: 16x10, 1x20;

R-300--In readiness level-5: 3x40, 3x100;
--In readiness level-4: 1x20, 4x40, 1x100.

The filling of rockets and the assembly of warheads
should be performed in accordance with the guidelines and

- upon the special signal from the front.

9) The 40th Armd Div of the (NPA) should be supplied
with all materiel supplies (including surface-to-surface and

^ surface-to-air rockets) by the forces and means of the army,
whereas the 50th Armd Div (SA) will be supplied in its
entirety by the forces and means of the 25th Army (SA) in
accordance--with the--guidelines and directives-of--the-F-ront-- -
Technical Services Staff.

r
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Scenario
for

Exercise "Shield-76" for the
24th Air Army

Map 1:500,000, 1964 Edition

1. Military-Political Situation

By the second half of 1976 the aggressive policy of
pressure and military blackmail conducted by the NATO govern-
ments has produced dangerous increase in international
tension. Since this policy has not produced the expected
results, the "West" may opt in the immediate future to
-resolve -the -situation--militarily-. -

1) The "West", from the middle of August, has inten-
sified the training of the armed forces, within the framework
of which numerous complex maneuvers combined with mobilization
have been conducted. On 26 August, troop movements were
begun in the border zone which significantly exceeded the
scale of the scenario in published information about exercise
"Summertex-76". Simultaneously, actions are secretly being
implemented on an extensive scale to raise the combat readiness
of the ground, air, and naval forces in order to convert the
armed forces from a peacetime to a wartime status. In recent
days, air and naval reconnaissance have intensified and
border controls have increased.*

*The agreed upon state border between "West" and "East"
runs: USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW, SZA-
MOTULY, West of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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2) The "East" .will undertake broad initiatives in
order to resolve outstanding problems by means of negotiations.
Simultaneously, it will reinforce its defensive capabilities
in response to the growing threat. On 30 August, a state of
increased combat readiness was introduced and on 8 September
under the pretext of exercise "LATO [Summer]-76" mobilizational
and operational deployment of the forces was begun. On 31
August, the Command and Staff of the Northern Front were
formed from elements of the Central Institutions of the
Ministry of National Defense and the Commands and Staffs. of
the 22nd and 27th Armies and the 24th Air Army were formed
from elements of the Pomeranian Military District, Silesian
Military District, and Air Force, respectively. Part of the
forces of the 24th Air Army Front Antiaircraft Defense
Troops,-and the-12th -National Air--Defense-Corps-wi-ll perfor-m --
combat alert duty within the general National Air Defense
system.

2. Specific Situation at 0600 on 8 September

1) Forces of the Northern Front are located at their
permanent stations, partly in assembly areas, and partly
in training areas.

- The Northern Front consists of the following component
units:

- the 21st Army of the Czechoslovak People's Army
(CPA) which is engaged in the practical exercise--
the 15th, 22nd, and 23rd Mtz Divs, 18th Armd Div (CPA),
and 30th Armd Division of the Polish Armed Forces (PAF)
are engaged in the practical exercise, 21st Army Op-
Tac Rkt Bde, 21st Army Gun Arty Bde, 21st AA Rkt Regt
and 21st AA Arty Regt; 21st Army Hqs--OLSZTYN--by

-- 0100 on 9 September will deploy in an area north of
SEPOLNO KRAJENSKIE;

TS .768153
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- the 22nd Army (PAF) which is engaged in the practical
exercise--the 14th Mech Div is engaged in the practical
exercise; the 34th and 35th Mech Divs (PAF), 40th Armd
Div of the National People's Army (NPA) of the German
Democratic Republic are engaged in the practical exercise,
the 50th Armd Div of the Soviet Army (SA) is engaged in
the practical exercise; the 12th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde is
engaged in practical exercise; 16th Army Gun Arty Bde,
85th AA Rkt Regt, and 65th AA Arty Regt; 22nd Army
Hqs--SIERPC--by 0100 on 9 September will deploy in an
area north of WITKOWO;

- the 27th Army (PAF)--52nd and 53rd Mech Divs, 20th
and 54th Arms Divs, 64th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde, 27th Army

- Gun Ar-ty--Bde, 27th AA Rkt Regt..and 27th AA Arty Regt;
27th Army Hqs--LEGIONOWO--by 0100 on 9 September will
deploy in an area northwest of UNIEJOW;

S- - the 25th Army (SA)--33rd and 39th Mtz Divs, 29th and.
36th Armd Divs--is preparing in the territory of the
USSR for the tactical exercises in the framework of

-. which it will assemble in the area: ORZYSZ, LOMZA,
WYSOKIE MAZOWIECKIE, AUGUSTOW;

- Tactical Large Units subordinate to the Front--the
26th Mech Div, 31st Reserve Mech Div, 16th Airborne
Div, 13th Op-Tac Rkt Bde, 11th Front Gun Arty Bde, 71st
AA Rkt Bde and 72nd AA Arty Regt;

- 24th Air Army (PAF) which is engaged in the practical
exercise--is conducting combat training while at the
same time performing radioelectronic reconnaissance
tasks, is replenishing its materiel and technical
reserve supplies, is coordinating antiaircraft defense
problems, and is cooperating with the ground forces;

TS 768153
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- the 12th Assault-Recon Aviation Div (PAF) which is
engaged in the practical exercise (16th and 55th Fighter-
Assault Aviation Regts, 31st Tac Recon Aviation Regt--
actually the 13th Fighter-Bomber Aviation Regt, and the
31st Tac Recon Aviation Regt)--is preparing for exercises

- with the 18th Armd Div; the 31st Tac Recon Aviation.
Regt is performing-radioelectronic reconnaissance;

- the 13th Assault-Recon Aviation Div (18th and 50th
Fighter-Assault Aviation Regts, 42nd Tac Recon Aviation
Regt)--is participating in the exercises with the 40th
Armd-Div; the 42nd Tac Recon Aviation Regt is performing
radioelectronic reconnaissance;

- 37th Fighter-Bomber Aviation Div (CPA) which is
engaged in the practical exercise (39th and 41st

- -Fighter-Bombe-r Aviation-Regts-and.--15th -Fighter-Bomber
Aviation Regt (NPA))--having completed a tactical
exercise is replenishing its materiel reserve supplies
and is undergoing inspection of its technical combat
equipment;

- the 14th Fighter Aviation Div which is engaged in
the practical exercise (12th and 19th Fighter-Aviation
Regts (PAF) and 25th Fighter-Aviation Regt (SA)--
actually 19th and 25th Fighter-Aviation Regts)--having
completed its tactical air exercise, will replenish its
materiel reserve supplies; two regiments (12th and 19th
Fighter Aviation Regts) are performing permanent combat
alert duty in the unified National Air Defense system;

the 17th Op Recon Aviation Bde--is engaged in radio-
electronic reconnaissance and in combat training;

- the 13th Fighter-Bomber Aviation Regt which is
engaged in the practical exercise within the 12th
Assault Recon Aviation Div--is undergoing combat training;

TS 768153
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- the 23rd Transport Aviation Regt--after completion
,, of exercises with the 16th Airborne Div, will replenish

its materiel reserve supplies;

- the 59th Armed Helicopter Aviation Regt--is engaged
in combat training;

- the 47th Transport Helicopter Regt--is engaged in
combat training;

- the 45th Fire Support Helicopter Regt (SA)--will
conduct an overflight of the area;

- the 42nd Radioelectronic Jamming Squadron (SA)--is
conducting radioelectronic-reconnaissance in the border
area.

The allied aviation units have been transferred to
bases on the territory of the Polish People's Republic: 37th
Fighter-Bomber Aviation Div on 6 September; 25th- Fighter
Aviation Regt on 7 September; 45th Fire Support Helicopter
Regt and 42nd Radioelectronic Jamming Squadron by 0600 on 8
September and will be included in the composition of the
24th Air Army. -

All fighter aviation and fighter-assault aviation
regiments are performing combat alert duty in the National
Air Defense system. Each fighter aviation regiment has one
squadron in readiness No. 2 and within these squadrons there
is one pair of aircraft in combat readiness No. 1. Each
fighter-assault aviation regiment has one flight of aircraft
in readiness No. 2, and each fighter-bomber regiment has one
fli ht ready to _tak-on special bombs in suspended position.

e remaining 24th Air Army forces are in com rea ess
No. 3.
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24th Air Army Hqs--GOSTYNIN; by 0100 on 9 September,
it will deploy in an area north of ALEKSANDROW KUJAWSKI.

The Staff of the Northern Front which is engaged in the
practical exercise--WARSAW; by TI l~0Ton 9 September, will

- deploy in an area l0kms south of TORUN.

2) The responsibility for antiaircraft defense of
- troops and of rear area installations of the Northern

Front until the antiaircraft defense system is organized,
faisto the commander of the 12th National Air Defense
Corps who will utilize his own organic forces and means,
those forces and means of alert duty antiaircraft troops
which are operating in the unified National Air Defense
system, and the assigned forces of the 24th Air Army. _ -

- -- Fighter -and -fighter-assault aviation will operate in the air
defense system in accordance with the alert duty plan of the
National Air Defense Forces. Antiaircraft defense for the
permanent airfields of tactical large units and units will
be provided by organic antiaircraft artillery batteries.

Once the antiaircraft defense of the troops is organized,
the antiaircraft defense of the whole area of the Front
becomes the responsibility of the commander of the Northern
Front. In this connection, in order to achieve the coor-

- dination of forces and means of the National Air Defense of
the Front with the forces and means of the 12th National Air
Defens eorps in the Northern Front system, it is anticipated
to send:

- an Operational Group of the 12th National Air Defense
Corps--to the Northern Front Antiaircraft Defense
Coordination Center;

- representatives of the Combined Command Post of the
- 12th National Air Defense Corps to appropriate Antiair-

craft Defense Coordination Centers of the armies.

- TS 768153
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3) Command organs of the 12th Air Army (the Air
Army "CDB", the Air Army Fighter Aviation "CDB", the "CDB",
the "PNWC", and the "PRN"* are located in the areas where
the staff of the Air Army and the Tactical Large Units are
located (based), ready for departure and redeployment.

4) Chemical subunits of the 24th Air Army are located
in the areas where the organic aviation tactical large units

-- and units are based (located). After they complete the
exercises, they will undergo an inspection of their combat
equipment.

The Army Contamination Evaluation-Analysis Station is
located at the GOSTYNIN garrison and by 0100 on 9 September

-- it -will- deploy--in thearea of the command post of the 24th
Air Army. The army is in possession of mobil htmical--
materiel reserves sufficient for 3-4 days of operation.

-CDB" is possibly an abbreviation for "Bombing Control
Center". Expansions of "PNWC" and "PRN" are unknown but are
probably elements in the close air support system on duty
with the ground forces.

II TS 7681
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Attachment No. 3

At 0800 on 6 September, the Commander of the 24th Air
Army received the following directive:

To the Commander of the 24th Air Army
- Operational Directive of the Commander-in-Chief of

the Combined Armed Forces of the Warsaw Pact
Member-States No 002/Operational,

Moscow 0600 5 September
Map 1:500,000, 1964 Edition

First: The "West", under the pretext-of-exercises--is-
'- carrying out t he operational deployment of forces in pre-

border areas in all probability in order to go over to
military actions. They have increased the combat readiness

-- of the 2nd and 4th Allied Tactical Air Forces and initiated
air reconnaissance activities along the border of the
socialist countries and over the Baltic Sea, periodically
violating the air space of the "East". Within the next few
days, the enemy will reach a state of readiness for aggression.

Second: The "East" is prepared, in a war with the use
of conventional means of destruction, to conduct air opera-
tions with the forces of the Long Range Air Force, Front
aviation, aviation of the Allied Fleet, and operational-
tactical large units of the National Air Defense Forces
located in Front areas in order to defeat the main forces of
the 2nd and4th Allied Tactical Air Forces and the Allied

_ Tactical Air Force of the Danish Straits and Western Baltic
and to achieve air superiority by destroying the enemy's
aviation on the airfields and in aerial combat.
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The opera ion will last two days. During the course of
it, three mass strikes will be delivered and between them
Front aviation ill deliver strikes distributed in depth.

The first mass strike will be delivered at the time
when the ground forces begin combat operations; the second,
6-8 hours later; and the third at dawn on "D2".

The commander of the Front forces is responsible for
supporting Long-Range Aviation flights and neutralizing
antiaircraft means in the Northern Front zone.

Third: The 24th Air Army in the first mass strike
will:

- from "H" (hour) + 0000 to "H" + 0030, neutralize
(destroy) in the aviation strike zones:

- basic radiotechnical means of control and guidance
points;

- "Hawk" antiaircraft rocket battalions;

- known nuclear attack means.

- from "H" + 0015 to "H" + 0040, destroy enemy aviation
on the airfields of the first echelon and block off 5-6
airfields, simultaneously destroying .their landing
strips.

Targets and times for the second and third mass-strikes
by large units and individual units of the Air Army will be

- . determined by the Commander of the 24th Air Army on the
basis of air reconnaissance. Simultaneously, within the
framework of antiaircraft defense of the Front forces and of

- supporting assault aviation flights, fighter aviation
forces together with the National Air Defense Forces will
destroy enemy aircraft in air combat.
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Fourth: The limit for the 24th Air Army for the conduct
of the air operation is three army sorties consisting of two.
sorties on "D" day, and one, on "D2".

Fifth: Long range aviation will conduct strikes,
_ primarily on airfields located west of the line: SZCZECIN,

FRANKFURT, ZAGAN. The long-range aviation flights will take
place on the axes: BAILYSTOK-BERLIN and BREST-LEIPZIG (from
the rear area boundary of the Front: MORAG, GROJEC) in the
zones:

1) On the right: KNYSZYN, DZIALDOWO, CHODZIEZ,
BADFREIENWALDE; on the left: LAPY, CIECHANOW, SZAMOTULY,
FURSTENWALDE.

2) On the right: SIEDLCE, OZORKOW,--SZPROTAWA,-10- - -- ----
kilometers south of HOYERSWERDA; on the left: 10
kilometers south of LUKOW, OSTRZESZOW, LUBAN, PIRNA.

In the first mass air strike, the long-range aviation
combat support echelon will depart the rear area boundary of
the Front on "D" day at "H"-0020; in the second, .at "H" +
0700; n the third, on "D2" at :H"-0430. The time of each
round-trip will be about two hours.

Sixth: The forces of the 24th Air Army will be ready
to participate in the air operation at 0600 on 10 September.

Seventh: The decision on participation in the air
operation will be transmitted on 9 September.

Chief of Staff Commander-in-Chief
Combined Armed Forces Combined Armed Forces
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Attachments:

1. Enemy Situation
2. Effective Strength and Bases of the 24th Air Army
3. Rear Services Units of the 24th Air Army
4. 24th Air Army Net of Airfields
5. Signal Troops Situation
6. Situation of the Rear Services
7. Situation of the Technical Services
8. Situation of the National Air Defense Forces
9. Situation Report as of 0600 on 8 September--Map.

EXERCISE DIRECTORS
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Enemy Situation

- Attachment No. 1

(Tab No. 4)

From mid-August 1976, a sharp increase in the intensity
of combat training of NATO forces has taken place in parallel
with growing international .tension.

The principal training effort, under way since 26
August 1976, is a strategic-operational exercise with troops
under the cryptonym SUMMERTEX-76 that is being conducted
simultaneously with an exercise of higher-level political-
military organs under the cryptonym PRIME-RATE 76. The

- activities actually carried out in- th course of this t-a-iing,
which have included problems involving successive steps in
increasing the defense readiness of these nations, have

_ exceeded the scope of actions announced in previously published
official communiques pertaining to the exercises now taking
place.

The theme of exercise SUMMERTEX-76 is the transition of
the armed forces, the civilian administrations and the
economies of NATO countries from a peacetime to a wartime
state in the context of an aggravated international situation,
and the planning, organization and conduct of a strategic
defensive operation in the initial period of a conventional
war; then, with the selective use of nuclear weapons, the
transition to offensive operations under circumstances in
which there is general utilization of mass destruction

_ weapons.

An exercise preliminary to exercise SUMMERTEX-76 began
on 26 August, involving the following:
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- At 0300 on 26 August a state of "war danger" was
introduced;

- The NATO countries and their armed forces were
changing secretly from a peacetime to a wartime state

-- by carrying out the mobilizational deployment. of the
armed forces and the transfer of reinforcing forces to
the Federal Republic of Germany.* In the Federal Republic
of Germany, the mobilization was begun in the course of
Territorial Defense Force exercises which preceded
exercise SUMMERTEX-76; in the United States, Canada,
and Great Britain, at the moment the exercise began;
and in the Netherlands, Belgium, and Denmark, on 1
September;

- The deployment of a network of field command and
communications posts and the implementation plans for
the employment of conventional forces and nuclear

_ weapons have been set in motion;

- The emplacement of a system of nuclear barriers in
the border zone and on selected approaches to the ODER
has been started;

- From 31 August to 7 September assigned air force
units have been assembled and during the period from 3
to 6 September the deployment of technical means and of
air force and air defense command organs was carried
out;

* The initiation of the transfer of forces of the
United States strategic reserve to the FRG is an
indication of the scale of the exercise, in which only
the shift of double-based forces had been anticipated.
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- On 7 September the NATO Command began the takeover
of control of the combined armed forces and the de-
ployment of assigned units in the forward defense area
security zone;

- At 13 hours on 7 September a "standard alert" was
declared;

- On 7 September the regrouping of staffs to the
exercise area and the readying of tactical large units
for deployment on anticipated operational axes was.
begun.

_~ The projection for the first stage .of the principal-
exercise, which is to begin on 9 September and continue
until 14 September, is the completion of the transfer to the
Federal Republic of Germany of double-based forces and of
the United States strategic reserve, and of reinforcing
troops from Canada., Great Britain, the Netherlands, and
Belgium; by 10 September the operational deployment of
ground forces is to be completed. The program of the first
stage of the principal exercise calls for the initiation of
combat activities on 12 September.

In the course of developments that have taken place
thus far in exercise SUMMERTEX-76, an increase of tension in
the European political-military situation has resulted from

_ the implementation of mobilization, from the initiation of
troop movements to the Federal Republic of Germany, and from
the withdrawal of a portion of tactical large units from
their permanent deployment areas and their movement to the

- border zone, coupled with the simultaneous deployment of a
field system of command and communications.
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The actual positions of the enemy forces as of 0600 on
8 September 1976 is given in the "Identifier" [Enemy Order
of Battle].

Additional Data:

The mobilization exercises conducted in the 13th, 14th,
15th, 16th, and 18th Defense Commands in the Federal Republic

-. of Germany should have been completed on 26 September 1976.
Tactical large units formed during these exercises were not
dismissed, but were incorporated into the troops taking part
in the SUMMERTEX-76 exercises.

During the early days of August, in addition to informa-
tion on the subject of exercise SUMMERTEX-76, reports
appeared in the Western press about the alleged-equipping of
a United States strategic air force experimental unit with
winged "air-to-ground" class projectiles of the "Cruise

- Missile" type.

Identifier [Enemy Order of Battle]: See Chart No. S--Page
53a.
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Attachment No. 2

(Tab No. 4)

See Chart No. 6--Page 48.
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AtteaVment No. 3

(Tab No. 4)

No. Tactical large Unit, Disposition Perentage of Staffing as of f0f
- Iilt, or Subuist (Iction) .

B Sept. 9 Sept. 10 Sept. 31 3 :

~24th Air Atny1 .

1 Chief's OFfice o:' area 1Gkms S-l(of 100 100 ------'---- --- - - -
' _ ~~the 6th I iti.la ?en_ -BisQai('A-- ---

r --_ - of the Air Amny.

S Chief's effic? of area kns S-N of 100 100
the 15th UNbile Base PWNSK
of the Air Anmy

for c:b-t strength
* Uyi of th,,
- An y, nce

3 28th o area GOlas S- of 3'3.NSSK 100 100

V 41st Spt Br arma 10kms S-0 of 100 100

5 42ndraens n .area 10kms S-hof' 100f 100
- BRODNICA -

6 103rd Traris Br I0V01DN 100 100

7 48U PO1. Delivery en IEBItN 100 300

a B01 1;. ,;L ijei y in, l:atlaWv. 100 100

9 64th POL Field Dep BRNIICA 100 100

-r ]0 65th POL Field Dop MDLIN 100 100

!1 31st PL Field M)DLN 100 100
Ldoratory

12 t2nd POL Equip Siaint DZIALIlotO 100 100
! Shop

13 23rd PX Field Dep IBLIN 100 100

14 115th Field Bakery BROICA 100 100

15 29th field ShOaer BPO(NICA 100 100
rFaciuty TS 768153

16 30th Field Unifoem BRDEIICA 100 100 a. Copy #

si . C py
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],2. 3. 4. '5. 6. 7. 0.f 9. 0 i7.
" 17 6th Field Shower NIDZICA 100 100

Facility

18 46th Fied Laundry NIDZICA 1D0 100

19 16th Intendance pep WISZXDW 100 100
20 S0th Intendance Dep ZUROMIN 100 100

21 45th Med Reinf Bn area of the 6th Air 100 100
Army Mobile Beee lOl01
S-W of BROMICA -

22 46th Med Reinf Bn aroa of the 6th Air 100 100
Army Mobile Base lare
S-U of BR3I4J1CA

23 47th Med Reint Bn arma of the Gth Air 100 100
f\Ty Mobile lHse 10kons.

-. . S- W.of bStCJICA - - .....

.. 71st Cz Reinf Bra arv of tl, 6th Air 100 100
Atmy 1 Mbile Rase lase
S-W of lmeAI.ICA

25 100th to Reinf Bn eoms of the 6th Air I00 .100
Army Mbile Base 10km-
S-W of BROIXCA

76 96th Ambulanoe Co aroa of the 6th Air 100 100
-- Anay Mobile Base 10kmsa

S-w of tOotOilCA

27 39th Hospitalization .rm'o of the 6th Air 100 100
Army Mobile Base 1Okse
S-W of D7oCIXCA

- 28 tEt Epidenic ContrOl area of the Fth Air 100 300
Co AImy Mob lcJile tse 1Os

5-W of BRtOIFICA
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Attacient No. 4

(Tab No. 4)

24th Air Amny Net of Airfield.

Airfield '' Chamaoteristics of PO1L reeese Reazds

* No. Designation . Airfields (in tone)

1. 2. 3. 4. '5 . ( 6.

A. Nrthen, nont Zone of Operatione

1 S2YMANY 1 Improved nanwey for takeoff 250 tona of fuel C~'onorete shelt-
6 laning (IRTL) are (3 dispersal
2600x9No, 40CS . areas)

2 NIDlZICA 2 Dirt naamy for takeoff 6 120 tons of fuel
larling (DRI) 1800x45m

3 RACIAZ ' DIL 1500x4Gn 50 tons of fuel -

4 PELNSK 1 IL 200x80n, 38CS (3 dis- 100 ton) of fuel base of the l1th
-pereal areaa) -Fighter Aviation

- Regt of Nat'l Air
- Defense

5 OSROD 31 Inl 2600x60s, 40CS (3 die- 3)0 tons of fuel elternete airfield
pereal areas) - . headqurere

6 20E HISI 2 DRTL 2000x45mN, 20 embank- pipeline system peranent airfield
WBEAI.SKI - enta hqs of the Nat'l

Air Defene Foore

7 BMrDfICA 1 Il'L 2600x8Qn, 40CS (3 die- 130 toes of fuel
pesa areas)

8.P10CK 1 Iml 2500x6hn, 38CS (2 din- pipeline sysem~
persal areas)

9 G]3TYNIN 2 I)0 2000xmno 120 tons of fuel permsaent airfield
hqs of the Nat'l

- ~Air' Defense fomes
10 lASIN 1 Inl 2600x80a, 40CS (3 dis- 130 tone of fuel

11 B2S l3.ASKI 2 Inl 2200x40m, 24C) (2 die- 125 tons of fuel pezwanent airfield
persal areas) . hqs of the Nat'l

-- Air Defense loroes

12 QEC~Z 1. Iml l0xlanh, '40CS (3 din- 75 tone of fuel

-r

13 KRIDe4I)IC3 2 I0L 210Dx45n, 30 ebank- pipeline syatem alternete airfield
Tmets hq

TS 768153
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- No. 30 (Page

1 Attachent No. 4 -.

(TaD No. 4)

24th Air Amy Net of Airfields

Airfield Characteristics of POL reserves Rem rks
No. Designation . Airfields (in tons)

1 : 2. - L. 4- S 6.

A. Northern Front Zone of Operations

- 14 GRUDZIADZ 1 IRTL 2600x80s, 24CS (2 pipeline systen '
dispersal areas)

15 WARRZE7N0 1 IPTL 2500x60n, 40CS (3 pipeline system
dispersal areas) ___

16 WIBICZ 1 IrCL 2700x65, 35CS (3 100 tone of fuel
dispersal areas) 20 tons of gaso.-

line

17 AlEANDRCA 10iJ-
AWSKI 2 IRl. 2400x60n, 24 ebank- 75 tons of fuel permanent airfield

mntes )sq of the Nat'l
Air Defense £arces

1B RA1IFJW 1 IRTL 2500x86N, 40CS (3 20 tens of avia-
dispersal areas) tion gasoline

19 10D0 2 ImlL 100x45m, 30 esbank- 100 tos of fuel
mnts

20 SLWICE 2 IRl 2200x50m, 40 embank- 75 tons of fuel
menta-

21 SYDGS.ZC2 1 IfL 2500x8n, 40CS (3 120 tons of fuel
dispersal areas)

22 BACIN 1 lI'L 2900x800, 40CS 130 tons'of fuel
(3 dispersal areas)

23 M)GIL 2 I12F). 2000x45m, 40 embank- 80 tons of fuel
meants

24 TRZDES2NO 2 DRTL 1800x50m, 24 embank- 30 tons of ' altemate airfield
ments gasoline hos of 25th Fighter

Aviation Regt

25 POWIL 1 IRT. 2500xO0m, 24C5 12 em. pipeline systes
haensata

26 KFEIW( 5(PRJDSIS 2 I1L 2400x60m, 4003 (3 100 tons of fuel alternate airfield
dispersal areas) has of 16th Fighter

Assault Aviation :.-
Regt

27 WIZEBDRK 2 I0') 2100x40n, 40 embank- 20 tons of gaso- alternate airfield
ments line. s of 12th Fighter

Aviation Regt

2B JANOWIEC 1 IRTL 2500x600, 24CS 12 e- of ti 72nd
bankrents ter Aviation

of the Nat'l
- ur Defense -
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~Chart No: 38-(Pag37

r Attactnent Nb. u

Il .. (Tab No. 4)

24th Air Amy Net of Airfields

Airfeld 7 Charcteristics of POL reaerves Reairts
No. Deeignatim . Airfielde. (in tons)

A. Northern Fnet 2a-of Operetions

29 LIPNO 3 DL 1000x600n

30 GABIN 3 DRfL 1600x800h

-. .. ._ . - - 31- -2D4-- - -- . 3--- DRlL_1200x550 . _ __

32 CYNIA . 2 IRIL 2200x45m, 36CS (3 200 tons of fuel, altemate airfield
dispensal arees) 10 tons of geaso- )qs of 55th Fighter

line Assault Aviation
Regt

33 SKDKI , 2 IRIL 2400x60s, 40S (3 din- 200 tons of fuel altermate airfield
peral ameas) hqa of 15th FighterIkbemr Aviation Regt

34 ZWfIDh 2 IRr. 2200x60n, 36 embank- 120 tons of fuel
mants

36 AJDEEZ 2 IR1rL 2400x60m, 40 embank- 80 tona of fuel alternate airfield
cents hqs of 19th Fighter

Aviation Regt
36 PIIA 1 -IRT. 

26
00x601a, 40CS (3 dis- 250 tons of fuel,. altenate airfield

persal areas) 20 tons of gasol hqa of 31st Tao-
Peoon Aviatin Refit

B. Behind the Combat Contact Line of the Tzoops

1 ODNEK 3 DRTL 1800x801, 20 enhank-
fents

-2 NAIJZYCE 2 IRTL 2300x60m, 12 embank-
ments

3 IUCZ1N0 3 DRTL 1800Bx60, 15 enbank-

4 MIROS1AWIEC 3 IRIL 2500x80n, 40 embank-
nants

5 D.AIS2D0 PCgORSKE 2 ITL 2500x'0m, 12CS, 30 en-
banloante

6 SGARDI SZC1ZCIN--
. IRIL 2500x60s, 40CS (3 dis- 306th Aviation Re-

eareas) con Sqdn; I RF-
104G airz'ft7 - 1 IRTL 2400x6Qn, l8CS (2 dis- 522nd Aviation

pereal aeas) Reon Sqdn; 18 AF-
0G aircraft
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Chart o. 30 (Pag 4)

Attactment No. 4

(Tab No. 4)

24th Air Army Net of Airfields

Airfield C1 Ci. cturistics of FO. reserves Renorks

No. Designation Airfielda (in tona)

2. 7._ 3.. -6. 6.

a. Oehid the Cobat Contact Line of the 1hoos

8 MYSLIDORZ 2 IRTIL 1900x4m, 18 embank- 315th Fighter-nber
menta (2 dispersal areas) Aviation Sqdnl l8F-

- S aircraft

9 BOLSZOWICE 2 IITL 1900u50n, 18 embndk- 3rdl Tac Fighter
nents (2 dispersal areaa) Aviatian Sqdn 18

Mitiges

10 WrINICA 2 12KIL 1800x45m, 18 ubank- 316th Fighter-Baber
venta (3 dispersal areas) Aviatim Sqdn 18F-6

airmraft

11 ()IR2 WIEldQFO 3 I0it 1500x40n, 21 embank- 431st and 435th
ments (3 dispersal areas) Aviation Reo Sqdn

42G-91 aircraft

12 SULEIN 3 18TL 16Ox45m, 21 embank-- 432nd Fighter-baer
ments (2 dispersal acrea) Aviation Sqdn 21G-

91 aircreft

13 RZEPIN 3 DRT'L 
15

00x46m, 21 anbank- 434th righter-bder
ments (3 dispersal areas) Aviation Sqdn 21G-

91 airraft

14 CYBDEKA 2 I81I. 1900xSOm, 16 enbank- a Fighter Aviatimn
- ments (2 dispersal areas) Sqdn; 12 Lightnings -

, 15 BORWe CE 2 IRTL 1900x50n, 12 onbank- a Fighter Aviation
- monts ( 2 dispersal areas) Sqdn; 12 Lightnings

16 ZIEIDL1A 0FA 2 IRT. 1950x6b, 12 enbank- 19th Fighter Avia-
ments (2 dispersal areas) tion Sqdn; 12

Lightnings '

17 UJ.BSKD 2 IThL 1950x45m, 12 enbank- 92nd Fighter Avia-
ments (2 dispersal areas) tin Sqdn; 12

Ligh tningsl

16 NOWA SOL 2 IRTL. 1950x4 5S, 16 embank- a Fighter-ober
ments (2 dispersal areas) } Aviation Sqdn, 16

(senters

19 NOWE8 MIASmEZX0 2 IR1L 1950x5sn, 16 enhanments a Fighter-ber
(2 dispersal areas) - Aviation Sqdn, 16

Hmtere

20 GI.XKM 2 R1?L 1600x 
4

5m, 16 embankments "a Fighter-banber
(2 dispersal areas) Aviatio Sqdn,

- 10 Hnaters
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Chart No. 30 (Page 5)

Attacnent 
No. 4

(Tab No. 4)

- ?'th Air Ary Net of Airfields

Airfield / Characteristics of POI reserves
No. Designation 'J.Y9 Airfields (in to)

1. 2. 3. 4. S. 6.

B, Behid theQst Contact Line of the Troope

2n own - Air strip (onanIfaged air. 4th Fight'-Baber
craft) Aviation Sedn,

Harierr Aircraft

22 KAIflWt 2 DRrL 1800x45m

23 S--- - - -- 3 DRft. 1500x45m ... ------- -- + - --- - - -

24 -- - -lEDZYlEE. 3 DR. I1000x500s

25 BABDSr 1 2KrL 26f00x0m, 36(E (3 dis-
persal areas)

r-
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Attachment No. 5

(Tab No. 4)

Communication Situation

II

Tactical large units and separate units of the 24th Air
Army which are in their permanent location garrisons avail

S _._ themselves of the permanent command and coordination system
of communication.

1) Communication centers:

- Polish Armed Forces General Staff and the Northern
Front--WARSAW;

- - Command Post of the 24th Air Army--GOSTYNIN;

- Command Post of the 14th Fighter Aviation Div--
- BARCIN;

- Command Post of the 12th Assault-Recon Aviation Div-
- GRUDZIADZ;

- Command Post of the 13th Assault-Recon Aviation
Div--POWIDZ;

- Command Post of the 37th Fighter-Bomber Aviation
Div-LUBICZ;

- Command Post of the 17th Op Recon Aviation Bde--
BRODNICA;

- Command Post of the 13th Fighter-Bomber Aviation
Regt--LASIN;

'Y0P--$ECRET TS 768153
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- Command Post of the 23rd Transport Aviation Regt- -
- SZYMANY;

- Command Post of the 59th Armd Helicopter Aviation
- Regt--ALEKSANDROW KUJAWSKI;

- Command Post of the 47th Transport Helicopter Regt--
- LIPNO;

- Command Post of the 45th Fire Support Helicopter
Regt--GABIN;

- Command Post of the 42nd Radioelectronic Jamming
-Squadron--ZNIN.

2) Organization of communications:

' a) radio communications:

- ground control, coordination, and alerting of the
24th Air Army with its subordinate tactical large units

-- and other units--is assured through radio communication
radio nets and radio circuits;

- the 24th Air Army air control is assured through
radio nets: take-offs, landings, overflights, and
guidance of aviation regiments; air coordination and

.. radio direction finding;

- command coordination communications of regiments of
the 14th Fighter Aviation Div which are on combat alert
duty in the National Air Defense System-are insured
through inclusion of radio stations of these regiments
into radio nets which control aviation from the appropriate
combined command posts of the 12th National Air Defense
Corps;

TS 768153
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1. - coordination communications of the 12th Assault-
Recon Aviation Div with the 18th Armd Div and of the
13th Assault-Recon Aviation Div with the 40th Armd Div
are insured through the "CDB" [possibly standing for
"Bombing Control Center"] and the "PNWC" [expansion
unknown, but probably an element in the close air
support system on duty with the ground forces) which
were sent to these tactical large units with organic
radio means.

" b) wire communication during the period of the tactical
exercises of the 12th Assault-Recon .Aviation Div with

r the 18th Armd Div and of the 13th Assault-Recon Aviation
!. Div in the 40th Armd Div of the GDR National People's

Army are additionally supplemented through the following
r- hook-ups:

- one secure telephonic link from the Command Post of
the 24th Air Army to each division;

- one open telephonic and telegraphic link going to
each division;

- one open telephonic and telegraphic link which
provide coordination between the 12th Assault-Recon

- Aviation Div and the 18th Armd Div and one between the
13th Assault-Recon Aviation Div and the 40th Armd Div.

r Coordination of regiments of the 14th Fighter Aviation
Div and the 12th Assault-Recon Aviation Div with the
combined command posts of the 12th National Air Defense
Corps is assured within the operating coordination

r- communications system of the Air Force and the National
Air Defense Forces.

r TS 768153
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c) military postal communications of the 24th Air Army
are assured through an extended service of the permanent

system.

3) Signal units of the 24th Air Army:

r - 1st Hqs Bn of the 24th Signal Regt will establish
the Army Contmand Post signal center in an area north of
ALEKSANDROW KUJAWSKI; it will be in operation from 1800
on 8 September;

- 2nd Hqs Bn and the remaining subunits of the 24th
Signal Regt are deployed in an area lSkms east of
ALEKSANDROW KUJAWSKI;

- signal battalions of tactical large units are at
their permanent stations; they are numbered in accordance
with the division to which they belong.

II

- 1) A special communications group from the staff
of the Central Front Air Army will come to the Command Post
of the 24th Air Army (AA).

2) Composition of Radio Nets and Circuits of the
Main Staff of the Air Forces of the Combined
Armed Forces (MSAF/CAF) and of the Polish Armed
Forces eneral ta or t e t ir rmy
(See Chart No. 31-Page 228a).

3) List of Links Operating from the Command Post
of the 24th Air Army to the Command Posts of
Higher and Cooperating Staffs (See Chart No. 32--

Page 228b.
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L.

r
Hook-Ups Telephonic Telegraphic

marks
HF SL OL MT DF SL OL

- 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

Ccaand Post (CP) of the 4th Air Anry
-- CP of the Main Staff of Air Forces
of the Canibined Anred Forces - 1 - - - 1 -

CP of the 24th Air Army--Central CP of
the National Air Defense Forces - 1 1 - - - -

CP of the 24th Air Army--CP of the Air - - - - -
Forces of the Central Front - -

_ CP of the 24th Air Army--CP of the
Canand of the Air Forces - 1- - - - - - -- - --- -

E viations used above:

HF--Hiigh Frequency
SL--Secure Line
OL--Open Line
MT--Multiplex Telegraphy
UYI--Data Transmission
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r. Attachment No. 6

r (Tab No. 4)

Situation of the Rear Services

1) Rear services of the air units of the 24th Air Army

as of 0600 on 8 September will have attained full combat
readiness. Numbering of units (subunits) providing support
is analogous to those who receive the support.

1F 2) The rear services of the Air Army which are included

_ in the_ composition of the 6th and 15th Army Mobile Bases are
at wartime strength and are in possession of full mobile - - ------
reserve supplies:

a) Office of the Chief of the 6th Army Mobile Base
together with the 41st Support Bn and 42nd Transportation
Bn left the garrison and deployed to an area l0kms west
of BRODNICA. The remaining units of the 6th Army

r Mobile Base cmpleted theirmnhilizatio and loading of
their materiel supplies and the morning of 9 September
will reach the area of the 6t Army Mobile Base.

b) Office of the Chief of t-h-ith Army Mobile Base
and 28th Support Bn moved to an area l0kms northwest of
PLONSK. The remaining units are regrouping to areas
where reserve supplies are being loaded and to the area
of the 15th Army Mobile Base.
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r. - 103rd Transportation Bn from the MODLIN garrison--to

reserve supply loading centers at PLONSK and PLOCK;

r - 48th Transportation Bn (POL) from the DEBLIN garrison--
to reserve supply loading center at ZYCZYN;

r -16th Field Intendance Depot is located at the
BRODNICA garrison;

- 65th POL Field Depot is located at the SZYMANY
l garrison;

- 6th Field Slaughterhouse is located at the NIDZICA

garrison.

-- -- -- -c)medical -service units-have-attained__fullcombat
readiness and begun to regroup in the field:

^, - 45th Med Reinforcement Bn--KUTNO;

- 46th Med Reinforcement Bn--MALBORK;

' - 47th Med Reinforcement Bn-GRUDZIADZ;

- 71st and 100th Med Reinforcemnt Bns-BRODNICA;

- 98th Ambulance Co-KRAKOW;

- 61st Epidemic Control Co-WARSAW;

- 39th Hospitalization Co-GRUDZIADZ.

3) Medical first aid and professional service will
be provided by the organic forces of the 24th Air Army.
Specialized services will be available in the nearest established
front hospital bases and in designated permanent hospitals.
Sanitary and epidemiological support must be organized using
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organic forces and means while maintaining close cooperation
with civilian (local) health service.

4) Weight of calculation-operational units of the 24th
Air Army:

- motor vehicle gasoline--1,300 tons;
- diesel oil--430 tons;
- aviation fuel--1,350 tons;
- aviation gasoline--92 tons.
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Attachment No. 7

(Tab No. 4)

Situation of the Technical Services

r
The evacuation-maintenance units, the field aviation

workshops, and the field technical services depots of divisions
and armies are located in their permanent duty areas where
they also have completed their mobilization and have brought

r. up to wartime strength their armament and technical equipment.

Technical services units are located at the following

garrisons: ------- - ----- - - -- -

- 51st Field Aviation Workshop--SZYMANY;

- '54th Field Aviation Workshop--MODLIN;

- 60th Field Aviation Workshop-BRODNICA;

- 6th Mobile Workshop for "Electrogas" Equipment--
PLONSK;

- 52nd Workshop for Communication and Air Traffic
Control Equipment-MALBORK;

- 54th Ammunition Depot-GRUDZIADZ;

- 55th Ammunition Depot-WYSZKOW;
r

- 19th Motor Vehicle Equipment Depot-OLSZTYNEK;

- 7th Airfield Equipment Depot-ILAWA.
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- 9th Oxygen and Nitrogen Production Field Station--
PLONSK;

- 12th Oxygen and Nitrogen Production Field Station--
NIDZICA;

- 109th Mobile Motor Vehicle Maintenance Workshop (6th
Air Army Mobile Base)-GRUDZIADZ;

- 111th Mobile Motor Vehicle Maintenance Workshop (6th
Air Army Mobile Base)-OSTRODA;

-' - 110th Mobile Motor Vehicle Maintenance Workshop
(15th Air Army Mobile Base)-NOWY DWOR;

----137th-Mobile Motor Vehicle Maintenance -Workshop--
(15th Air Army Mobile Base)--CIECHANOW;

- 71st Bn [designation unknown]--MLAWA;

- 28th Company [designation unknown]-MORAG;

- 13th Technical Aviation Equipment Field Depot--
BRODNICA;

- 18th Technical Aviation Equipment Field Depot--
POMIECHOWEK.

Technical services field depots have on hand full
mobile reserves of ammunition, maintenance kits, spare
parts and operating technical materiels.

- /' Nuclear aerial bombs will be prepared by warhead maintenance,
and storage teams. These teams will arrive together with
the nuclear warheads 4 to 6 hours after a declaration of
full combat readiness at airfields known to the Front Technical
Services Staff.
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Attachment No. 8

(Tab No. 4)

Situation of the
12th National Air Defense Corps

r^ 1. 12th National Air Defense Corps, operating in the
unified National Air Defense system, in close cooperation
with the antiaircraft defense forces and means of various
branches of the armed forces, defends the corps defense

' area, with particular attention to the regrouped organic and
-a-llied operational forces, flight-s-by Soviet long-range

aviation and transport aviation, and naval combat operations.

2. Commander, 12th National Air Defense Corps, is
r' responsible for air defense of troops and facilities of the

rear of the Northern Front until the forces of the antiaircraft
defense system are organized, employing organic forces and
means of the antiaircraft defense system that operate within
the unified National Air Defense system, as well as the
separate forces and means of the 24th Air Army. All fighter
aviation and fighter-ground attack aviation regiments of the
24th Air Army are on combat alert in the National Air Defense
system in accordance with the following plan:

- Fighter aviation regiments each have one squadron in
readiness #2, and each of these squadrons have a pair
of aircraft in readiness #1; the remainder of regimental

-- forces are in readiness #3.

- Fighter-ground attack aviation regiments each have a
flight of aircraft in readiness #2 and the remainder of
forces in readiness #3.
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The 25th Fighter Aviation Regt (SA) will begin alert
duties at daybreak on 9 September.

Commander, Northern Front, is responsible for air
defense in the Front area upon the organization of the
antiaircraft defense forces system. In connection with
this, to achieve coordination between the forces and means
of the Front antiaircraft defense and the forces and means
of the 1th National Air Defense Corps within the Northern
Front antiaircraft defense system:

- The 12th National Air Defense Corps Operational
. Group is assigned to the Coordination Center of the

Antiaircraft Defense of the Northern Front;

- Representatives of the 12th National Air Defense
Corps Combined Command Post are assigned to the corresponding

-- coordination centers of the antiaircraft defense of the
armies.

-_ 3. 12th National Air Defense Corps combat organization:

- 13th Arty Div and 14th Arty Bde (each with 8 "VOLKHOV"
and 4 "NEVA" rocket artillery fire battalions)

- 89th Arty Regt (four "DVINA" rocket artillery fire
battalions)

- 11th, 38th, 44th, 72nd Fighter Aviation Regts

- 12th Radiotechnical Bde

- 14th and 18th Radiotechnical Bns
(each with 4 radiotechnical companies)

- 31st and 41st Radiotechnical Bns
(each with 5 radiotechnical companies)
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- 13th Radioelectronic Jamming Regt

- 24th Radar [or Radio] Recon Bn.

The 12th National Air Defense Corps area is organized
into four sectors, in which the following units are located:

- 14th Combined Command Post at BABICE: 13th Arty
Div, 11th Fighter Aviation Regt, 14th Radiotechnical Bn
(sector limits: KRYNKI, DZIALDOWO, RAWA MAZOWIECKA,
JANOW PODLASKI, eastern border with USSR);

- 18th Combined Command Post at ORNETA: 44th Fighter
Aviation Regt, 13th. Radioelectronic Jamming Regt, 18th
Radiotechnical Bn (sector limits: BRANIEWO, DZIALDOWO,

- -KRYNKI, northeastern border-with -the--USSR);

- 31st Combined Command Post at WLADYSLAWOWO: 14th
Arty Bde, 38th Fighter Aviation Regt, 31st Radiotechnical
Bn, 24th Radar [or Radio] Recon Bn (sector limits:
BRANIEWO, the seacoast up to the combat line of contact,
the combat line of contact, PILA, KORONOWO, DZIALDOWO);

- 41st Combined Command Post at JANOWIEC: 72nd Fighter
Aviation Regt, 89th Arty Regt, 41st Radiotechnical Bn

-- (sector limits: DZIALDOWO, KORONOWO, PILA, combat line
of contact,. OSTROW WIELKOPOLSKI, RAWA MAZOWIECKA). The
Combined Command Post at BABKI is taking part in the
exercise.

Command Post, 12th National Air Defense Corps, is at
ROZAN.

Central Command Post, National Air Defense Forces
Command, is at PIASECZNO.

4. 12th National Air Defense Corps Airfield Situation:
(See Chart No. 18--Page 236a).
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J.Min_1.i.P..ao 2)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11

15 21st Anny Cab SUSZ 96 - 96 -
Eng Bde

16 21st Armye Pontop Bn CRUDZIADO 95 - 95 -

- 17 2nd Amer Mine laying GRUJDEIADZ 98 - 98 -

18 21st Chen Regt * WIELOARK 95 97 100 100

19 Any Contamination OLSZTN 100 100
Evaluation-Analysis
Station

20 30th 5pt Bn OLZ'IYlEK( 100 100

21 n11th Road Exploita- __ - _ _- - _ - . _ . .__ .. . ..

tion Bn OL f>2TylE( 100 - 100 -

22 ll2th Roed Exploita- WIELBARK 100 100
tiorL Bn

23 Chief's Office of t 15kmn W of IIAA 100 100
21st Antiy Mobile Bas

25th Spt Bn of th. 15m 'W of IIAWA 100 100
21st Amy iobile Ba

20th Trans 8n 15kmn W cf IlAWA 100 100

21st Trans Bn OLSZTYIEK 95 100 100 100

23rd Tans 0n (POL) IOAWA 95~ 95 100 100

31st Trans Bn fLBARK WARMINSI 100' 95 )0 100 -

16th Focx Sup Field OLSIYNEK 100 100
Dep

17th Aao Field Dap OLS2TOWEf 100- 100

19th POL Field'Dep M1ARCINKOW0O 100 100 -

21st Tank--Auto, 017m1Y K - 100 100
Equip Field Dep

25th Eng Equip Field 0STR0DA 100 100
Sep

27th COmo Equip
Field Dep POFAI I 100 100.

29th Che mield IJDEAR1(WARM n5 -100 100
Dep

t31.t Crmd Point LIDZBARK WAPM -r r' 100 100
end Message Center

3irt~Med Field Dep 1IDBARK WAP to' 100, l00

3hth Uniform Field IIAIA 100 100
p.- t.p
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.ha tNo.__18 _ __3)

1. 2. 3. .. 6. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 1

23rd Tank. Auto OISZTOIOEK 100 100
Equip Fie1d dep

37th Post EChange
Field Dep 08RAG 100 100 -

24 201st Med Reinf Bn area o the 22nd 100 100
Mech Div

25 202 O d Mud Reinf Bn CHORZELE 100 100

26 203d Med Reinf Bn QORZELE 100 100

27 205th Med Rein! Bn 1DBRE MIAS7O 100 100

28 207th Med Reinf Bn DOBRE MIASTO 100 100

29 211th Med Reinf Bn GIZYCKD 100 100

30 - 210th Med Reinf Bn GIZYCKD3 10% 100

31 53rd Blood Dnor Ste OLSZTYN 100 100

32 Med Bus Bn (11th, BRI2CA 100 100
13th AIoulance Cos)

33 71st Epidemic Con- SZCZYDD ]00 100
trol On

34 19th Hospitalization SZCZTO7 1Q0 100
CO

35 101st Contamintion GIZYC2o 100 100
Recon taborat Co

36 21st Ary Field NOdE on VISTUIA 90 - 100
Tech Rkt Base

37 21st Anny Tank vac NIDZICA 92.. 80 100 90 100 100 -
and Rep Bn

3 21st Anny Autrro Evac NIIZICA 99 90 100 90 1100 100 - -
' and Rep Co -t
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Scenario

Exercise "Shield-76" for the
14th Mechanized Division

Map 1:100,000, 1964 Edition

1. General Situation

1) The "West" from the middle of August has intensified
the training of its forces within the framework of which
complex exercises combined with mobilization are being

^ conducted. On 26 August, movement of forces into the
border area was begun, considerably exceeding the scale of
the scenario for exercise "Summertex-76" contained in the

- --public announcement. Simultaneously, actions are -sece tly
being undertaken on an extensive scale to raise the combat
readiness of the forces. Within recent days, air and sea

-, reconnaissance and border control have been intensified.*

2) The "East", on 30 August, introduced a state of
increased combat readiness and, on 8 September under the
pretext of exercise "Lato-76" [Summer-76], began the
mobilizational and operational deployment of the forces.

-- 2. Specific Situation

1) The 4th Mech Div (57th, 58th, 59th Mech Regt, 25th
Tank Regt--actually one Mech Regt), which enters into the

composition of the 22nd Army of the Polish Armed Forces on
2 September at wartime strength, is conducting a tactical
exercise and, within the framework of regrouping, has

* The agreed upon state border between "West" and "East"
runs: USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW,
SZAMOTULY, west of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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assembled in the area: east of SKOKI, north of POBIEDZISKA,
10lkms west of GNIEZNO.

2) The units (subunits) of the division are assembled
in the areas:

- 14th Recon Bn-WRONCZYNEK, WRONCZYN State Farm,
STESZEWICE;

- 57th Mech Regt--in the BIEDRUSKO training area;

--- 58th Mech Regt--GLEBCZEK, STESZEWKO, NIEDZWIEDZINY;

- 59th Mech Regt--two kms east of SKOKI, BLIZYCE,
- ~POPOWO KOSCIELNE;,_-

- 25th Tank Regt-PLASKOWO, WILKOWYJA, one km south of
LOP IENNO;

- 14th Tac Missile Bn-south of TUROSTOWO, TUROSTOWKO,
west of POPKOWICE;

- 14th Arty Regt--MYSZKI, WEGORZEWO, west of SLAWNO;
the second battalion with the 57th Mech Regt is conducting

- ~ an exercise in the BIEDRUJSKO training area;

- 14th Rkt Arty Bn- -KISZKOWO, KARCZEWO State Farm,
north of TUROSTOWO;

- 14th Antitank Arty Bn- -JABLKOWQ, JAGNIEWICE State
Farm, east of POMARZANKI;

- 14th Combat Eng Bn- -two kms east of RYBNO WIELKIE.
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3) Antiaircraft defense situation:

Antiaircraft defense forces and means are performing
combat alert duties, are preparing themselves to repulse a
surprise attack from the air, and are fulfilling tasks
relating to engineer development of the firing positions.

The 14th AA Arty Regt-defends the Tac Missile Bn in the
area: south of TUROSTOWO, TUROSTOWKO, POPKOWICE.

The 41st Combined Command Post (JANOWIEC) is providing
information on the air situation.

4) Communications situation:

- The staff of the 14th Mech-Div is-using--the permanen-t--- --
communications system to communicate with the staff of the
22nd Army. In order to ensure control of subordinate units,
a field communications system was deployed.

Communications Centers:

- Command Post of the 22nd Army--Ggarrison Communicators
Center in SIERPC;

- Command Post of the 14th Mech Div--RYBNO WIELKIE.

Radio communications of the Commander and Staff of the
14th Mech Div with the Commander and Staff of the 22nd Army
in radio net No. 240 using R-140 radio set (audio, phonic,
and telegraphic communications) and teletype in radio circuit
No. 241 until communicators are withdrawn from radio net No.
240.
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V Radio-relay and wire communications:

- with the staff of the 22nd Army--direct telephonic
and telegraphic communications (secret and open) on
links assigned from the telecommunications network of
the Ministry of Communications of the Polish People's
Republic which have been extended to the GNIEZNO
communications center;

r' - with subordinate units and subunits--open telephonic
communications on radio and cable links.

r- The 14th Sig Bn deployed the communications center in
the area lOkms east of GNIEZNO.

5) Chemical situation:- -- -

- the 14th Chemical Company assembled in the area two
kms north of KISZKOWO; the company, is replenishing
materiel reserve supplies and is inspecting combat
equipment. The division has chemical materiel mobile
reserve supplies for two days of combat.

6) Situation of the rear services:

- 14th Supply Bn and 14th Med Bn--are replenishing
materiel reserve supplies in the area: KRZESLICE,
LEDNOGORA, SKRZETUSZEWO;

- 14th Maintenance Bn has assembled in the area LAGIEWNIKI,
PODARZEWO, SROCZYN; the battalion is performing maintenance-
servicing of weapons and technical equipment;

- the maintenance companies in the regiment are
performing maintenance-servicing of weapons and technical
equipment.
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Missile strength-carriers in the 14th Tac Missile Bn--
three (inspected).

Midunt of maintenance kits and technical-operating
supplies for three days of combat.

State of ammunition reserve supplies in the forces and
depots is in accordance with norms for echelon assignment
of mobile reserve supplies.

Kilometer distance limit for tanks.*

- 57th Mech Regt--2,400/2,200
- 58th Mech Regt--2,800/2,500
- 59th Mech Regt--2,600/2,300

- - 25th Tank Regt--3,000/2-600. - ---------

3. Additional Information

1) Strength of divisional units and subunits:

personnel--96 percent; equipment from the national
economy--98 percent.

2) Strength of combat equipment of units and subunits--
100 percent.

Attachment--initial situation at 0600 hours on 8 September--
map.

DIRECTORS OF THE EXERCISE

p.-

* Numerator represents engines; denominator represents
tracks.
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Tab No. 6

r 18th Armored Division
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Scenario
for

Exercise "Shield-76" for the
18th Armored Division

Map 1:100,000, 1964 Edition

r
1. General Situation

r- 1) The "West" from the middle of August has intensified
the training of its forces within the framework of which
complex exercises combined with mobilization are being

C' conducted. On 26 August, movement of forces into the
border area was begun, considerably exceeding the scale of
the scenario for exercise "Summertex-76" contained in the

- public announcement. Simultaneously--actions are--secretly
being undertaken on an extensive scale to raise the combat
readiness of the forces. Within recent days, air and sea
reconnaissance and border control have been intensified.*

2) The "East", on 30 August, introduced .a state of
increased combat readiness and, on 8 September under the
pretext of exercise "Lato-76" [Summer-76], began the mobilizational
and operational deployment of the forces.

2. Specific Situation

1) The 18th Armd Div (18th Mtz Regt, 80th, 81st, 82nd
Tank Regt--actually one Mtz Regt and one Tank Regt), which
enter into the composition of the 21st Army of the CPA on 2
September at wartime strength, has completed training in the
ORZYSZ training area and is ready for regrouping in the
exercise area: south of TUCHOLA, GOSTYCYN, LNIANO.

* The agreed upon state border between "West" and. "East"
runs: USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW,
SZAMOTULY, west of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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2) The units (subunits) of the division are assembled
in the areas:

- 18th Recon Bn--SNOPKI, MALDANIN, KARWIK;

- 18th Mtz Regt-TRZONKI, ROSTKI, WIERZBINY;

- 80th Tank Regt--PISZ, BIALA PISKA, RYBITWY;

- 81st Tank Regt--KRUSZEWO, WLOSTY, GUTY ROZYNSKIE;

- 82nd Tank Regt-BEMOWO PISKIE, MOSTOLTY, KLUSY;

- 18th Tac Missile Bn--(excluding) BEMOWO PISKIE,
WOLKA LESNA, DRYGALKI;

- 18th Arty Regt--(excluding) BIALA PISKA, SZKODY,
KOZUCHY MALE;

- 18th Command Btry of the Div Arty Chief--in the
division command post area;

- 18th Combat Engr Bn-five kms east of DRYGALY.

3) Antiaircraft defense situation:

Antiaircraft defense forces and means are carrying
out combat alert duties and are preparing themselves to
repulse a surprise attack from the air.

The 18th AA Arty Regt--defends the Tac Missile Bn.

Information on the air situation is provided by the
12th National Air Defense Corps.

4) Communications situation:

The Command and Staff, in order to ensure command of
the 21st Army, and subordinate units, are using the permanent
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communications system of the Ministry of National Defense of
the Polish People's Republic, and a field communications

r- system which has been deployed to the extent necessary.

Communications Centers:

r - Command Post of the 21st Army--OLSZTYN;

- Command Post of the 18th Armd Div--five kms south of
FORZYSZ.

Radio communications--of the Commander and Staff
of the 18th Armd Div with the Commander and Staff of the
21st Army in radio net No. 853 using R-140 radio set (audio,
telegraphic) and teletype in radio circuit No. 854 until

-communicators are withdrawn from- radio net No: 853. - --

Radio-relay and wire communications:

r - with the staff of the 21st Army--direct telephonic
and telegraphic communications (secret and open) on
wire links alloted from the state telecommunications
network of the Ministry of Communications of the Polish
People's Republic to the ORZYSZ Garrison Communications
Center.

- with subordinate units and subunits--open telephonic
communications on the permanent system of wire communi-

r- cations of the Ministry of National Defense of the
Polish People's Republic, and through a field wire
communications system which has been deployed to the
extent necessary.

- for the purpose of coordinating with the 12th Assault-
Reconnaissance Aviation Division, one open telephonic

r- and one telegraphic link were established.
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Military field postal communications with the staff of
the 21st Army for divisional requirements have been ensured

r in cooperation with organs of the military field postal
service of the armed forces through the ORZYSZ military
postal station.

r 5) Chemical situation:

The 18th Company is assembled in the area southwest of
DRYGALY. The division has chemical materiel mobile
reserve supplies for two days of combat.

6) Situation of the rear services:

- 18th Supply Bn and 18th Med Bn will by 2000 hours on
8 September replenish materiel reserve supplies in the
area: SUCZKI, RAKOW MALY State Farm, BORKI;

-- 18th Maintenance Bn--in the area: BZURY, ROZYNSK
WIELKI, NOWAKI is performing maintenance-servicing of
weapons and technical equipment.

- the maintenance companies in the regiments are
performing maintenance-servicing of weapons and technical
equipment.

Missile strength--carriers in the 18th Tac Missile Bn--
four (inspected).

Amount of maintenance kits and technical-operating
supplies-for three days of combat.

State of ammunition reserve supplies in the forces and
depots is in accordance with norms for echelon assignment
of mobile reserve supplies.
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Kilometer distance limit for tanks:*

r - 79th Mtz Regt--2200/2200;

- 80th Tank Regt--2800/2500;

r - 81st Tank Regt--2600/2300;

- 82nd Tank Regt--3000/2600.

r

3. Additional Information:

Strength of divisional units and subunits: Personnel--
97 percent, combat equipment- -100 percent. _ _

Attachment- -initial situation at 0600 hours on 8 September- -
map.

r

DIRECTORS OF THE EXERCISE

. * Numerator represents engines; denominator represents

tracks.
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c Scenario

r Exercise "Shield-76" for the
30th Armored Division

pl aMap 1:100,000, 1964 Edition

1. General Situation

r n1) The "West" from the middle of August has intensified
Sthe training of its forces within the framework of which

complex exercises combined with mobilization 
are being

conducted. On 26 August, movement of forces into the
border area was begun, considerably exceeding .the scale of

_ ___ the, scenariof-orexercise "Summertex--76" contained -i-n-the--
public announcement. Simultaneously, actions are secretly
being undertaken on an extensive scale to raise the combat.
readiness of the forces. Within recent days, air and sea

n reconnaissance and border control have been intensified.*

2) The "East", on 30 August, introduced a state of

increased combat readiness and, on 8 September under thepretext of exercise "Cato-76" Summer-76, began the mobilizationa
and operational deployment of the forces.

2. Specific Situation

1) The 30th Armd Div (64th Mech Regt, 65th, 66th, 67th
r Tank Regt- -actually two Tank Regts and one Mech Infantry

Bn) , which enters into the composition of the 21st Army of
the CPA on 31 August, is located in the garrisons of OSTRODA,
SZCZYTNO, BISKPIEC, OLSZTYN; part of the units are completing
training in the CZERWONY BOR training area, and, after

* return to the garrison will need 1.5-2 days to achieve full
combat readiness. All other divisional units are conducting

.- training in the garrisons.

F- * The agreed upon state border between "West" and "~East?"
runs: IJSTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW,
SZAMOTULY, west of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIBRUSZOW.
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V 2) Units and subunits are located in the garrisons:

r' - 30th Recon Bn--SZCZYTNO; the battalion jointly with
the 65th and 66th Tank Regt is completing training in
the CZERWONY BOR training area;

- 64th Mech Regt--OSTRODA;

- 65th Tank Regt--BISKUPIEC; the regiment is completing
- training in the CZERWONY BOR training area;

- 66th Tank Regt--SZCZYTNO; the regiment is completing
training in the CZERWONY BOR training area;

- 67th-Tank Regt--OLSZTYN;---- ---- ----- - -
r

- 30th Tac Missile Bn--SZCZYTNO;

- 30th Arty Regt--BISKUPIEC; 1st and 2nd Arty Bn are
completing tactical training with the 65th and 66th
Tank Regt in the CZERWONY BOR training area, all other
regimental subunits are conducting training in the
garrison;

- 30th Rkt Arty Bn--BISKUPIEC;

- 30th Command Btry of the Div Arty Chief--OLSZTYN;

^ - 30th Combat Engr Bn--OSTRODA; the battalion is
undergoing training and inspection of technical equipment.

3) Antiaircraft defense situation:

- the antiaircraft defense control point of the division
is located in the OLSZTYN garrison and is undergoing

F' division fire control training using data provided by
the 18th Combined Command Post (ORNETA).
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- 30th AA Arty Regt is located in the OLSZTYN garrison;
the regiment is undergoing training and is deploying an

F alert duty battery in the garrison firing position in
order to include the battery in fire control training
of the division;

- the Strela-1 missile complexes of the 64th Mech Regt
and the 67th Tank Regt are carrying out combat alert
duties in the garrison firing positions and are taking
part in the fire control training of the division;

- antiaircraft defense forces and means of the 65th
r and 66th Tank Regts are finishing training in the

CZERWONY BOR training area;

r' - all other antiaircraft defense forces and means are
undergoing training in the garrisons;

- 18th Combined Command Post (ORNETA) and Command Post
of the 12th National. Air Defense Corps (ROZAN) are
providing information on the air situation.

4) Communications situation:

- Command Post of the 21st Army--OLSZTYN;

- Command Post of the 30th Armd Div-OLSZTYN;

- Command Post of the 64th Mech Regt--OSTRODA;

- Command Post of the 65th Tank Regt--in the CZERWONY
BOR training area;

- Command Post of the 66th Tank Regt--in the CZERWONY
BOR training area;

- Command Post of the 67th Tank Regt--OLSZTYN;
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- Command Post of the 30th Arty Regt--BISKUPIEC;
CZERWONY BOR training area;

- Command Post of the 30th AA Arty Regt--OLSZTYN;

- Command Post of the 30th Tac Missile Bn--SZCZYTNO;F
Radio communications:

- of the Command and Staff of the 30th Armd Div with
the Commander and Staff of the 21st Army- -in radio net
No. 853 using R-140 radio set (phonic and key telegraphic
communications) and teletype radio circuit No. 854
until communicators are withdrawn from radio net No.
853;

- with the staffs of the 64th Mech Regt, 65th, 66th,
67th Tank Regt--in the radio net No. 312 of the staff
of the 30th Armd Div using the R-118 radio set (audio,
phonic, and telegraphic communications);

- with the 30th Arty Regt, 30th AA Arty Regt, 30th Tac
Missile Bn, and other divisional units--in radio net
No. 313 of the staff of the 30th Armd Div using the R-
118 radio set (audio, phonic, and telegraphic communica-
tions);

- for internal needs of the 65th and 66th Tank Regt,
situated in the CZERWONY BOR training area; communica-

- tions are deployed in accordance with the tactical
exercise plan.
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Wire communications:

- with the staff of the 21st Army- -direct telephonicr and telegraphic communications (secret and open) onwire links allotted from the state telecommunications
network of the Polish People's Republic;

r ~ - with subordinate units and subunits- -open telephonic
communications using the permanent wire communications
system of the Ministry of National Defense and on wire
links additionally established with the state telecommuni-
cations network to ensure communications with the
command Post of the 65th and 66th Tank Regt;

Military field postal communications with the staff of
-the 21st-Army -and for. di-visona---requirements--inaccordance
with standard regulations;

30th Communications Rn- -is located in the OLSZTYN
- garrison.

5) Chemical situation:

- 30th Chemical Co--is located in the SZCZYTNO garrison;
the company is replenishing materiel reserve supplies
and inspecting equipment;

- the chemical platoons in regimental areas are undergoing
training.

6) Situation of the rear services:

- ~ - 30th Supply Bn and 30th Med Rn- -are located in the
BARCZEWO garrison;
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- 30th Maintenance Bn--is located in the BARCZEWO
garrison; the battalion is taking part.in the exercise

{ .in the CZERWONY BOR training area;

- the regimental maintenance companies are taking part
in the tactical exercises.

Missile strength--carriers in the 30th Tac Missile Bn--
three (inspected).

Amount of maintenance kits, spare parts, and technical-
operating supplies--for three days of combat; state of
ammunition reserve supplies in accordance with norms
for echelon assignment.

- -- - Kilometer-distance limit- for- tanks-:-*------ - -- ---- --- -

- 64th Mech Regt--2700/2800;

r - 65th Tank Regt--3000/2500;

- 66th Tank Regt--3000/2800;

- 67th Tank Regt--2800/2500.

3. Additional Information

1) Strength of divisonal units and subunits: personnel--
80 percent; equipment from the national economy--84 percent.

2) Strength of combat equipment of units and subunits--
100 percent.

Attachment-situation at 0600 hours on 8 September--map.

DIRECTORS OF THE EXERCISE

* Numerator represents engines; denominator represents
tracks.
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Tab No. 8

r 40th Armored Division
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F Scenario
for

Exercise "Shield-76" for the
40th Armored Division

Map 1:100,000, 1964 Edition

r
1. General Situation

1) The "West" from the middle of August has intensified
the training of its forces within the framework of which
complex exercises combined with mobilization are being
conducted. On 26 August, movement of forces into the
border area was begun, considerably exceeding the scale of
the scenario for exercise "Summertex-76" contained in the
public announcement. _Simultaneously, actions are secxetly _
being undertaken on an extensive scale to raise the combat
readiness of the forces. Within recent days, air and sea
reconnaissance and border control have been intensified.*

2) The "East", on 30 August, introduced a state of
increased combat readiness and, on 8 September under the
pretext of exercise "Lato-76" [Summer-76], began the mobilizational
and operational deployment of the forces.

2. Specific Situation

1) The 40th Armd Div (49th Mtz Regt, 51st, 55th, 56th
Tank Regts--actually one Mtz Regt and two Tank Regts), which

-' enter into the composition of the 22nd Army of the Polish
Armed Forces on 31 August at wartime strength, is conducting
a tactical exercise, within the framework of which, after

-- executing a long-distance move, it assembles in the area:
north of OSTROLEKA, NOWOGROD, BARANOWO;

r.
* The agreed upon state border between "West" and "East"
runs: USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW,
SZAMOTULY, west of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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the division is replenishing materiel reserve supplies and
is performing the necessary maintenance of technical and
combat equipment; it will achieve full combat readiness by
the evening of 10 September.

2) The units (subunits) of the division are assembledr^ in the areas:

- 40th Recon Bn--BARANOWO, three kms west of GLEBA,

.. OBORCZYSKA;

- 49th Mtz Regt--GRABNIK, west of OSTROLEKA, OLSZEWKA;

r - 51st Tank Regt--GLEBA, KADZIDLO, ZAKOBIALKI;

- 55th Tank Regt--east of OSTROLEKA ROZWORY, DROGOSZEWO;
r-

- 56th Tank Regt--NASIADKI, LASKI, BRZOZOWA;

- - 40th Tac Missile Bn--JEGLIJOWIEC, OBIERWIA, DYLEWO
STARE;

- 40th Arty Regt--KADZIDLO, BRZOZOWKA, DLUGI KAT;

- 40th Rkt Arty Bn--LODZISKA, SZWENDROWY MOST, west of
DURLASY;

- 40th Command Btry of the Div Arty Chief in the
division command post area;

- 40th Combat Engr Bn- -SZAFRACZYSKA, ADAMKA, Map
Reference 112.8.

3) Antiaircraft defense situation--40th AA Arty Regt--
is defending the divisional command post in the area l0kms
north of OSTROLEKA.
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The 12th National Air Defense Corps is providing informa-
tion on the air situation.

Antiaircraft defense forces and means are carrying out
combat alert duties, are preparing themselves to repulse a

r, surprise attack from the air, and are performing tasksrelating to the engineer development of firing positions.

4) Communications situation:

The Command and Staff, in order to ensure command of
the 22nd Army and subordinate units, are using the permanent
communications system of the Ministry of National Defense of
the Polish People's Republic, and a field communications
system deployed to the extent necessary.

Communications centers:

- Command Post of the 22nd Army--SIERPC;

- Command Post of the 40th Armd Div--nine kms north of
OSTROLEKA.

Radio communications of the Commander and Staff
of the 40th Armd Div with the Commander and Staff of the
22nd Army in radio net No. 240 using R-140 radio set (audio,
telegraphic) and teletype in radio circuit No. 241 until
communicators are withdrawn from radio net No. 240.

Radio-relay and wire communications:

- with the staff of the 22nd Army--direct telephonic
and telegraphic communications (secret and open) on
wire links allotted from the state telecommunications
network of the Ministry of Communications of the Polish
People's Republic to the OSTROLEKA Garrison Communica-
tions Center;

r- TS 768153
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- with subordinate units and subunits--open telephonic
communications on their permanent system of wire communica-
tions of the Ministry of National Defense of the Polish
People's Republic and through the field wire communica-
tions system which has been deployed to the extent

r. necessary;

- for the purpose of coordinating with the 13th
Assault-Reconnaissance Aviation Division, one open
telephonic and one telegraphic link were established.

Military field postal communications with the staff of
the 22nd Army and for divisional requirements is ensured in
coordination with organs of the military field postal services
of the armed forces through the OSTROLEKA military postal
station.

The 40th Sig Bn deployed the communications center in
the area nine kms north of OSTROLEKA.

5) Chemical situation

- the 40th Chemical Company--is assembled in the area
of the Command Post of the 40th Armd Div in the forest
south of DURLASY. The division has chemical materiel

-- mobile reserve supplies for two days of combat.

6) Situation of the rear services

- 40th Supply Bn and 40th Med Bn--are replenishing
materiel reserve supplies in the area: PIANKI, MORGOWNIKI,
DOBRYLAS;

- 40th Maintenance Bn--assembled in the area: GAWRYCHY,
DLUZEWO, BUDNIKI;
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: - the maintenance companies of the regiments are
providing technical support for the operations.

Missile strength--carriers in the 40th Tac Missile Bn--
12 (inspected).

Amount of maintenance kits and technical-operating
supplies-for three days of combat.

State of ammunition reserve supplies in the forces and
depots are in accordance with norms for echelon assignment.

Kilometer distance limit for tanks:*

- 49th Mtz Regt--2700/2800;

51st Tank Regt--3000/2500;

- 55th Tank Regt--3000/2800;

- 56th Tank Regt--2800/2500.

3. Additional Information

Strength of divisional units and subunits: personnel--
' 98 percent; equipment--100 percent.

Attachment-initial situation at 0600 hours on 8
September--map.

DIRECTORS OF THE EXERCISE

r * Numerator represents engines; denominator represents
tracks.
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Scenario

r- Exercise "Shield-76" for the
50th Armored Division

Map 1:100,000, 1964 Edition

1. General Situation

r 1) The "West" from the middle of August has intensified
the training of its forces within the framework of which
complex exercises combined with mobilization are being

- conducted. On 26 August, movement of forces into the
border area was begun, considerably exceeding the scale of
the scenario for exercise "Summertex-76" contained in the

- --- pub-lic -announcement-.- Simultaneous-ly, act-ions-ar-e -secret-ly- - - -
being undertaken on an extensive scale to raise the combat
readiness of the forces. Within recent days, air and sea
reconnaissance and border control have been intensified.*

2) The "East", on 30 August, introduced a state of
increased combat readiness and, on 8 September under the
pretext of exercise "Lato-76" [Summer-76], began the mobilizational
and operational deployment of the forces.

2. Specific Situation

1) The 50th Armd Div (24th Mtz Regt, 46th, 47th and
48th Tank Regts--actually one tank regiment) since 31 August
subordinate to the 22nd Army (PAF)--is at wartime strength
and is located in garrisons at PLONSK, CIECHANOW, MAKOW
MAZOWIECKI, MLAWA, PRZASNYSZ. Units of the division are
undergoing training.

* The agreed upon state border between "West" and "East"
runs: USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW,
SZAMOTULY, west of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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! 2) Division units and subunits are located in the
following garrisons:

1 - 50th Recon Bn--MAKOW MAZOWIECKI;

r. - 24th Mtz Regt--PRZASNYSZ;

- 46th Tank Regt--MAKOW MAZOWIECKI;

- 47th Tank Regt--PLONSK;

- 48th Tank Regt-MLAWA;

- 50th Tactical Rkt Bn-CIECHANOW; inspection of rocket
carriers has been completed in the battalion;

- 50th Arty Regt-MLAWA;

-- 50th Rkt Arty Bn--MLAWA;

- 50th Hq Btry of Div Arty Chief--CIECHANOW;

- 50th Combat Engr Bn--PLONSK.

3) Antiaircraft defense situation:

* r- AA Defense Command Post of the division is located
at the CIECHANOW garrison; it is conducting fire control
training on the basis of data on the air situation

" received from the 14th Combined Command Post (5kms
north of PIASTOW) and the 12th National Air Defense
Corps Command Post (ROZAN);
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F - 50th AAA Regt is located at the CIECHANOW garrison;
the regimental command post and one alert duty battery,
deployed in an area Skms west of CIECHANOW, are participating
in divisional fire control training;

- in the tank regiment and the motorized regiment, the
r "Strela-1M" sections are performing combat alert duty

at the garrison firing positions and are participating
in fire control training.

- other remaining antiaircraft defense forces and
means are preparing for movement to firing positions in

the vicinity of the garrisons or in alert assembly

_--- --- cover -of-div-isional forces-in present areas is-being -- - -
F provided by divisional antiaircraft defense alert
' elements and forces and means of the 12th National Air

Defense Corps. The closest divisional firing positions
for the "VOLKHOV" of the 13th National Air Defense Arty
Div are: west of ZAKROCZYM, Skms south of NOWE MIASTO,
15kms southwest of PULTUSK.

4) Communications situation:

50th Armd Div units and subunits insure command by
utilizing the permanent wire communications system of the
Ministry of National Defense of the Polish People's Republic.

Communications centers:

- 22nd Army Command Post--SIERPC;

- 50th Armd Div Command Post--CIECHANOW;

- 24th Mtz Regt Command Post--PRZASNYSZ;
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- 46th Tank Regt Command Post--MAKOW MAZOWIECKI;

l - 47th Tank Regt Command Post--PLONSK;

- 48th Tank Regt Command Post--MLAWA;

- 50th AAA Regt Command Post--CIECHANOW;

- 50th Tac Rkt Bn Command Post-CIECHANOW.

Radio communications:

p - radio communications for the commander and staff of
the 50th Armd Div with the commander and staff of the

----- -22nd Army are provided in- radio-net No.-240 utilizing -
an R-140 radio set (audio, telegraphic) and in teletype
radio circuit No. 241 until communicators are withdrawn
from radio net No. 240.

- radio communications with the staffs of the 24th Mtz
Regt, 46th, 47th, and 48th Tank Regts are provided in
radio net No. 245 (audio, telegraphic) utilizing an R-
118 radio set;

- radio communications with the staffs of the 50th
Arty Regt, 50th AAA Regt, and the 50th Tac Rkt Bn are
provided in radio net No. 247 (audio, phonic, and
telegraphic) utilizing an R-125--MT radio set.

Wire communications:

-- - wire communications with the Hq of the 22nd Army are
provided by direct telegraphic and telephonic communications
(secure and open) by separate wire links from the state
telecommunications net of the Ministry of Communications
of the Polish People's Republic through the garrison
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communications centers at CIECHANOW and SIERPC;

- wire communications with divisional units and subunits
t are provided by open telephonic communications on

separate wire links from the state telecommunications
net of the Polish People's Republic through the above
listed garrison communications centers and the existing
permanent wire circuit communications system of the
Ministry of National Defense of the Polish People's
Republic.

Communications of the Military Field Post Officefl with the staff of the 22nd Army and communications
requirements of the 50th Armd Div are assured through
coordination with organs of the Military Field Postal
Service of the PAF through the CIECHANOW Military
Postal Station.

The 50th Signal Bn is located at the CIECHANOW garrison.

5) The chemical situation

The 50th Special Treatment Bn is located at PRZASNYSZ.
The division has mobile reserves of chemical materiels
for two days of combat.

6) Situation of the rear services

- - 50th Supply Bn--is located at the CIECHANOW garrison;

- 50th Medical Bn--is located at the MLAWA garrison;

- 50th Maint Bn--is located at the CIECHANOW garrison;

- maintenance companies in the regiments are performing
servicing and maintenance tasks on armaments and technical
equipment.
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- Number of rockets--carriers in the 50th Tac Rkt Bn--
3 (ready) .

t Amount of repair kits and technical-operating materiels
on hand--for three days of combat.

I Amount of ammunition on hand is in accordance with
echelon requirements for mobile reserves.

Tank operation-distance limits in kilometers:*

- 24th Mtz Regt--2400/2200;

- 46th Tank Regt--2800/2500;

-- 47th Tank Regt--2600/-2300; ---

- 48th Tank Regt--3000/2600.

3. Additional Data

Divisional units and subunits are at 100 percent person- ';
nel and equipment strength.

-. Annex: Situation report 0600 on 8 September-map.

EXERCISE DIRECTORS

* Numerator refers to engines; denominator refers to tracks.
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" Tab No. 10

l
12th Assault-Reconnaissance Aviation Division
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Scenario
to r

Exercise "Shield-76" for the
12th Assault-Reconnaissance Aviation Division

Map 1:100,000, 1964 Edition

r 1. General Situation

1) The "West" from the middle of August has intensified
the training of its forces within the framework of which
complex exercises combined with mobilization are being
conducted. On 26 August, movement of forces into the
border area was begun, considerably exceeding the scale of
the scenario for exercise "Summertex-76" contained in the
public-announcement:---Simultaneously, actions are secretly
being undertaken on an extensive scale to raise the combat
readiness of the forces. Within recent days, air and sea
reconnaissance and border control have been intensified.*

2) The "East", on 30 August, introduced a state of
increased combat readiness and, on 8 September under the
pretext of exercise "Lato-76" [Summer-76], began the mobilization
and operational deployment of the forces.

2. Specific Situation

1) The 12th Assault-Recon Avn Div (16th and 55th
Fighter-Assault Avn Regts, and 31st Tac Recon Avn Regt--
actually the 13th Fighter-Bomber Avn Regt and the 31st Tac
Recon Avn Regt)--at wartime strength; as of daylight 6
September (division staff, fighter-assault aviation regiments,
and the 3rd squadron of the 31st Tac Recon Avn Regt); will
participate in a joint tactical exercise with the 18th Armd
Div (CPA):

r

* The agreed upon state border between "West" and "East"
runs: USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW,
SZAMOTULY, west of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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- the 16th and 55th Fighter Assault Avn Regts are
performing combat alert duty in the unified system of
the National Air Defense Forces; each regiment has a
flight of Lim-6 aircraft in readiness No. 2;

r - 31st Tac Recon Avn Regt (less the 3rd sqdn) is
conducting radioelectronic reconnaissance.

2) Control organs of ground attack-reconnaissance
aviation ("CDB" (possibly: Bombardment Control Center] of
the Air Army), ("PNWC" [probably: an element in the close
air support system working with the ground forces]) are
located at the division base area and are prepared to depart
and deploy.

3) Divisional and regimental chemical subunits are
located at unit base areas. The 24th Air Army Contamination
Evaluation-Analysis Station is located at the GOSTYNIN

r- garrison; prior to 0100 on 9 September it will deploy in the
area of the 24th Air Army Command Post.

r- The 24th Air Army staff is at GOSTYNIN; prior to 0100
on 9 September it will deploy to an area 5kms north of
ALEKSANDRQW KUJAWSKI.

Attachments:

1. Combat Organization and Bases of the 12th Assault-
Recon Avn Div
2. Characteristics of the Airfield Network of the
12th Assault-Recon Avn Div

- 3. Communications Situation in the 12th Assault-
Recon Avn Div
4. Situation Report, 0600 on 8 September--map.
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- 2 ! 3 - Chart No. 34

( Attachent No. 2 (Tab No. 10)

hLracteristics of the Airfield Network of the 12th Assault-Recon Avn Div

Air- Airfield Chasrteristics fLel Peservese unit Based Notes
fields Designation of Airfields (in tons) (or using the airfield)

SLlWIE 2 Tnproved runway for takeoff 6 15 16th Fighter Assault
larding, 2200xS meters: 40 - Avn Regt
earth enhanignents (3 dispeesal
areas, 2.6-3kas fron the rasay)

IYD(SZCZ 1 Improved rurway for takeoff 6 220 55th- Fighter Assault
landing, 250xs meters; 40 - Avn Regit
cotcrete shelters (3 dispersal
areas, 2-3kms fran the rwesay)

(RUDZIADZ . 1 Iproved rntaay for takeoff 6 pipeline systen 31st Tac Recon Avn Regt
landing, 2600x60 aeters; 24
oncrete shelters (3 dispersal
areas, 2.5-3kmas fros the rnay)

S0KAMIEN KRAJEWSIl 2 Itproved rnwsay for takeoff b 100 16th Fighter Assault
larding, 2400x60 meters; 24 - Avn Regt
concrete shelters (3 dispersal
areas, 2-2.5 les fray the rursy)

- - - -- -CYIA - 2 -- Improved rausy for- takeoff b- - -- 250---- -- -~ 55th Fighter Assault
larding, 2200x45 meters; 36 10 Avn Regt
concrete shelters (3 dispersal
areas, 2.3-3.5 kms Frn the
rurwy)

PIIA 1 Improved nmsay for takeoff 6 200 31st Tac Recon Avn Regt
r - larding. 2600x60 meters; 40 20

corerete shelters (3 dispersal
areas, 2.2-7.6 lens hrn the run-
way)

DOLL-ZERSK Sector eastlest of CZRSK- 16th Fighter Assault _ DOLAirfield Hgtw y
W hJNIZEX, appfroxmately Avn Regt Sector
2600 metes in length

00,-WYRZYSK Sector west of WYRZYSK-mBORKA 55th Fighter Assault
WIEUCA, approximately 2800 meters Avn fegt
in length

* nunerator refers to
kerosene;
denminstor refers to
aviation gasoline

-
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Attachment No. 3

r (Tab No. 10)

Communications Situation in the 12th
Assault-Recon Avn Div

The 12th Assault-Recon Avn Div utilizes the permanent
communications system for command and coordination.

I 1) Communications centers:

- Command Post, 24th Air Army--GOSTYNIN;

- Command Post, 12th Assault-Recon Avn Div--GRUDZIADZ;

- Command Post, 31st Tac-Recon Avn Regt--GRUDZIADZ;

- Command Post, 16th Fighter Assault Avn Regt--SLIWICE;

- Command Post, 55th Fighter Assault Avn Regt--
BYDGOSZCZ.

2) Communications organization:

a) Radio communications:

- Ground control, coordination, and alert notification
are provided in the radio net and radio circuit

-. in accordance with the permanent radio communications
organization;
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r - air control is assured in radio nets: takeoffs,
landings, overflights and guidance of aviation regiments
and air air coordination and radio direction finding;

- command and coordination communications of the 12th
Assault-Recon Avn Div regiments, which perform combat
alert duties in the National Air Defense system, are
assured by including these regiments' radio sets in the
aviation command radio nets belonging to the 12th
National Air Defense Corps Combined Command Posts;

b) Wire communications during the period of the tactical
C' exercise of the 12th Assault-Recon Avn Div with the

18th Armd Div (CPA) is further augmented by hook-up
links as follows:

- 24th Air Army--12th Assault-Recon Aviation Div--one
secure telephonic link and one open telephonic and
telegraphic link each;

- 12th Assault-Recon Avn Div--18th Armd Div--one open
telephonic and telegraphic link.

3) Military Field Postal Service Communications with
the 24th Air Army Hq and 12th Assault-Recon Avn Div requirements
are assured by coordination organs of the Military Field
Postal Service through the GRUDZIADZ Military Postal Station.
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Tab No. 11

r, 14th Fighter Aviation Division
r

r

r ___

--K -
K-.
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Scenario
for

Exercise "Shield-76" for the
f for the 14th Fighter Aviation Division

Map 1:500,000, 1964 Edition

r
1. General Situation

r' 1) The "West" from the middle of August has intensified
the training of its forces within the framework of which
complex exercises combined with mobilization are being
conducted. On 26 August, movement of forces into the
border area was begun, considerably exceeding the scale of
the scenario for exercise "Summertex-76" contained in the

-- public announcement. Simultaneously,actions are secretly-
being undertaken on an extensive scale to raise the combat
readiness of the forces. Within recent days, air and sea
reconnaissance and border control have been intensified.*

2) The "East", on 30 August, introduced a state of
increased combat readiness and, on 8 September under the
pretext of exercise "Lato-76" [Summer-76], began the mobilizational
and operational deployment of the forces.

2. Specific Situation

1) The 14th Fighter Avn Div (12th, 19th Fighter Avn
Regts (PAF), and the 25th Fighter Avn Regt (SA)--actually
the 19th and 25th Fighter Avn Regts) is at wartime strength;
upon completion of the tactical air exercise, it will
replenish supplies of materiel and inspect its combat-
technical equipment;

* The agreed upon state border between "West" and "East"
runs: USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW,
SZAMOTULY, west of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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r. - the 12th and 19th Fighter Aviation Regiments are on
combat alert duty in the unified system of the National
Air Defense Forces; each regiment has one squadron of
aircraft in readiness No. 2 and within these squadrons
there is a pair of aircraft in readiness No. 1;

r - the 25th Fighter Aviation Regt (SA), within the
framework of the tactical air exercise, was transferred
to a base in the territory of the Polish People's
Republic on 4 September, and upon resumption of its
combat readiness will perform overflights of the area;
on 9 September it will begin combat alert duties within
the unified system of the National Air Defense Forces
with a schedule like that of the 12th and 19th Fighter
Avn Regts;

- second echelon support units of the 25th Fighter Avn
Regt will arrive in the basing area prior to 1500 on 8
September.

2) Command organs of Fighter Aviation ("CDB" [possibly:
Bombardment Control Center] of Fighter Aviation of the Air
Army), ("PNWC" [probably: an element in the close air
support system working with the ground forces]) are located
in the divisional base area in readiness for departure and

.- deployment.

3) Divisional and regimental chemical subunits are
located in unit base areas. The 24th Air Army Contamination
Evaluation-Analysis Station is located at the GOSTYNIN
garrison; it will deploy to the area of the 24th Air Army
Command Post prior to 0100 on 9 September.
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r - 24th Air Army Hq is at GOSTYNIN; prior to 0100
on 9 September it will deploy to an area Skms north of

r ALEKSANDROW KUJAWSKI.

Attachments:

1. Combat Organization and Bases of the 14th Fighter
Avn Div
2. Characteristics of the Airfield Network of the
14th Fighter Avn Div
3. Communications Situation in the 14th Fighter Avn
Div
4. Situation Report, 0600 on 8 September--map.

EXERCISE DIRECTORS
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tatriisit-N57-CTab o. 11)
Chart No. 35

F- Combat Organization and Bases of the 14th righter Avn Div

Crews

Unit (or Rq) Airfields at Aircraft
eDesignation which Based Braekdown

Nuclear
Type Number Total 1st Class 2rd Class 3rtd Class

Hq, 14th Fighter
Avn Div BARCIN - - - - --

12th Fighter Avn Lim-SP 24 24 43 28 10 5
Regit EBRZEZNO Mig-

2
1 12 -

19th Fighter Avn ig-21 24 24 44 29 11 4
Regt BARCD4 - im-SP 12 -

25th Fighter Avn
Regt GHODECZ Mig-21 36 36 48 31 11 6

-lOWAL 108 84 135 8E 32 15

NOE: Namrical
designtion of sup-
porting subunits is
analogous to units
being supported

r "*
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Attachment No. 2 (Tab No. 11)
Chart No. 36

Chareteristice of the Airfield Network of the 14th Fighter Avn Div

r-5
Airfields Airfield Designation Chracteristics of TFuel Reserves* Unit Basd Notes

r . Airfields . (in tons) (or using the airfield)

- WABRIFN3 1 Improved na.oay for takeoff E Pipeline systen 12th Fighter Av Refgt
larding, 2500x60 meters; 40
concrete shelters (3 dispereal
-reas, 2-3kos fro the ruwoay) -

lARCIN 1 Impeoved runway for takeoff E 130 19th Fighter Ave Regt
arsfg, 2800xB0 meters; 40

concrete sheltern (3 disperal
areas, 2.5-3 kms fhm the runmy)

CHODECZ 1 Itproved anway for takeoff E 75 25th Fighter Ave Regt
larding, 2200x60 meters; 40 -
concrete shelters (3 dispersal
areas. 2-3kms frm the runway)

.W.. . ..... _ ... 2 Improvedr y for takeoff-E - - _-20'--- 12th Fightee ~vi Reft - - - -

larding, 2100x40 meters; 40 -
earth eanloknents (3 dispersal
areas, 1.5-2 kms from the reusay)

CEDZIEZ 2 Improved runway far takeoff 6 80 19th Fighter Avn Regt
landing 2400x60 meters; 40 -
earth embankmnts (3 dispersal
area, 1.5-2.Ska fTrc the ranway)

TR1D1ES7ND 2 Dirt runway for takeoff E landing 80 25th Fighter Avn Regt
1800x50 meteres; 24 earth eibank- 300
ments (2 dispersal areas, 1.5-2
- s frm the uemy)

DOt.-LIFNICA Bams north of GWIJB-DOBRZYNO 12th Fighter Avn Regt DO1aAirfield Highway
S sector LIICA-ROCXI, approm Sector

- 3500 meters in length

DOlIdJRCZYN 7 kms northeast of 2NI; sector 19th Fighter Av Regit
.MURLZYN-lABISZYN; approx.

3000 meters in length

D1-UJBIDI (03UAMkI 20kms west of GOSYNIN; sector 25th Fighter Ave Reg!
lBID KUt.-ITOtROW, approx.

3500 maters in length

* nurator refers to
kerosene;
dermninetor refers to
aviation gasoline
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Attachment No. 3

r
(Tab No. 11)

r
Communications Situation in the

14th Fighter Avn Div

The 14th Fighter Avn Div utilizes the permanent
communications system for command and coordination.

1) Communications centers:

- Command Post, 24th Air Army--GOSTYNIN;

- Command Post, 14th Fighter Avn Div--BARCIN;

- Command Post, 19th Fighter Avn Regt--BARCIN;

- 12th Fighter Avn Regt--WEBRZEZNO;

- 25th Fighter Avn Regt--CHODECZ.

2) Communications organization:

a) Radio communications:

- ground control, coordination, and alert notification
are provided in the radio net and radio circuit--in
accordance with the permanent radio communications
organization;

- air control is assured in radio nets: takeoffs,
landings, overflights, and guidance of aviation regiments,
and air coordination and radio direction finding;
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...

- command and coordination communications of the 14th
Fighter Avn Div regiments, which is performing combat
alert duties in the National Air Defense system, are
assured by inclusion of these regiments' radio sets in
the aviation command radio nets belonging to the 12th
National Air Defense Corps Combined Command Posts;

b) Wire communications:

- coordination of 14th Fighter Avn Div regiments with
the 12th National Air Defense Corps Combined Command
Post is assured within the framework of the existing
communications system of the air force and the National
Air Defense Forces;

"- - -Tontol of subordinate units- is assured throngh-the
permanent communications system.

3) Military Field Postal Service communications
with the 24th Air Army Hq and 14th Fighter Aviation Division
requirements are assured by coordination with organs of the
Military Field Postal Service through the BARCIN Military
Postal Station.
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Tab No. 12

r
' 37th Fighter-Bomber Aviation Division

r

r

r
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Scenario

ro

Exercise "Shield-76" for the
37th Fighter-Bomber Aviation Division

Map 1:200,000: 1964 Edition-

1. General Situation

1) The "West" from the middle of August has intensified
the training of its forces within the framework of which
complex exercises combined with mobilization are being
conducted. On 26 August, movement of forces into the
border area was begun, considerably exceeding the scale of
the scenario for exercise "Summertex-76" contained in the
public announcemen-t-. Simultaneouisly, actions -are-s-eretly
being undertaken on an extensive scale to raise the combat
readiness of the forces. Within recent days, air and sea
reconnaissance and border control have been intensified.*

2) The "East", on 30 August, introduced a state of
- increased combat readiness and, on 8 September under the

pretext of exercise "Lato-76" [Summer-76], began the mobilizationa
and operational deployment of the forces.

2. Specific Situation

1) The 37th Fighter-Bomber Avn Div (39th, 41st Fighter-
Avn Regts (CPA), and the 15th Fighter-Bomber Avn Regt (NPA)
is at wartime strength and in the framework of the tactical
air exercise was rebased in the territory of the Polish
People's Republic on 6 September; it will carryout over-
flights of the area and conduct inspections of technical and
combat materiel.

* The agreed upon state border between 'West" and"Ea
runs: USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZsRNKOW,f
SZAMOTULY, west of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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Each fighter-bomber aviation regiment has one flight of
Su-7B aircraft prepared for carrying special bombs in suspended
position. Second echelon support subunits of the division's
regiments will occupy their unit air bases on the evening of
8 September.

2) Fighter-Bomber Aviation command organs ("CDB"'
[possibly: Bombardment Control Center] of the Air Army),
("PNWC" [probably: an element in the close air support
system working with the ground forces]) are located in the
divisional base area. By the end of the day, they will be
prepared for departure and deployment.

3) Divisional and regimental chemical subunits will
occupy their unit_ air bases on the evening__of 8 September.
The 24th Air Army Contamination Evaluation Analysis Section
at GOSTYNIN will deploy to the area of the 24th Air Army
Command Post by 0100 on 9 September.

The 24th Air Army Hq is at GOSTYNIN; it will deploy by
0100 on 9 September to an area 5kins north of ALEKSANDROW

- KUJAWSKI.

Attachments:

1. Combat Organization and Bases of the 37th Fighter-
Bomber Avn Div
2. Characteristics of the Airfield Network of the
37th Fighter-Bomber Avn Div
3. Communications Situation in the 37th Fighter-
Bomber Avn Div

- 4. Situation Report, 0600 on 8 September--map.

EXERCISE DIRECTORS
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(Tab No. 12)
- Chart No. 37

O-zmbat Organization and Bases of the 37th Fighter-Benber Avn Div.

Unit AirfieldCrw -
(or Hg) at which AircTft

Designation Based--'Baow

ea

Type Numzber Tota 1st Class 2nd Clans 3rdi Class

Hq, 37thi Fighter-
Bcnber Avn Div WBICZ - - - - -

15th Fighter-Bcnber
- . AvnRegt-- -.-- - -- --- RADZIF3OW ----- ----Su-7B--- -- -36--- -+-36-----------4 - 38 --- 8-~ ----

39th righter-.Bcnber-
Avn Regt tIJBtC Su-7B 36 36 46 32 9 5

41st Fighter-Bczber
. Avn Regt PLOCK Fu-78 36 36 46 33 8 5

TAL108 108 140 103 25 12

* NOIE: Nunerical
designation of support-
ing Subunite iB anal-
ogous to units being.
supported. ________________ _________________ ___________
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- Attachment No. 2 (Tab No. 12)

a rt No. 30

COremateriatios of the Airfield Netwrk of the 37th Fighter-BkmerT' Avn Div

Airfielde Airfield Designation Ca recteristics of Airfields Fuel Reserves* - Uit Based Notes
..... (in tone) (or using the airfield

RADZIFJOW 1 Toproved ruuay for takeoff 5 100 15th Fighter-BSsber
]anding 2s00x60 meters; 40 ' 2 Avn Regit
omcrete sheltere (3 dispersal
aeas, 2-3kms frsn the nnay)

W~BICZ 1 ruroednny for takeoff 6 100 39th Fighter-eb®er
- 5laning, 2700x65 neters; 35 20 Avn Regtconmete shelters (3 diepersal

areas, 2-2.5 las from the n-
way)

PIDOC 1 Iziproved rosay for takeoff 6 Pipeline systea 41st Fighter-B5saer
- landing. 2600x80 meters; 40 Avn Regt

Conowete shelters (3 dispersal
areas, 2-3kmo fre the runny)

SIKI 2 I wproved ruey far takeoff C 200 15th righter-6ober
landing, 2400xl 0 seter's 40 - Avn Regt... _ ..- -- - - -_ _- corete shelters (3 dispersal -- _ __ __
area)

ALtuDil llWAhin 2 Ilaproved nney for takeoff C 75 39th Fighter-Beri
landing, 2400x60 meters; 24 Avn Regt

S- elnanente
- U~gC IQ1JA)67 2 taprvel ruesey for takeoff i 225 41slt Fighter-Rerber

landing, 2200x0 meters; 24 - Avn Reft
acete shelters (2 dispersal

areas)

* runsatr refers to
kerseene;
daninator refore t-
aviation gasoline

e.-
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Attachment No. 3

r (Tab No. 12)

Communications Situation in the
37th Fighter-Bomber Aviation Regt

The 37th Fighter-Bomber Avn Regt utilizes the permanent
communications system for command and coordination.

1) Communications centers:

- Command Post, 24th Air Army--GOSTYNIN;
p'-

- Command Posts, 37th Fighter-Bomber Avn Div and 39th
Fighter-Bomber Avn Regt--LUBICZ;

- Command Post, 15th Fighter-Bomber Avn Regt-RADZIEJOW;

- Command Post, 41st Fighter-Bomber Avn Regt--PLOCK.

2) Communications organization

a) Radio communications:

- ground control, coordination and alert notification
are assured in the radio net and radio circuit--in
accordance with the permanent radio communications
organization;

- air control is assured in radio nets: takeoffs,
landings, overflights, and guidance of air regiments,
and air coordination and radio direction finding.
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b) wire communications with higher Hq and within .the
division and regiments is assured in the framework of-
the permanent air force system.

In order to maintain communications of the 37th Fighter-
Bomber Avn Div with the national authorities the following
are provided:

- between the Division Command Post and Air Force Hq
-' and the (CPA) National Air Defense Hq- -one secure and

* open direct telephonic link each;

r- - between the 15th Fighter-Bomber Avn Regt Command
* Post and the Air Force Hq and the (NPA) National Air

Defense Hq--one open telephonic link.

- 3) Military Field Postal Service communications.
with the 24th Air Army Hq and 37th Fighter-Bomber Avn Div
requirements are assured by coordination with organs of the
Military Field Postal Service through the LUBICZ Military
Postal Station.
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Scenario
for-

Exercise "Shield-76"
for the 12th National Air Defense Corps

Map 1:500,000; 1964 Edition

r
1. Military-Political Situation

By the second half of 1976 the aggressive policy of
pressure and military blackmail conducted by the NATO
governments has produced an enormous increase in international
tension. Since this policy has not produced the desired
results, the "West" may opt in the immediate future to
resolve the-situation militarily. -_ _. __

1) The "West", from the middle of August, has intensified
the training of the armed forces, within the framework of
which numerous complex maneuvers have been conducted including
mobilization. On 26 August, troop movements were begun to
the border zone which significantly exceeded the scale of
the scenario in published information about being implemented
on an extensive scale to raise the combat readiness of the
ground, air, and naval forces in order to convert the armed
forces from a peacetime to a wartime status. In recent

' days, air and naval reconnaissance have intensified and
border controls have increased.*

2) The "East" will undertake broad initiatives in
order to resolve outstanding problems by means of negotiations.
Simultaneously, it will reinforce its defensive capabilities
in response to the growing threat. On 30 August, a state

* The agreed upon state border between "West" and "East"
runs: USTKA, SLUPSK, CZLUCHOW, ZLOTOW, PILA, CZARNKOW,
MOTULY, West of POZNAN, SRODA, KALISZ, WIERUSZOW.
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of increased combat readiness was introduced and on 8
September under the pretext of exercise "LATO [Summer]-76"

C -' mobilizational and operational deployment of the forces was
begun. On 31 August, the Command and Staff of the Northern
Front were formed from elements of the Central Institutions
of the Ministry of National Defense, and the Commands and
Staffs of the 22nd and 27th Armies and the 24th Air Army
were formed from elements of the Pomeranian Military District,
Silesian Military District, and Air Force, respectively.
Part of the forces of the 24th Air Army, Front Antiaircraft
Defense Troops, and the 12th National AirDeense Corps will
perform combat alert duty within the general National Air
Defense system.

2. Specific Situation (0600 Hours--8 September)-

1) The Northern Front forces are located at their
permanent stations, a part of them in assembly areas, and

-. some in training areas. The Hq of the Northern Front is in
WARSAW; by 0100 on 9 September it will deploy to an area
south of TORUN.

The Northern Front includes:

- 21st Army (CPA), actively participating:

-- 15th, 22nd, 23rd Mtzd Divs;

-- 18th Armd Div (CPA);

-- 30th Armd Div (PAF), actively participating;

-- 21st Army Operational Tactical Rkt Bde;

-- 21st Army Arty Gun Bde;

-- 21st AA Rkt Regt.
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V Hq of the 21st Army is in OLSZTYN; by 0100, it will deploy
to an area north of SEPOLNO KRAJENSKIE;

- 22nd Army (PAF), actively participating:

r -- 14th Mech Div, actively participating;

-- 34th, 35th Mech Divs;

-- 40th Armd Div (NPA);

-- 50th Tank Div (SA), actively participating;

-- 12th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde;

- -- 16th-Army Arty Gun Bde;------ ------------ - -

-- 85th AA Rkt Regt.

Hq of the 22nd Army is at SIERPC; by 0100 on 9 September it
will deploy to the area of WITKOWO;

~ - 27th Army (PAF):

-- 52nd, 53rd, Mech Divs;

-- 20th, 54th Armd Divs;

-- 64th Army Op-Tac Rkt Bde;

-- 27th Army Arty Gun Bde;

-- 27th AA Rkt Regt.

Hq of the 27th Army is at LEGIONOWO; by 0100 on 9 September
it will deploy to an area northwest of UNIEJOW;

- 25th Army (SA)

-- 33rd, 39th Mtzd Divs;

-- 29th, 36th Tank Divs.
P- T TS 768153
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The Army is located in the USSR preparing for the
tactical exercises, within the framework of which by 2400 on
12 September it will concentrate in the area: ORZYSZ,
LOMZA, WYSOKIE MAZOWIECKIE, AUGUSTOW;

Tactical large units subordinate to the Front:

-- 26th Mech Div;

-- 31st Reserve Mech Div;

-- 16th Abn Div (four abn bns);

-- 13th Op-Tac Rkt Bde;

-- 11th Front Arty Gun Bde;

-- 71st AA Rkt Bde.

24th Air Army (PAF), actively participating:

- -- 12th Assault-Recon Avn Div, actively participating
(16th, 55th Fighter Assault Avn Regts, 31st Tac Recon
Avn Regt--actually the 13th Fighter-Bomber Avn Regt and
the 31st Tac Recon Avn Regt);

-- 13th Assault Recon Avn Div (18th, 50th Fighter
Assault Avn Regts, 42nd Tac Recon Avn Regt);

-- 37th Fighter-Bomber Avn Div (CPA), actively parti-
cipating [39th, 41st Fighter-Bomber Avn Regts (CPA) and

-- the 15th Fighter-Bomber Avn Regt (NPA)];

-- 14th Fighter Avn Div actively participating [12th,
19th, and 25th Fighter Avn Regts (SA)--actually the
19th and 25th Fighter Avn Regts];
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S-- 17th Op-Recon Avn Bde;

-- 13th Fighter-Bomber Avn Regt;

-- 23rd Transport Avn Regt;

-- 59th Armed Helicopter Avn Regt;

-- 47th Transport Helicopter Regt;

S-- 45th Fire Support Helicopter Regt;

S-- 42nd Radioelectronic Jamming Sqdn.

All fighter aviation .and fighter-ground attack
aviation regiments are on combat alert duty in the National
Air Defense system. The fighter aviation regiments each
have one squadron in readiness No. 2, and each of these

- squadrons have a pair of aircraft in readiness No. 1. The
remainder of the regimental forces are in readiness No. 3.
The fighter-ground attack aviation regiments each have a
flight of aircraft in readiness No. 2, and the remainder in
readiness No. 3. The 25th Fighter Avn Regt (SA) will begin
alert duties at daybreak on 9 September.

The Hq of the 24th Air Army is at GOSTYNIN; by 0100 it
will deploy to an area north of ALEKSANDROW KUJAWSKI.

r- 2) The commander of the 12th National Air Defense
Corps is responsible for the antiaircraft defense of troops
and facilities of the rear of the Northern Front--until the
time the antiaircraft defense system is organied--employing
organic forces and means and those alert duty forces and
means of the antiaircraft defense forces that operate within
the unified National Air Defense system as well as the
assigned forces of the 24th Air Army.
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The Commander of the Northern Front is responsible for
National Air Defense in the Front area upon reorganization
of the antiaircraft defense torces system. In connectionF with this, to achieve coordination between the forces and
means of Front antiaircraft defense and the forces and means
of the 12thT National Air Defense Corps within the Northern
Front antiaircraft defense system:

- an operational group of the 12th National Air Defense
Corps is assigned to the Antiaircraft Defense Coordination
Center of the Northern Front;

- representatives of the 12th National Air Defense
Corps Combined Command Post are assigned to the correspondin
antiaircraft defense coordination centers of the armies.

3) The 12th National Air Defense Corps includes:

- 13th Arty Div and 14th Arty Bde (each with eight
"VOLKHOV" and four "NEVA" rocket artillery fire battalions);

- 89th Arty Regt (four "DVINA" rocket artillery fire
battalions);

11th, 38th, 44th, 72nd Fighter Assault Aviation

. Regts ;

- 12th Radiotechnical Bde -- 14th and 18th Radiotechnical
Bns (each with four

companies);

-- 31st and 41st Radiotechnical Bns (each with five
r- companies);
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- 13th Radioelectronic Jamming Regt;

- 24th Radar [or radio] Recon Bn.

The Corps operates within the National Air Defense
system in cooperation with the antiaircraft defense forces
and means of the various branches of the armed forces and
defends the corps defense area paying particular attention
to the regrouping of organic and allied operational forces,
flights by Soviet long-range and transport aviation, and
combat operations of the navy.

The Central Command Post of the National Air Defense
Forces Command is at PIASECZNO.

----- -- The-Command Post of- the l2th--Nat-ional--Air-Defense Corps --
is at ROZAN.

The Alternate Command Post of the 12th National Air
- Defense Corps is at MLAWA.

The 14th Combined Command Post is at BABICE.

The 18th Combined Command Post is at ORNETA.

-, The 31st Combined Command Post is at WLADYSLAWOWO.

The 41st Combined Command Post is at JANOWIEC.

An Alternate Combined Command Post is at BABKI.

12th National Air Defense Corps Airfield Situation:

See Chart No. 39--Page 298a.
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No. 39

Amount of fuel allocated to [Warsaw

Fighter Airfield Pact] Ccxnbined Amed Forces Comand
Aviation at airfield
Regitinent

Base Alternate Base Alternate

11th PWNSK MINSK MAZOWIECKI 100 tons

38th LEBORK BABIE DOLY

44th ORNETA NIDZICA 120 tons

72nd JANOWIEC BRZESC KUJAWSKI 125 tons

L
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In addition, the following airfields are located in the
12th National Air Defense Corps area and are available for
utilization as authorized by the Commander of the National
Air Defense Forces:

SLUPSK,ZLOTOW (120 tons fuel--Combined Armed Forces Command);
PRZASNYSI,
ALEKSANDROW KUJAWSKI (75 tons fuel--Combined Armed
Forces Command);

- GOSTYNIN (120 tons fuel--Combined Armed Forces Command);
NOWE MIASTO LUBAWSKIE (pipeline system);
SZYMANY (250 tons fuel--Combined Armed Forces Command);
JANIKOWO.

The above reported fuel reserves can be requisitioned
by the 12th National Air Defense Corps through coordination
with the Commander of the 24th Air Army.

4) The communications system of the 12th National Air
Defense Corps operates in accordance with the requirements
of constant combat readiness. The link will be activated by

"- special codeword as indicated in separate plans; the links
* will also include the alternate airfields.

The links will remain tied in to the command system of
the National Air Defense Corps for coordination with the
Antiaircraft Defense Coordination Center of the Front; the

- following links are available to the Antiaircraft Fetense
Coordination Center:

- telephonic (secure)
- telephonic and telegraphic (open)
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r It is also anticipated that telephonic links will be
maintained between the 12th National Air Defense Corps
Combined Command Posts that are located in the operations
areas of the first echelon armies and the Antiaircraft
Defense Coordination Centers of those armies as follows:

- 31st Combined Command Post with the Antiaircraft
Defense Coordination Centers of the 21st and 23rd

r. Armies (one link each);

- 41st Combined Command Post with the Antiaircraft
Defense Coordination Centers of the 22nd and 27th
Armies (one link each).

5) The _equipping and manning of units of the_ 12th
National Air Defense Corps will be in accordance with wartime
tables.

Attachments:

1. Information Situation

(" 2. Situation Report, 0600 8 September--map.

EXERCISE DIRECTORS
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Enemy Situation

t Attachment No. 1

(Tab No. 13)

From mid-August 1976, a sharp increase in the intensity
r- of combat training of NATO forces has taken place in parallel

with growing international tension.

The principal training effort, under way since 26
August 1976, is a strategic-operational exercise with troops
under the cryptonym SUMMERTEX-76 that is being conducted
simultaneously with an exercise .of higher-le vel political-
military organs under the cryptonym PRIME-RATE 76. The
activities actually carried out in the course of this training,
which have included problems involving successive steps in
increasing the defense readiness of these nations, have
exceeded the scope of actions announced in previously published
official communiques pertaining to the exercises now taking
place.

The theme of exercise SUMMERTEX-76 is the transition of
the armed forces, the civilian administrations and the
economies of NATO countries from a peacetime to a wartime
state in the context of an aggravated international situation,
and the planning, organization and conduct of a strategic

-' defensive operation in the initial period of a conventional
war; then, with the selective use of nuclear weapons, the
transition to offensive operations under circumstances in

- which there is general utilization of mass destruction
weapons.

An exercise preliminary to exercise SUMMERTEX-76 began
on 26 August, involving the following:
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t. - At 0300 on 26 August a state of "war danger" was
introduced;

F - The NATO countries and their armed forces were
changing secretly from a peacetime to a wartime state
by carrying out the mobilizational deployment of the
armed forces and the transfer of reinforcing forces to
the Federal Republic of Germany.* In the Federal Republic
of Germany, the mobilization was begun in the course of

r Territorial Defense Force exercises which preceded
exercise SUMMERTEX-76; in the United States, Canada,
and Great Britain, at the moment the exercise began;
and in the Netherlands, Belgium, and Denmark, on 1
September;

--- =The deployment of a-network of- field command--and -

r communications posts and the implementation plans for
the employment of conventional forces and nuclear
weapons have been set in motion;

- The emplacement of a system of nuclear barriers in
the border zone and on selected approaches to the ODER
has been started;

- From 31 August to 7 September assigned air force
units have been assembled and during the period from 3
to 6 September the deployment of technical means and of
air force and air defense command organs was carried
out;

* The initiation of the transfer of forces of the
United States strategic reserve to the FRG is an
indication of the scale of the exercise, in which only
the shift of double-based forces had been anticipated.
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- On 7 September the NATO Command began the takeover
of control of the .combined armed forces and the de-
ployment of assigned units in the forward defense area
security zone;

- At 13 hours on 7 September a "standard alert" was
declared;

- On 7 September the regrouping of staffs to the
exercise area and the readying of tactical large units
for deployment on anticipated operational axes was
begun.

The projection for the first stage of the principal
exercise, which is to begin on 9 September and continue

- -until 14 -September, is the completion-of- the transfer -to the
Federal Republic of Germany of double-based forces and of
the United States strategic reserve, and of reinforcing
troops from Canada, Great Britain, the Netherlands, and
Belgium; by 10 September the operational deployment of
ground forces is to be completed. The program of the first
stage of the principal exercise calls for the initiation of

- combat activities on 12 September.

In the course of developments that have taken place
thus far in exercise SUMMERTEX-76, an increase of tension in
the European political-military situation has resulted from
the implementation of mobilization, from the initiation of
troop movements to the Federal Republic of Germany, and from
the withdrawal of a portion of tactical large units from
their permanent deployment areas and their movement to the
border zone, coupled with the simultaneous deployment of,a

- field system of command and communications.
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The actual positions of the enemy forces as of 0600 on
8 September 1976 is given in the "Identifier" [Enemy Order
of Battle].

Additional Data:

The mobilization exercises conducted in the 13th, 14th,
15th, 16th, and 18th Defense Commands in the Federal Republic

-- of Germany should have been completed on 26 September 1976.
Tactical large units formed during these exercises were not
dismissed, but were incorporated into the troops taking part
in the SUMMERTEX-76 exercises.

During the early days of August, in addition to informa-
tion on the subject of exercise-SUMMERTEX-76, reports
appeared in the Western press about the alleged equipping of
a United States strategic air force experimental unit with
winged "air-to-ground" class projectiles of the "Cruise

-Missile" type.

Identifier [Enemy Order of Battle]: See Chart No. 5--Page
53a.
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Map No. 1 Appears Here.
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Actual Course of Operations at the BIEDRUS
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Legend to Map No. 1

(1) Actual Course of Operations at the BIEDRUSKO Training
Area in Exercise "Shiel -76".

(2) Topic: "Organization and Conduct of a Defensive Battle
in Order to Repel an Attack by Superior Forces of an
Enemy Armor Grouping".

Practice Operations Problems

1. Listening to the report on the decision of the commander
of the 14th Mcch Div to -defend--nd of-the _hif- -f antiaircra t
defense of the division on antiaircraft defense.

2. Visiting a divisional forward command post which is
supposed to be composed of totally dug-in command vehicles.

3. Inspecting the engineer preparation of a strong point in
^ a defense area of a company and a battalion. Familiarization

with defense fire system.

4. Observing divisional forces and weapons repelling enemy
air strikes and combating enemy fire support helicopters.

5. Observing the repelling of an enemy armor attack using
- '^ antitank means and armed helicopters; laying mine barriers

by helicopters while simultaneously providing fire cover;
and establishment of a fire line using demolition charges.

6. Observing the commitment to battle of the second echelon
of the division and the launching of an attack. Laying a

., smoke screen.

Exercise participants: Units of the 4th (sic) Mcch Div ' -
- (Polish)
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" (3) Report of the Commander of the 22nd Army, and Display
of a Command Post

1.__isteingto the decision of the Commander of th.e 22nd. -
-Army-to repel an enemy peetration:- ---

2. Report of the Chief of Antiaircraft Defense of the 22nd
Army on the organization of antiaircraft defense of the
army.

". 3. Practical establishment of coordinated action by the
antiaircraft defense troops of the army, the Front, and the
National Air Defense.

4. Reporting on the organization of radioelectronic neutraliza-
t-on of-thie ~ians of directing ad -dcontfling enemy aircraft --
during the repulsing of an air attack..

5. Familiarization with setting up, installing, and organizing
work at the army command post.

(4) Border of the Training Area

(5) Directors' Observation Post

-- (6) Helicopter Strike Point

(7) 5th Mech Infantry Co

(8) 2nd Mech Infantry Bn Command Post

(9) 7th Mech Infantry Co

(10) A Mech Infantry Battalion
'a

- (11) 2nd Mech Infantry Co, Alternate Position

(12) AA Missile Unit
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(13) 1st Mech Infantry Bn

(14) 1st Tank Co; 2nd Mech Infantry Co

(15) Unloading Station

(16) Engineer Barrier Unit

(17) Antitank Defense Unit

(18) 2nd Tank Co; 1st Mech Infantry Co

(19) 4th Mech )iv Forward Command Post

- -(20)- 6th--Mech--I-nfantry-Co -- :- _

(21) 2nd Mech Infantry Bn

(22) Northern Army Group

(23) Mine Unit

(24) 17th Mech Regt Command Post

(25) 17th Mech Regt

(26) 22nd Army Command Post

(27) SECRET, single copy
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purse of Operations at the BORNE-SULINOWO Training
Area in Exercise "tSHIELD-76"
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Legend to Map No. 2

(1) Actual Course of Operation at the OKONEK-BORNE
SULINOWO Training Area in Exercise "Shield-76"

(2) Listening to Decisions of Commanders of the 21st Army
and the 24th Air Army

- 1. Listening to the decision of the 21st Army Commander to
break-through the forward defense line and launch an attack.

- 2. Listening to the decision of the 24th Air Army Deputy
Commander to support 21st Army troops and to participate in
the air operation.

3. Familiarization with deployment and organization of work
at the army forward command post.

- 4. Familiarization with automated troop command means.

(3) To ic: "Tactical Exercise of the 18th Armored Division
- ofthe Czechoslovak People's Army Involving Combat

Firing: Overcoming Barriers in a Screened Zone, Breaking
Through the Forward Defense Line of the Enemy, and

_ Launching an Attack."

Practice Operations Problems

1. Action of divisional subunits to cross a barrier zone.

- 2. Fire and air attack preparation.

3. Launching and developing the attack.

TS 768153
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4. Attack on the forward edge of the enemy defense with
combat fire and air bombardment.

5. Committing the second divisional echelon to battle.

Exercise participants: Uunits of the 18th Armored Division
(Czechoslovak People's Army).

-_(4) Border of the Training Area

(5) Directors' Observation Post

(6) Bivouac Area

(7) 21st Army Command Post___

- (8) 18th Armored Division Command Post

- (9) Mobile Observation Post

(10) Mobile Observation Post

- (11) Unloading Station

(12) SECRET, single copy

I
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Map No. 3 Appears Here.
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Legend to Map No. 3

(1) Actual Course of 0perations at the NADARZYCE Training
.Area in Exercise "Sield-7t

(2) Topic: "Strike on Enemy Airfield Aimed at the Destruction
of Aircraft and Putting the Airfield out of Further

' Action"

Practice Operations Problems

1. Air reconnaissance of airfield targets (Mig21R, 2 aircraft).

2. Neutralization of antiaircraft means of the airfield
(Mig-21R, 8 aircraft).

I ' 3. Maneuver by assault groups in the airfield area and
execution of assault (SU-7, 8 aircraft).

3 4. Practice attack on airfield targets (SU-7, 16 aircraft).

5. Air battle of fighter groups over the airfield (Mig-21,
8 aircraft).

Exercise participants: Units and subunits of the 2nd Assault-
' Reconnaissance Aviation Division and the 4th Fighter Aviation

Division.

(3) Border of the training area

(4) Directors' observation post
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Map No. 4 Appears Here.
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Map 3: Actual Course of Operations at the
NADARZYCE Training

Area in Exercise "SHIELD-76'
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Operations at the DRAWSKO Training
xercise "tSHIELD-76"
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Map 6: Actual Course of Operat
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Legend to Map No. 4

(1) Actual Course of Operations at the DRAWSKO Trainin
Area in Exercise "Shiel -76"

(2) To ic: "Commitment to Battle of the Second Echelon of
tie Amy (30th Armored Division of the Polish Armed
Forces) for the Purpose of Smashing the Intermediate
Defense Line Under Cover of the 18th Armored Division
(Czechoslovak People's Army)"

Practice Operations Problems

- ---A: BUCiERZ--AXIS - - - - -

1. Deployment of two tank battalions of the 30th Armored
Division, 3 tank companies at a time (96 tanks).

2. Neutralization of the enemy at his forward strong points
using two rocket artillery regiments (24 launchers).

3. Execution of strikes by the 13th Fighter-Bomber Aviation
Regiment on the artillery command post and on the second
echelons of the enemy (24 SU-7 aircraft).

4. Deployment of tank subunits along the combat line under
cover of smoke screen made with the help of tank launchers.

5. Execution of advance through minefields by combat engineer
units under cover of fire of a mechanized battalion of the

~ 18th Armored Division of the Czechoslovak People's Army.

6. Attack against the forward edge by tank subunits of the
-- 30th Armored Division.

... TS 768153
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7. Support of the tank assault by armed helicopters
(16 Mi-2 helicopters).

-w 8. Break-through the leading defense edge of the enemy
and broadening of the assault.

9. Strike by enemy aviation on second echelons of tank
regiments and artillery firing positions (to destroy:
5 T-34 tanks and 5 aircraft).

10. Liquidation of results of th~e enemy air strikes against
the second echelon of tank- regiments of the 30th Armored
Division.

B. GORA-HETMANSKA AXIS

1. Execution of strike by a fighter-bomber aviation regiment
(6 SU-7 aircraft).

2. Neutralization of approaching enemy columns by a rocket
artillery battalion and an artillery battalion.

3. Neutralization of deploying enemy by armed helicopters.

4. Execution of barrage fire by an artillery battalion and
concentrated antiaircraft fire by antiaircraft artillery

~ subunits and infantry subunits.

5. Conduct of fire by infantry subunits and flamethrowers
(145 flamethrowers).

6. Attack by a tank company and an infantry company (on
armored transporters) on the flank of the attacking enemy.

TS 768153
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Exercise participants: 20th Armored Div (Polish Armed
Forces), Motorized Infantry Battalion (Czechoslovak
People's Army).

(3) Border of the Training Area

(4) Directors' Observation Post

(5) Bivouac Area

(6) Unloading Station

- (7) 122mm Artillery Battalion

(8) 152mm Artillery Battalion

(9) Tank Regiment

(10) 20th Armd Div Command Post

(11) ~Ar tillery Regiment

- (12) Tank Regiment Command Post

(13) Mobile Observation Post

(14) Mechanized Infantry Battalion of the Czechoslovak
People's Army

(15) Rocket Artillery Battalion

(16) Rocket Artillery Battalion

(17) Mobile Observation Post

- (18) Mechanized Infantry Battalion (Tank Battalion)

(19) Target Area of the Mechanized Infantry Battalion
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(20) Tank Company

i - (21) Alternate Rocket Artillery Position

(22) Mechanized Infantry Battalion

(23) Artillery Regiment

- (24) Rocket Artillery Battalion

(25) Unloading Station

(26) SECRET, single copy
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Map No. 5 Appears Here.
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Map 5: Actual Course of Operations from the
NOWE LASKI Road Segment Airfield
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Legend to Map No. 5

(1) Actual Course of Operations from the NOWE LASKI
Road Segment Airfield in Exercise "Shield-76"

(2) Topic: "Operation of an Aviation Regiment from a Field
Airfield, and Adaptation to the use of a Road Segment
Airfield".

Practice Operations Problems

1. Take off of a squadron from a road segment airfield
(8 Mig-21).

2. Landing of a flight of aircraft on a road segment air-
field (4 Mig-21).

3. Camouflage of a road segment airfield using smoke
(3 MI-8).

Exercise participants: Subunits of the 4th Fighter Aviation
Division and the 37th Transport Helicopter Regiment

(3) Directors' Observation Post
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Map No. 6 Appears Here.
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Legend to Map No. 6

(1) Actual Course of Operations at the WEGRZYN Training
Area in Exercise "Shiei -'6"

(2) Report of the Front Commander

Display of the Forward Command Post

1. Report on the Front commander's decision to go over to
_ combat operations usig nuclear weapons and development of

the operation.

2. Commanding rocket troops during the period__of execution
- of the first nuclear strike.

3. Familiarization with deployment and organization of work
- at the Front forward command post.

(3) Topic: "Liquidation of Results of Enemy Use of Nuclear
Weapons and Restoration of Combat Capability of the
Division".

- Practice Operations Problems

1. Activity of the rescue-evacuation group (motorized
-, regiment) aimed at liquidating the results of anenemy

nuclear strike.

2. Deployment and work of the divisional medical battalion
in the mass casualty center.

3. Deployment and work of the divisional maintenance
battalion.
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4. Special and medical efforts of the personnel and
equipment at the special treatment point.

5. .Combat activity of the collection unit (of regimental
type).

Exercise participants: A mechanized regiment (National
People's Army of the German Democratic Republic).

(4) Border of the Training Area

(5) Directors' Observation Post

(6) Bivouac Area

- (7) Northern Front Forward Command Post

(8) Unloading Station

(9) Motorized Regiment of the National People's Army
of the German Democratic Republic

(10) Special Treatment Point

(11) SECRET, single copy
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Legend to Map No. 7

(1) Plan for the Forced Crossing of the Oder River
by Soviet Forces

(2) 2nd Tank Bn Command Post

- (3) 47th Tank Regt Command Post

(4) 122mm Howitzer Battery

(5) 47th Tank Regt

(6) Operational Rocket Unit in Firing Position

(7) 3rd Tank Bn

-- 8)-- 1s t~Tank Bn Command Post

. (9) Artillery Regiment Command Post
.1-

(10) Area for Sealing Tanks

_ (11) Line of Departure for the Forced Crossing

(12) Areas for Loading Subunit Equipment for the First
Crossing on Amphibious Tracked Personnel Carriers

(13) Control Tower

_ - (14) Crossing Area for the Motorized Rifle Regiment of the
40th Mech Div (NPA)

(15) Control Tower

(16) Check Points

- (17) AA Artillery Regiment Command Post

TS 768153
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(18) 47th Tank Regt Command Post

(19) Crossing Area for the 47th Tank Regt

(20) Motorized Rifle Platoon in Defense

(21) Motorized Rifle Platoon in Defense

(22) Motorized Rifle Regiment Forward Command Post

(23) Oder River: POLECKO to KROSNO ODRZANSKIE

_ width--170-200 meters;
depth--3.5-4.5 meters;
rate of flow--9.0 meters/sec.;
sandy bottom- - ---

river flooding over banks;
left bank has embankments

(24) [See Item 22]

_ (25) SECRET, Copy
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Map No. 8 Appears Here.
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Map 8: Actual Course of Operations at
Area in Exercise
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Legend to Map No. 8

(1) Actual Course of Operations at the ZAGAN-SWIETOSZOW
Training Area in Exercise "Shield-76"

^ (2) Report of the 22nd Army Commander

Display of the Army Forward Command Post

1. Report of the Commander of the 22nd Army on his decision
to encircle and defeat the enemy in coordinated action with
an adjacent unit.

___ 2. Inspection .ofequipment and_ installation of elements of -_

- the army forward command post.

(3) Topic: "Launching of an Attack by the Army on a New
xis Using the Forces of Two Armored Divisions, Meeting
Engagement with Approaching Reserves".

Practice Operations Problems

1. Delivery of nuclear strikes against approaching enemy
columns.

2. Activity of reconnaissance and support subunits during a
meeting engagement.

3. Commitment to battle of the main force of the division,
and execution of a flanking attack against the deploying
enemy forces.

4. Conduct of combat operations during encirclement of the
- enemy.
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Exercise participants: -Tank regiment of the 40th Armored
Division (East German) ; tank regiment of the 50th Armored

SD ivis ion (Soviet) .

(4) Border of the Training Area

- (5) Directors' Observation Post

(6) Bivouac Area

(7) 22nd Army Forward Command Post

- (8) Unloading Station

- (9) Command Post, 40th Armd Div (GDR) __

* (10) Subunits of the SA and NPA

(11) Tank Regt of the 50th Armd Div (SA)

(12) SECRET, single copy
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